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ImU P 0.666 ba 

lha e 1.5 mu (1 

1 jin 9 0.500 kg 

1.00 yuan Y -0.6 us3 &a)* 

1 .oo us3 5 1.66, yuan ‘(lg78)*’ 

%At th8 time of the study tour (August-September 1977) the exchange rate was 
approximately 1 yuan = $0.5 or 51 = 2 yuan. The figures for costs, revenue, etc. 

. ark in general given in this report in yuan only. However, on p. 37 (para. 4), 
where both yuan and dollars are given, the dollar figure is calculated according to 
the 1978 exchange rate shown above: 
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Technical contacts between the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations and the People's Republic of China, at,,various levels, were {started after it 
became a member of the' Organization on 1 April-1973. These contacts were developed 
into, among other thi.ngs,'organized group study tours in '1976 and 1977. Each group : 
consiste qout,20 peTsons, includitig a team leader from FAO, and participants from - 
Member Coun s mth expertise in the subjects to be studied. The Study Tour'.on Forestry 

d Support for'Agriculture, which started on 11 August 1977 and ended on 13 September 1977, 
was one of these tours. The group consisted of three FAO staff.members, including the 
Teem Leader, and 15 senior officers of 11 Asian and African Iflember Nations. The 

* tindidates from Malaysia, Uganda and Zambia had to cencel their trips at the last moment 
for various reasons. (For list of participants see Appendix I)* 

The main purpose zf the study tour was to find out how forestry supports agriculture 
(I in the People's Republic of China. Its objectives were: to observe and analyse the Chinese 

a&roach to forestry.development,&hereby it-is integrated into and supports agriculture; 
and to examine how some aspects of the Chinese experience might be applied in the countries 
represented on the study tour. \ 4 

The fields covered were rather general but well chosen to demonstrate the link 
between forestry and agriculture. In spite of a very heavy programme and the fact that 
it was followed by the participants with the utmost interest, it was'not possible to cover 
all the fields indicated in the letter of instruction, The programme covered the following 
major fields: shelterbelts, coastal windbreaks and "four around" tree plantation, plant- 

-ation of fast-growing tree species for timber production, afforestation of bare land, tree 
crops yielding immediate cash returns, intercropping, watershed management, integrated 
development planning and programme implementation. \ 

The study tour consisted of (a) indoor briefing;'(b) field visits, (c) exchange of 
ideas and experiences in concluding diticussions whenever possible and (d).preparation of 
the draft report. The latter was done mostly after meals, sometimes late. in the evenings, 
and finalized in Beijing (Peking) before departure.,. The report is based on the group's 
observat%ons and explanations given to them during the four-week period. 

&lost of the participants assembled in Karachi between 8 and IO August before proceed- 
ing to Beijing (Peking). The Team Leader g&e a first general briefing in K&a&i and a 

i supplementary one in Beijing (Peking). Besides elaborating on the purpose of the study 
tour, he informed the participants that after a few days of field trips an outline of the 
report would be worked out and that members would be requested to prepare their contribut- 
ions to relevant chapters according to their background. 

General briefing was given by Mr. Li Shih-Kang, Director, Forest Resources Division, 
Enistry of Agriculture end Forestry. The broad itinerary of the study tour was also 
outlined. Details of the programe in the field were only given by the organizers on the 
arrival of the participants in each of the provinces visited. (For detailed itinerary see ' 
Appendix 2). Two special briefing sessions were arranged for the participants to obtain 
more information on forestry- education and wildlife in Guangzhou (Canton) and Beijing 
(Peking) respectively. 

i 0 
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The study group visited Liaoning, Henan (Hbnan), Hubei (Hupeh), Hunan and Guangdong 
(Kwangtung) ,Provinces and Beiding'(Peking), and the tour covered ten counties, one commune, 
thirteen production brigades, one nursery, nine forest farms and bureaux, three $rater 
conservancies, three forest product manufacturing plants and two forest research institutes. 
The total distance covered was 3,9,GP_ km by air, 2,100 Ion by rail and 2,800 km by road. The 
organization was excellent and the -orwizers were very kind and receptive to our suggest- 
ions on programme changes that we're&sssible withi. a programme already fixed and prepared 
well in advance. / _' . a 

Historical places were visited in Beijing (Peking) and Shenyang. The group had the 
_ honour of visiting 'Chairman IJao's birthplace and'being the first group of foreigners to _ 

pay tribute to Chairman Mao in his memorial hall in Beijing (Peking). 
* 

.A dinner of welcome was given to the group by the Director of the Bureau of Foreign 
Affairs of the Iiinistry of Agriculture and Forestry, EIr. Li Yung-kai, on the evening of 
arrival. A farewell dinner was given by'the T&n Leader to the Chinese authorities , 
responsible for organizing the study tour, both from the Ministry of Foreign Affair,s"~d 
the Einistry of Agriculture and'Forestry, on the night before departure, ISuring~fhe 
course of the study tour, official dinners were given by the chairmen of the revolutionary 
committees'and directors of the provincial forest and/or agriculture bureaux. Films and 
plays were shown to the group,for their entertainment in the evening and weICe greatly - 
appreciated by everyone. 

The group enjoyed and felt greatly honoured by the warm welcome and hospitality 
extended by the Chinese people and the excellent care and courtesy of their colleagues. 

a 
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chapter 1, a 
p 

. BACKGROUND INF'ORl4ATION ' 

.; . 
,..-. . 

cs 

. . 

/ 1.1 GEXERAL ;' > 
: \A 

/ 
7.. 

China is the world's t largest country with 9.6 million km2 of land and a _ 
population of about 950 mil It shares the highest mountain, 18-t. Everest, 
at 8,848 m, with Nepal. or landscapes are mountains, high plateaux, 
deserts and extensive river plains. The climate ranges from are-tic at the 
higher elevations to monsoon along the sea coasts, Inland areasiare mainly 
affected by continenta\$ 'air masses. Tree and shrub;species are varied and 
%e$&$ 7,000 have been recorded. A&cording to information given to' the 
g&up in Peking, about IO percent‘of the land is covered'with forest. 

.' 

Kost of China has four distinct seasons. Rainfal% ranges from less than 
100 mm annually in-the desert ar=s to 2 790 mm in the monsoon belt south of 
the Yangtse River).:! I;laximum temperatures range from o%~~-4~~C,i.n the desert to 
IOoC in the plateaux rvld mountains; minimum temperatures range from 13'C in the 
monsoon belt to -3OoC:‘arid lower in the mountains and northern temperate parts. 
Frost-free days rat-& frctn 45 on the high plateaux to.365in the tropical monsoon 
area. (CT - - .__. ? , c -? > 1 : ? f 

-a-c . .- 

. 

Soils are as varied as the climate, vegetation, topography zd geology. 
Wind has played a very large part in the formation* of loessilerived soils in 
the lower sections of most basrns, pa rticulariy in the northern part of the 
country. There is a wida range of fertile soils, the most fertile land being " " 
in the valley plains. llater-logging, salinity pd alkalinity probslems exist 

c- c. . 
.' - 

primarily in the eastern parts of China on the broad, flood-prone plains. Those 
areas which would normally be considered natural areas for forestry have a high 
proportion of exposed bedrock. Because of e-xtensive land degradation; precious 
surface soils in the mountain areas have been erodedi - J 

On &he journey southwards from 
through Beijing (Peking), Henan 

- (Kwq-qtung), it was noted 
tions: . ,-. 1 c 

I.11 11 
_. 

.~Liaonin~ 
c 7 

Situated in north-east 
and 3i3O 43' and 45' OO'N and 
to 2,000 m above sea level. About 60 percent of the land is,mountainous,+ 30 percent 
is farmland and IO percent is occupied by water. i 

'i. ' i 5' 
. ' .+- The climate is temperate, with the monsoon influencing the easternmost part. - 

T-he average temperature varies between 50 and ll" C and there is a maximum temper- 
' ture of 300 C and .a minimum of -30° C. Precipitation‘-ranges from 400 to 1 200 mu, . 

i the higher precipitation being near the east coast. The frost-free period is 
about 150-180 days. 

. 
.,.' 

> " 
i : 

---_ :- ~_ 
\ 

_ -. . * -" I 
'-f 1 1.. -. S‘ I 

: -- - .-, ' C' 5 2.'. 
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The soils in the western part of the province'are loess, derived from wind 
funnelling down the river valleys from the western mountains. These soils tend 
to be deep and sandy with little organic matter. Plantation forests in the 
province cover 4,154,666 ha. 
0 a>, 

The group%as told that-formerly shifting sand-dunes affected agricultural 
areas and protective vegetation cover was sparse. Moreover, data presented*by 
the Taipingti People's Commune indicate low soil fertility before afforestation 
took placeti In 1958, organic matter v1as~O.5 percent, nitrate 5 ppm, effective 
phosphorus 10 ppm and potassium 20 ppm in-a very fine sandy loam. 

Since improved crop-practices have 
$f . . Q * /- 

een adopted and shelterbelts have been .- 
a,,*./ 

planted for sand-dune fixation, soil nutrients have incre@ed*to the following 
: 

levels: organic matter 27 percent, nitrate 45.ppm, effective phosphorus 20 ppm 
and effective potassium 50 ppm. Organic matter has been added at the rate of 
30,000 to \75,000 kg per hectare per year, supplemented by 300 to 375 kg of chemi 4 
fertilizer'. In almost 30 years a surface soil 0.37 cm deep has been created. _ 

x1.2 * Bei,-jing (Peking " ,' ,- -. _ 
,' 

No extensive field trip on forestry was made from this municipality. 
I. 

Rainfall ranges from 500 to 700 mm and occurs mostly between June and 
September. The maximum temperature reaches 30°C and the min,imum falls to -13'C 
and there are about 150-240 frost-free days. . 

1.1.3 I!enan EOX33-l ?,, + 
a* 

The group concentrated'its tour on the alluvial plain south of the Yellow 
River. A short visit was made to the hilly area in Yu County, ,about 70 km south 
of Zhengzhou. The province is strongly influenced by the Yellow River. Its floods 
both deposit sediment and erode away top soil. The province inoludes 167 000 km2 

_ of land, is looated in the‘east plain and is surrounded by mountains rising in the- 
western part to 1,000 m. There are four major river systems, the Yellow River being 
the largest. Altogether there are 200 rivers that tend to flow from the northwest 
to the east. Twethirds of Yu County is mountainous or hilly, while one-third is 

= covered by plains. . 
- . -* >. . . 

The climate and its effects have played a large pa.rt"in the development of 
the area. It has a history of both floods and droughts. 6 

The'province is located between 118' and 120% and 30' and 40' N. The.%mean 
annual rainfall is from 560 to 700 mm with some monsoon influence, The temperature 
reaches 30°C in summer and falls to -lOoC in winter in the mountains. In the, 
mountains frost-free days may be about 150 and in the plains 240. \ . _. 

The'soils in the mounta$ns are moderately deep and medium-textured. They are 
*slightly acid with pH 6.0-6.5. The soils in the pltins.are deep, being derived 
from alluvial, action. There are waterlogging, salinity snd alkalinity problems. 
Soil drainage and irrigation program&s &se being,carried out to improve the soils. 

b 'Fertility data were not provided. There isno question, however, but that, owing 
Ito intensive practices of drainage and the‘additilon of fertilizer, soils are being 

I 
'physically,and chemically improved. Approxi@ely.73,333 ha were,previously 

f 
considered waterlogged. Since 1949 thi<s acreage has been greatly reduced. As in 
unost areas, there are few secondary stands in the province. )*Because of the wide 
/ 
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latitudinal range, t&e species vary from-pines in the north to warmer-climate 
-t 

species such as Paulownia sQ.in the south. Before 1949, 667,000 ha were under 
forest, while in 1976 2>~00,000 ha of land were under fosest. 

\ \ 
1.1.4 Hub& (Hupeh) - .l.. 

. 
* 

'1.. This province is a hillydmountainous area dotted .with many villages. The 
ridges and slopes have a rounded profile. The famous Yangtse River flows through 
the province. 
50 1,500 m. 

The south part is considered mountainous with rounded peaks rising 
In the north the alluvial landscape along the Yangtse is about 50 m 

above sea level. , 
' 

In general the climate is temp$ate with some monsoon influence. Precipitit- 
ion ranges from 1,200 to 1,700 mm; evaporation may be as high as'-1,500 mm. The 
mftimum high temperature reached 30'Ciand the minimum drops to -5'C. The frost-free 
period ranges from 200 to 286 days. \ L_ 

0 \, 
Soils are considered ferti:le and d'epth varies with topography. Varying degrees h 

.of erosion have taken place, Locally the.soils are yellow-brow&. The mountainous 
area around Puqi County, locatedin the outhern part of theaprovince, is largely 

4 . . underlain with limestone. Otherareas a e commonly underlain'with shale. b&face 
soils have a pH of around '5.5-6.5. ;E Textire are inthe_medium range, in one case ' 
of sandy clay loam. <-I. 

a L ._ -._ D ,. 

The forest cover situation has c&.&d since .1949. 
in Xianning County is l;421,533‘ha. 

The total acreage of land 
In 1949 the forest cover was 186,666 ha; today . 

it is 386,664 ha, resulting from massive,planting:efforts. 
. Pinus, Cunni-nghamia dd bamboo. 

Host planting is with 
cl 

. : I 
., , 

1:1.5 HUnaXl c c I '_ 
v" j-a 

Located in south-eastern China, Hunan is the home province of the late hia"0 
Tse-tune. Of the 210,000 km2 of the province 90 percent are hills and mountains, ! 

h 
ti percent plains and 2 percent water. The western part of the province is more 
rugged than the eastern part, although the whole of the province is mountainous, 
with small sinuous valleys. <, It'is located within 110' and 115'E and 300 *and 35ON. 
Highest elevations seldom rise above I',500 m. , 

s"'. 
: The average annual rainfill ranges from 1,000 to '2,000 mm.,The 'mean maximum 

temperature Ps about 31% and the minimum.-6°C. Frost-free days are from 225 to 
300, depending on the elevation. 7 The summer storm period is from April to June. 
Taoyuan County in the west 'has a rainfall of about I';467 mm. /. I-" 

B .* 
n ,T 

. . Soils are derived from slates, shale, limestone, 'and conglomerate. "Old alluvial 
“9 deposits are also often found at the upper.elevations and soil pr.ofi1e.s freqxently 

h+ve a high percentage of gravel.' In the mountains 
,, done, the soii pH is about.5.5-6$, 

, where most forestry work is 
L Profiles are mainly moderately textured. It 

was mentioned that in Taoyuan County 38 percent of the main river.,drainage had 
eroded which indicated that the fertile topsoil had moved downstream, ieaving 
behind less fertile conditions for forest growth. v 

, I f 
Within Taoyuan County jforest-cover increased from 24.5 percent in 1949 to 

41 percent in 1977 as a result f an accelerated reforestation programme. 
.' 
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1 ’ I ., I 

This provi&e in the south-eastern part of the country lies between 108' and 
117'E and 18O and 26'N and has a long jagged coastline. Most:of the province 
enjoys a mild sub-tropical mpist climate. ;loils in the areas visited are red and 
mostly saanciy., Owing to high-intensity rains and typhoons, soil erosion and gullying 
are problems, which are being taken care of by extensive tree planting. Shifting 
sands ,along the sea+hores pose a problem which is being solved by coastal windbreak 
plantations of Casuarina. Soils are mostly acidic, with pH of ,4-5 in the areas 1' 
visited. I f 

1 0 
'The annual average temperature in the areas visited vari&'s from 22.7'C to . 

23.6Oc. The absolute maximum temperature is 37'C and the absolute minimum 2.0%. . 
Annual average precipitation varies from 1,400 mm to 1,600 mm, distributed mostly 
from 1Ga.y to September.. Typhoons and strong winds are frequent. 

1.2 CONBITIONY RELATED TO FORESTRY SUPPORT FOR AGRICULTURE BEFORE 1949 1. 
I 

The y%ar 1949 marked a significant turn of events in China. Reference is 
always made to conditions prevailing prior.to 1949. In this year a complete . 
change in national life occurred which has influenced the utiljrzation and develop- 

. ment of natural resources.~ They are now conducted in accordance with the concept 
of collective ownership and 'accountability. The interdependence of different 
land uses like forestry, grazing, animal husbandry and agriculture.wf%s recognized 
and emphasized by Chairman Jio. He issued instructions in this regard which are * 
always observed during planning. 

According to the facts presented, 
4 

agriculture and forestry were not integrated 
in the pre-1949 period. Forest cover was sparse and .id a poor condition. The area. _ 
under forest was only 5 percent of the total land area. Not only was yield from 
forests low, but the watersheds, sandy tracts and coastal areas' were devoid of 
suitable protective vegetation. The combination of these factors resulted in 

SOi1 erosion, loss of soil'fertility, insufficient soil moisture for crops and' 
progressive reduction in cultivable areas due to stifting sand-dunes and gullying ' 
and frequent damage by floods and droughts." The yield from agricultural areas was 
lovr. It was often. reported that natural calamities struck~in about nine years outi 

/I 

f... ,. of ten and that crop yields were insufficient to suppo'& the population. Failure 
to invest in land development and to improve agricultural practices worsened the -;~ 
situation. The ultimate result xas the frequent occurrence of famine and the I 

k shifting of population,. ._ . e 
1.3 ~'ACHIEVEWNT3 XNCE 1949 , _I 

A massive programme of afforestation and forest improvement was initiated 
after 1949. 
issued. Once 

Well-defined policy lines and guidelines in this lconnection irere 
the interdependence of forestry and agric@ture..'was realized, prot,ect- 

ive tree planting in the form of shelterbelts was started in'f ti k locations, i.e. 
on roadsides, on riversides, around houses and around villages\ This work has 40r 
many years received strong political support at the highest lev,el. Moreover, the 
people themselves have realized its importance. The economic ins and the indirect 

. . benefits of earlier plantings have given them concrete proof significance..- 
and have also provided them with the means and experience to it still in?re. .' 

* 
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The magnitude of the afforestation work required a massive labour input to 
match. 
9nassesit 

This was obtained by mobilizing large masses of people. (In China, the 
meansthe people of the communes, state forestry farms, etc.) Iliass mobiliz- 

ation tras achieved by collectivization of resources and, more import'ant, by part- 
cipation of the masses in the planning procedure which has been described as "from 
t:?e people, 
3). 

to the peoplet', and 'Wree-in-one and three-way planningf~. (See Chapter 
The involvement of the masses in the execution of the plan and'the maintenance 

and protection of plantations was the decisive factor in the success of the programme, 
which has resulted in the raising of the initial 5 p-ercent forest cover to the present 
IO percent. 

^“l’_l-c -i It was observed that a considerable diversity exists among the tree species 
' used for planting. 

<, 
These vary not only according to the site and climate but also 

according to the people's requirements. For example, in Liaoning Pro"vince, willows 
and poplars are used for sand-dune fixation and shelterbelts respectively. Amorpha 
fruticosa has been planted extensively to serve as a low-level soil binder Q@ as a 
source of green manure and fodder. 

In Henan (Honan), 
Orchards of apples and peaches have also been 

raised. Paulownia , 
four sites; 

poplar and plane are,the species planted on 

planted. 
while Paulownia is used for intercropping, Amorpha is ‘extensively' 

Apple and walnut are common fruit trees. In Changlou Production Brigade . 
apple trees were being planted on reclaimed gully beds. 
hamia as the main tree species., 

Hubei (Hupeh) has'Cunning- 

and did not perform well. 
Pinus massoniana was planted extensively in the past 

Bamboo is now being extended on sites suitable for it. In 
Hunan extensive areas are under Cunninghamia; Pinus elliottii and P. taeda are also 

'. .* being used, along with Sassafras, as the main.timber species. Aleurites is planted 
on roadsides and is mixed with pine plantations as it is fast-growing and completes' 
its rotation before"the pines are suppressed; moreover, it is a source of industrial 
oil. 'Thea oleosa is a source of edible oil; w- its old plantations have been improved 
and new plantations are being raised.. 
oxtended. 

Tea plantations are also being improved aud 
In Guangdong (K~n&ung) Province multipurpose eucalyptus plantations 

have been raised in addition to coastal shelterbelts of Casuarina. The,fan palm 
(Livistona) has been planted on terraced hills and efforts at large-scale planting 
of star fruit, mango, litchi and black pepper are being made, Z 

It has been realized that the success of planting work depends upon dedicating 
the right proportion of effort to the various operations involved. The success rate 
of the plantations visited depended on the rigid application of the principle that 
30 percent of the efforts should go towards establishment, while 70 percent should 
go towards tending and protection. 
been undertaken on this basis.' 

An intensification of all: work has therefore 
It involves the practice of complete land preparation, 

proper planting according to the species, manuring and fertilizing, weeding and soil 
working, intercropping, mechanization of work wherever possible and adoption of soil 
and water conservation measures. . ~ 

AS this massive programme of tree planting with intensive management requires,. ,,, 
a large number of technical, skilled and semi-skilled personnel, a system of 
education, training arld research has been developed. ELkcation and training 
facilities are provided at the state, pr&ince, 
brigade levels. 

county, commune and production 
A fair measure of autonomy exists at-the four lower levels. ,This * 

system has helped not. only in planning and execution but also in problem ident'ifi- . _ _.. cation and solution at all levels. 
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mechanization and general development. e. 

The post-1949 programme of work has resulted in a progressive 
agricultural yields along with an increase in forest cover. 
examples illustrate this improvement. 

The Tungfan$ru.ng Production Brigade in Liaoning covers 676 ha o 
sandy alluvial plains in a sub-humid temperate region.. 
few trees and agribu1tur.e was poor owing to shifti 
grains was about 450 kg/ha. ts and some 

< compact blocks have been plan 
ion thus afforded and other i has consist- 

_-, 
< 

"The Paichuang Production Brigade of Chaechuang Peop 
'liorianj includes 103 !~a of lqnd in the old course of the 
sandy-silty soil. Before 1949 it had very few tre 
sand-dunes impoverished the land and the people. 
were only 210-240 kg/ha. 
in addition to shelterbelts. 
mentmeasures, 

'.., 
in a temperate, subhumid climate, 
of degraded vegetation. Soil erosion , @lying and insufeficient oil moisture 
resulted in low yields. ,Afforestation was initiated after 1966 d 7,766 ha have 
been planted. Intercropping is practised in the plantations. Th&ugh‘erosion 
control, the agricultural yield, which used to be less than 600 kgtha, has risen 
to an average of 900 kg/ha. , I 

Taoyuan County in IIunan covers a total 
jtropical climate, Kountains and hi.11~ cover 

forest from, 24.5 percent in 1970 
by a further increase in food and 
tonnes respectively in 1976. 

Nan&an Island in the south 
group of ten s-11 islands before 
tree-cover at that time, sand and sand-dunes destroyed a m; 
people used to import firewood from other parts of'the pro7 

tja 
Tin 

portidn.of the area, 
and agricultural 



/ 

output stood at 1.4 fonnes/ha. After 1949, the planting of coastal windbreaks . with Casuarina was started, which now total 57 km in length, over a total area of. 
4,034 ha. Drainage and soil building linked the islands, shifting sand was 
arrested and agricultural land was developed. As a result, the island is not 
only self-sufficient in timber and firewood but it supplies more than 10,000 m3 of ..' timber annually to the state. Foodgrain output has risen to 4.8 tonnes/ha. 
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ORGAJJIZATIONAL STRUCTURE, tiUCA&QN., RESEARCH AND EXTENSION‘ 

AFt~ECTING~FtX.ESTRY SUPPORT,FoR A+.ICULTURE 
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ORGARIWTIONAL STRUCTURE - - u 
1.. XI 

Political Framework _ 

The Pebple's Republic.of China is divided into 26 provides and autonomous 
regions and tbree.atitonomous municipalities having the status of.,a province, . 
namely Beijing (P&*$g), Tianjin (Tientsin) and Shanghai. A province is divided 
into prefectures a.$ a prefecture into cotities. In some areas where national. 
cultural minoritiei reside in large numbers, 
several counties e@h, in order to give special attention to these ar 
have the status of$prefectures. One of the leagues visited by the 
Chao-u-ta League il$ Liaonin, 7 Province in the north-eastern part of .q 

A county is further subdivided into several peohle's communes. 
the county is large, it is subdivided into districts to facilitate 
but this is the exoeption rather than the rule. A people's commune 
itself which are the production brigades, and 
into production teams. YJhile the commune may be the basic nolitical unit, by all, 
accounts the production brigade3 form the -backbone of planning, implementation and 
in fact, the entire economy,, and may cover a few villages each. Generally, 'in the \. 1 
areas visited, a~eommune ha3 a population of lO,OOO-80,000, a production brigade \ 
of 500-5,000 anda production team, of 30-500 people. There is no uniformity as '\ 
regards the area of operation of communes and production brigades. 'I. 

I. Adminis,trative'Struoture 
:y .I > 6 

At the national level, the&central Government has a %linistry of Agriculture 
and Porestry in which therebis a Department.'6f??brestry; The Depsrtment of Forestry i 
is responsible for the policies and' guidelines on afforestation, forest management, 
forest industry and other forest'development activities. At the province,' prefecture 
and county level there may be a department of forestry or a department.of agriculture 
and forestry responsible for forestry activities. A3 explained in chapter'-3, this -, 
responsibility is not discharged through the hierarchical organization structure, but 
by an'integration of "top and bottoml~ levels. Insome provinces and prefectures there 
may be adepartment of forest engineeringresponsible for logging ark transport of 
incMsM.al wood and also a department 'of afforestation responsible for the management 
of state forests. In some case3, for examp1.e in Echeng County, Xianning Prefechre, 
Hubei (Hupeh) Province, a professional team or 
management of the Cunninghamia forest'plantatio f 

lantatign committee oversees the 
, While there is a,specific depart- 

ment responsible for forestry at each level down to the county, below that level 
only specific, personnel :or groups remain responsible for it. Under the M&.s$.ry of 
Agriculture and Forestry of the central Government are also the Academy of,Agriculture 
and Borestry Science and the Institute of Forestry Research. Provinces,, prefectures . 

i 
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and counties may have specific research branches, and forestry research institutes 
width experimental stations under them may be established, depending on the need Ear, 
and importance of, the work. \ 

2.1.3 Revolutionar,y Committees i/ 

At every level, 
. .a 

Y provinc,e, prefecture,- county, commune and production bri,@e, 
s there is a revolutionary committee, mainly charged uith executive functions. The 
1 revolutionary c&nmittee'acts like a cabinet ~2.r~i.i.s composed oi' 2 chairman, several 

vice-chairmen and other representatives. In Taojrunn County, Hun;?n Province, one 
of the counties visited by the group; each vice-chairmen was responsible for 2 
certain area of 'work, one of which was forestry, and w2s in ciarge of a sub-committee. 
This 2lso occurs in Some other counties. For-the province?, prefectures, counties 
and even communes, in other cases, one of the committee members is assigned to, of 
specifically charged with, all matters connected with forestry. In a county tile 
revolutionary committee may consist of six to eight persons and at other levels 
cbrrespon.!ingly more or fe!Ier. Gpecified units at the comrmule and production brigade 
levels may be set up to:,carry out certain work. &ch committee or specified unit 
will be a combination of workers, professionals, and party cadres. For instance, 
for shelterbelts and send-dune afforestation in Tungfanghung Production Brigade in 
Chifeng County,,Liaoning Protice, the forestry unit .consists of three professionals 
(technicians) and some commune members and &party cadres. In Hsiaoling State Forestry 
Farm for Cunninghamia plantation in Hubei (Hupeh) Province, the administrative group 
consists of the director, deputy director, accounts technicians and two represent- 
atives of the workers. . . 

1 
2.1.4 hmershiu Pattern 5 

Forestq ovmership in China may b,e classified as follows: 

'\ 
'.. h (i> state okmership: this extends to the natural forest areas and those 

_. established or planted by the state. ' 

(ii) collective ownership: extends to those forests established or trees 
planted through the collective efforts of the members of the communes, 
production brigades and production teams; 

e 
(iii) individual extends to,those trees planted by individuals or 

communem d their houses through their own personal effort. 

In the case of ees,or established forest plantations, the general 
policy of ownership ichever agency is responsjble for the planting of 
the tree'or establis est plantations also otms the said tree or plant- 
ation. This policy accordingly find3 support in the state laws. The,trees planted 
are maintained and managed by the agency that has jurisdiction over the area where 
the trees are planted. For inst2nce, trees planted along roads and highways are 
maintained by the Department of Highways; tho3e along~railways by the Department 
of Railways, etc. 

d Since mid-1977, the revolutionary committees have either.been dissolved or 
transformed into regular management committees. 

1 1 -s. 
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2.1.5 Implementation of Field Activities 
' , 

In accordance -with the policies set, the stat?continues to bear the major 
responsibility .for carrying out the tree-planting programme. The revolutionary ' 
committees are responsible for implementing state lsws, rules and regulations within. 
their area qf jurisdiction. The programme is mainly implemented by.mobilizing the 
people of the communes , production brigades and production teams. It is China's - 
experience-that no tre+planting programme can be undertaken in any area unless the 
people can be included and educated. If this is done, the task.can be easily 

. achieved and protection is not a problem. _ 

Special teams, od mposed of professionals and commune members, may be 'set UT) for 
the implementation of the programme, and a team leader is elected and ratified by 
the revolutionary committee of the production bnigade'concerned, with who% most of 
the responsibility for field work rests. It is the team leader who has to see to it 
that the plan is properly implemented. Professionals combine with the~'massev in 
performing jobs which require their skill, such as seed collection, nursery practice, 
protection against insects and diseases, etc. 

Implementation procedures may include the conduct of'propaganda work by conveying 
to the masses Chairman Mao's directions on forestry through radio, newspapers, fil>ms, 
exhibitions, songs and dances, and other mass media. Demonstration sites or models 
may be set up to serve as an example of proper forestry activities and techniques.. 

P In coordination with the revolutionary committee 'concerned a,professional team 
at the prefecture or county level, which had the responsibility for the initial pre- 
paration of the integrated land use plan (for further information on the plan see 
Chapter 3), is also charged with the responsibility for checking and monitorink its 
implementation. 

2.2 EDUCATION 

2.2.1 General 
. 

Forestry educetion and training in China may be conveniently divided into'four 
distinct levels of training, as outlined below: 

(i) formal.forestry training, which is divided into two levels, i.e. higher 
technical level of training and lower-level technical training; 

(ii) training by demonstration where communes , production brigades and teams 
may learn from the experience gained in state farms established for the 
purpose; - 

1 

(iii) training by way of visits of farmers to some identified model farms or 
communes, or tours of technicians, researchers and political cadres to 
communes where they discuss and exchange information on problems facing 
the individual communes visited; ,' 

C' 
(iv> spot training programmes for individuals in the field normally accompanied ‘ 

by seminars or workshops. _I ' 
, . 

Each of the above levels of training will be elaborated on separately and I 
etimples given from the places visited by the study group.. Before mine-on toi 

,,describe in detail the above levels of training, there are a few points tihich 
should be discussed so as to give proper background information and to make it' 
easy to understand the training procedures disousse&The points in question are: .' 

~ 
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2.2'.2. 
"' 

Selection Criteria for Training Candidates 
a 

There are generally three main criteria for the selection of an individual for 
training. This applies for all levels of training. The three criteria are: 

- experience in. forestry work; 
n 

- aptitude for, ?r interest in, forestry work -, . _._ . - . _._ . . . _ _ . 

- high level .of political consciousnes's. 
,' 
d 

2.2.3 Relationship betlyeen Forestry Training, &ztension,and Research Programnles 

The study group.found that, because of the-mass nature of forestry training, 
it is difficult to draw a line between forestry training and extension prograinmes 
in China. 

',A 
Research is closely'linked to these programmes. 

L 

The training system is related to the ownership patterns of forestry in China, . 
as has been outlined in the relevant section dealing with ownership (section 2.1.4). 
As explained in t&t section, most 'of the forests, other than those,pwned by highway 
and railway authorities and the‘statefowned demonstration farms, afe 0v.rne.d and managed, 
and their products sold, by the masses. This explains why such an extensive training 
programme is undertaken in China. * 

As exl,lainedin the section on forestry research programmes (section 2.3 below), 
research in China is very practical and usually production-oriented. For example, 
in all state demonstration forestry farms visited research plots-had been esta&%shed, 
which were used for the solution of problems as well as for teaching new for&try 
techniques to the masses. Moreover, research is included in the curricula of all " 
forestry training institutions. The staff of both training and nesearch institutions 

_ l visit communes from time to time to give on-the-spot training or carry out rese=arch 
programmes, There is thus close coordination between research workers and the grass- 
roots level, where much of the research is taking place. 

2.2.4 

Hith the above background information it will now=be in order to follow up the 
four levels of forestry training as outlined below. 

Formal Forestry Training for HiTher-level and Lower-levelTechnicians 

(i) Higher-level Technic&n Training . 

This is a three-year training at university or college level. ,In all the '.. 
Jlaces visited by the group there were few of this cadre ,of people and in most cases 
such people were those in charge of state forestry farms, forestry research institutes 
and county forestry sections, c.7 . . 

In the initial briefing received in Beijing (Peking) before starting the to"ur,, 
we were informed that the central Government ran an Academy of Agriculture and' 
Forestry Science which was possibly the.highesC institution;o.fferin@both forestry 
and agricultural sczientific training in China. Besides this academy, the state also 
ran a number of colleges of agriculture and forestry in various provinces. -'The study 
group &a unable to learn their exact number. .1 ?x-- 

- 
The study group was not able to visit such an institute during the&tour, but 

in Guangdong (Kwangtung) Province they were very fortunate in being given a detailed 
briefing by a director of such an‘institute and his professors. 

_. 
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The a&ount in this section is based entirely on the briefing received is 
Guangzhou(Canton), and may serve as an example of how forestry and agricultural 
colleges.are administered and managed in China.. 

, 
The College of Agriculture and Forestry in Guangzhou (Canton) runs a multi- 

disciplinary training programme. It has eight departments, subdivided into twelve. + 
, faculties. The eightdepartments and their f&culties are as follows: r i P 

(i) Agriculture _ . Agriculture Department - Three Faculties: 
'\ "b., , " 

..~, F- ._ 
.* _ 

Soil Chemistry Department - One~&culty 
. 

l Plant Protection Department - One Faculty , 

(ii) 'Seed Improvemen< 
(iii) Tea Culture 

.Forestry Department - One Faculty 

Agricultural Uchanization 
Department - - Two.Faculties: 

Veterinary Department - One Faculty 

Horticulture Department- - Two Faculties:" %i '7 
* I : j _ 

. Silk Culture Department ,* '- One Faculty 

(i) Agricultural ~cachinery 
(ii) Design of Agricultural 

Lachinery 

(i) Fruit 
(ii) Vegetables 

> 

\ 
. 

.- 4 
1 

The main task of this college is to train technicians for the #hole country, 
to carry out research programmes geared to solving problems facing the 'country and “',, 
to boost production of agricultural and forestry products. Research programmes - 
undertaken are either assigned by the state or are based on'the needs of the people. . 

, This college has an enrolment of 1,500 Qudents with some 600 teaching staff, 
of which 55 are professors in various fields. The college also runs an‘agricultural 
farm, an agricultural machinery factory and a physics and chemistry research labor- 
atory for radiation research work in agriculture. . . 

The college administers mainly two t,ypes of training programmes. These are 
the normal three-year undergraduate training and a refresher course Tf one year's ' 
duration. 

Besides the two types of training, 
programmes! 

the college has other special training 
for instance,~,it offers special training programmes for students , 

intending to work abroad under Chinese technical assistance programmes in develop 
ing countries. The college also offers short-term courses, ranging from periods 
of one month.to six months; such short-term courses are usually given.on specific 
subjects. They are usually given to people selected from the communes who are '- 
involved in work reIated to the kind of training they will receive, aad who ~$11 
go 'back to their respective communes skilled ih the new methods they have learned to 
continue the work they were doing previously. 

l 

. 
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&:embers of the teaching.staff of the college sometimes go to the communes to 
give on-the-spot training or carry out research programmes so as to solve some of 
the problems facin: the people there. 

;' 
He were informed that, through the short 

course programmes and the‘teachers carryin g out on-the-spot training in the communes, i 
, they were able to train some 20 000 people every year. . 

,l?or recruitment to the college, students have to meet the three selection 
(I ' icriteria mentioned under section 2.2.1. ' Khen the students graduate, they are 
1 assigned throughout China,in.accordance with the unified plan of the Government,to - 

carry out their work. , 

Xith regard to the teaching content at the college, i.t is based on Chairman I 
'iJaoVs instruction that a person has to be educated morally, intellectually and 

Ri physically. Consequently, besides being trained in their area of specialization, 
the students have to take colitical science subjects throughout the three years, 
They also have to take part in physical fitness progremmes. - 

.There are normally three types of subject studied, depending on the area of 
specialization, but forestry students have to take the following subjects: 

- basic background subjects, e.g. mathe&tics, bhysics; chemistry, 8 :' 
botany, biology and one foreign languag ; 

& 

.' 

- professional subjects, e.g. forestry mens*ation, forestry vegetation, 
silviculture, dendrology, soils, biology, &$rvey, etc.; 

- specialized training in various forestry disciplines, e.g. forest 
.$entomology, forest pathology, forest engineering, forest economics, etc. * 

With regard to the teaching methods, there.is an ‘k in egration of both theory 
and practice. 1Juch emphasis is placed on research and practice. ,For example, with 
regard-to research, students are required to participate in research programmes 
right from the very first year. This participation in resee&h is done with the 
help of the teachers. The students are.required to participate in research work 
in the field for a period of two to threamonths in ea&year they are at the . 
coliege. Consequently, by the time they are in their third year, they are well 
versed in research methods. In fact, as a requirement for graduation, each student 
has,to carry out a field research project, 
out the research work, 

for lrhich he is supposed to plan and carry 
analyse the project results and give recommendations as to 

._ what measures should be taken. Besides the *academic work, each forestry.student is 
. supposed to participate in some productive work in the forest farms l.rith the commune 

members, actunl~y carrying out all the manual ITqrl- 
romm-une members new forestry management practices. 

and at the same time teaching tile 
' 

i- (ii) 'sLower-level Technician 'Traininq 
. 

Tlli s is normally a'one- to two-year training programme. On 7 Iiay 1966, Chair- 
man Mao stated that scientific experiment, together with class struggle and the 
struggle for production, were the three great revolutionary movements .which were 
of theoretical and practical significance in implementing policies oriented towards 
socialism. Institutions in every diwipline were set up which laid emphasis on all 
three in the instruction given. As in other disciplines,,. forestry schools were 
established to produce lower-level forest technicians who would be going simultane- 
ously through the three movements in their learning. These schools came"to be 
knol-m as the 7 Hay forestry schools. _. - .._ 

.", _I 
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The 7 May~forestry schools run short courses covering a period of one year. 
The study group was informed, during their visit to Zhuzhou County, Hunan Province, , 
th-at there was such a school at the county level. They were also informed that the 

,..&&nts in such andinstitution spent one day a week in the classroom,'and the rest 
,.' 

,:' 
; of the days in the field doing productive work as well as carrying out some research 

.' or observation work, . ..' . 

2.2.5 

The group w%s informed t-hat a number of counties administered forestry training, 
not only,.in the 7 May forestry schools but also in what are called secondary forestry-l 

._ schools.-. These secondary forestry schools offer two-year courses in forestry. Again,' 
recruitment is based on the three major criteria.d_escribed earlier; 

h 
_I 

When students graduate from these secon ary forestry schools they are ysually ,' 
assigned duties within the county in ,$hi, various communes. ,, I' 

Training by Demonstration-on State Fores-l& l?arms 
i 

Training of the masses by way of demonstr,ation was noticed to be axwidely* used 
and effective training method in China; this was particularly so in the provinces 
of Hubei (Iiupeh), Hunan and Guangdong (Kwangtung), visited by the group. It was ?, 
noticed that in a county where for-estry w~~s:.irnportanC and commune members were 
supposed to carry out large afforestation programmes, 
ative place and established a forest farm there. 

the state selected a represent- 
Most of such farms visited were 

state-managed farms, but there were a few‘instances where they were administered by 
a commune for the purposes of demonstration and research. 

* . - 
Thegroup was told that these .forestry demonstration farms were not onlyI.me&t 

for training the neighbouring production brigades and teams, but were also product- 
ion-oriented, carrying out a'number of experimental research pnogrammes,,~ and were 
supposed to be.self-sufficient. In fact, all such farms pisitedbhad already an 
accumulated fund paid to the state after& meeting all theis. expenses. , *, .- 0 1 

\ 

E&x.mples of forestry demonstration farmsrun by the communes were mainly seen i) 
in Teoyuanand Zhuahou Counties in Hunan Province. 

: 
In Zhushou County, for instance, 

there were 61 forest farms run by the communes and prodAction brigades comprising 
" ,. 

a total of IO 000 ha and a total of 2 900 workers. These farms had a total -of 176 
'permanent and 1 600 temporary experimental plotsand‘)had developed through their 

II 

research plots some 20 or more new methods of forest management. 0 

The group visited an experimental forest.farm at Xanning, which was established 
in 1964 to promote new species and new planting and tending methods after the generai 
failure of propagating Pinus massoniana in the county. After trying=out over 50 
species and using different methods, the farm demonstrated through .actual establish- 
ment of plantations the better growth oonditions of-Cf%%&hamia and Pseudosassafras ' 
groom and intercropped with legumes in the first three years. Proper 'thinning 
techniques of this species have also been worked out at this farm. 'Soon after&"ds, 
planting of.Cunninghamia was oommenoed in th$,s county (~uci;) and in seven other 
counties, 

/ 
n 

3 
The state forestry farm at Xianning had served as a centre to spread the 

propagation of Cunninghamia to surrounding communes, so that in .1966 13 500 ha & 
hills and mountains had been planted around this farm with this species. 1 * *I', 

i 
:. / 

* .I 

_/’ / / a-, : I’ /’ , 1 /’ : i- 
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2.2.7 

'. 

Another example of a stat+y forestry demonstration farm is in Leichow County 
in CuangdrPlg(Kwangtung) Province. The state For?&ry Bureau in Leichow County was 
establibhed dn 1954 and at present ,administers ten,forqtry farms scattered through- 
out the county with a total area of 69 000 ha;' This bureau,a'Iso runs a forestry 
research institute. Through the initiative of this bureau and the re:aes%-programmes 
carried out by it, the surroun,ding communes and product&on brigade% have been able to 
learn and copy new methods of afforestation and soil and water conservation and, as a 
result,'-forestry and its role in water and soil conservation has become a major 
contributory factor to..the agricultural and general economy of the whole county. -As 
a result of integrated planning and impro.%ed agro-f$restry practices, the y$e$ds',.of . 
tJ,le land have almost doubled, leading to increased revenue and greater prosperity for 
onie impoverished areas. , 

? .-w - e "- 

I rr 

Training by I;leans of Visits ana TOUTS 

-Following.,the sajing of Chairman kao YIn.agriculture learn from Tachai", this ' 
method of learning from the experience of others through,-the arrangement of visits 
of farmers to identified model farms and communes has come to be very widely used, 
not only in agriculture but also in all fields of development. 

I 
For example, a group of workers engaged in afforestation progreanmes in one 

production brigade will arrange to visit'another county or commune which has been 
identified as carrying out better forestry practice in one way or another. Such 
a group will try to learn the new technique practisad in the area visited so as to 
apply it th;ms&i$es. - 

$ 

. 

In addition, through the thre&in-one method. CTTOURS of technicians, researchers v - - 
and political cadres carry out tours to particula; communes 'and production brigades 
where they review the progress of forestry programmes and teach-the members new 
management methods. 

D 

Spot Training Programmes .-, 2 I 
The spot training method differs'fr"om that of demonstration in that it mainly 

involves fewer individuals and it concentrates on specific items or subjects en'count- 
. ered in the field. Goreover, the people involved in spot training methods are those 

carrying out specific types of work in the field.' 

A good example of this spot izaining~method was elaborated to the ‘study group 
when it toured Tungfanghung Production IWigade in Chifeng County in Liaoning Province. 
Here it was explained how a group of unskilled workers engaged,in either nursery 
work or planting of Paulol:mia root cuttings was given on-the-spot training in then - 
best nursery and planting techniques. This was usually followed by discussion ,.l 
seminars or practical workshops where the technicians and the workers discussed the 

\ 

problems concerning the new techniques. This method, we were told, normally turned \ / 
unskilled workers into very skilled personnel in the$partimilar line of work in rrhioh, I 
they were engaged; _ t 

-. . 
Cn the whole, the study group ended its tour with the general impression that, 

comoaratively speaking, the average Chinese was much more knowl,edgeable about i 
forestry than the average person, in any other country,. It was the feeling of this 
group that this general awareness had only been possiblgthrough the integrated ‘3 
nature of their training programmes, and also through the interdependent nature of 
agriculture, forestry and animal husbandry which, in fact, forms the basis of the 
Chinese economy and way of lifeg, m 
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2.3.1 
‘r . 

CeneraJ? 

Chairm& Nao told the Chinese p ople, Van has to summarize his own experiences 
in order to improve his practices". the conduct of research, the direction was 
that research work should serve‘indust 

? 

, agriculture and the military and should be 
combined with production. Thus, fores ry research in China is one of the main 
.scientific activities, as evidenced by the existence of th.e Institute of Forestry, 
Research under the Department of Forestry of the Ministry of.Agriculture and Forestry 
and forest research institutes and experimental stations and, farms in the provinces, 
prefectures and communes respectively: 

\ 
The orientation of forestry research in China is practical, that is, it is 

directed to solving the problems the people are facing or encountering during their 
work. Research work is integrated with teaching and training, and more particularly 
with production. 

. I * 
The Forest Research Institute i? the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, based 

,- in Beijing (Peking), appears to be the umbrella which coordinates the formulation 
and implementation of research progremmes. 

T. 

After Liberation when large-scale plantings had been-initiated, both tree plant- 
ing and agricultural work yent ahead. 'The people soon came to understand that some 
improvements had to be made in forestry>and agriaulture. This, then, was when 
research began and was carried out in conjunction with tree planting and agricultial . 

\ cultivation. .* 

As a broad policy line was establcshed that research work 
I research projects were set up at county, 

shpuld seEve all levels, 
commune and production birigade levels., The 

people engaged in &search were assigned to carrying out work at/these three,levels, 
in formulating programmes, 'management of research stations and guidance and training 
of researchers, workers and . 

P arty leaders. 

A county-level research institute was visited in Yanliing County in'Hena:i Province. 
This institute covers 35 ha of land, and has 37 research units invarious parts and 
1 253 established plots. The research workers at'county, commune and production 

_//_ XI. I 
; bri,l;ade levels work in the farms and gain experience from the field workers. They 

work together and exchange their experience with each other. Regular courses,\ rrhich 
v are attendedby selected representatives of communes and production brigades, are set 

-- 

: -.'.- up either in communes or,Broduction brigades. iiieetings too &re held regularly at 
different centreswhen re$?%rch work is allocated to each. $emin&s are also held 
for excha@e,of'.views ;and discussions and at these the results of any r.esearch *r completed may beQeither published or,put forward. 

c 

-4 Selection"'of species-was explained at one of the forestry farms; a 'oommune __ 
e ,research institute, where they are selecting poplars and other.fast-growing tree 

species for different 1ocaJities. There is also an experiment in progress with 
Paulownia for better &ality, faster growing, resistance to disease as well .a9 for 

' cross-breeding. They,are also ..introducing bamboo from south China to--&row in Northz 
China, and trees as cash crops, such as apples and others. The contribution of the 
institute to productien is by way of demonstration planting sites and raising tree', 

‘nurseries for the syppl~'d suitable and strong seedlings. ' ., .,. L 
'\ :fff, * \ -. D 

! 1 
'A X\ 

'\\ 
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There is also another forest farm experiment which covers 540 ha of land near 
the prefecture rest house in Xianning in Rubei (Hupeh) Province. A large part of 

' this area has been covered with Cunninghamia lanceolata and 2. chinensis. This is 
mainly for development ar?d demonstration of techniques for the introd?uction of 
Cunninghamia into the region. Demonstrations are made of the following techniques: 

0)” plantation Winnings; 

' (ii) intercropping; 

@ii) pest and disease control. . 

This experimental 'farm serves as a base for training technical people'from communes 
and production brigades. Since research work became a major priority, together with 
forestry, agriculture and animal husbandry, China is reported to have achieved better 

:=r 

and higher yields each year. As seen in nearly all the places visited, at brigade, 
I commune and production team levelg there is always some k nd f of research work done, 
e.g. organic manuring of tree crops, animal breeding, upgrading.of .-tree crops by 
grafting, e.g. apple trees and Thea oleosa from stems, bud grafting and root budding 
etc. Research work has gradualFe=eloped not only by the professional people 
but also through the field work\ andthe,experience gained at different levels by the 
field workers. Although m.cy good results have been, obtained through hard work by 
the'research workers, the country is still not yet satisfied with these. 

II- * 
.> .5+ 

2.3.2 Botanical Research Institute, Guangzhou (Canton) 
:r -_ ‘. 

L * In the final round-up of the tour, the Botanical Regearch Institute in GuangzhouV. 
was visited. During the briefing, information was &iven on the many tasks undertaken 
by it. -Y 

P 
One of these tasks is to make available as many research wor?cers,as possible'for 

research work outside in the county, communes, production brigades‘and so on down to . 
the lowest,l'evel. They are charged with: ;- .s: 

Cf) undertaking complete work in reseerch$ \ 

(ii) helping'communes etc. to carry out theiriown work. 

The purpose of'this field work is to get better research results a&to bring research : 
-work to the grass-roots level. 

The headquarters of the institute has a total of 49'research specialists!and has 1. 
' the function of training and sendinS out as many research liorkers as are 'required. .; 

Researgh has become 
. . 

such an import‘ant factor in increasing productivity that- all 
student‘s have to study in thei.r first year y&h things as:‘ 

~ - 
*7 

& (2) tree improvement; n -_ 
(ii) managcmcnt of man-made forests; i'. .- 

(iii) i-*tTcduction of exotic species; 

cultivation of oil-bearing plants; (i:,,) 

(4 sheeterbelts and yrindbreaks ; 

._ 

: 

. L, 
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(4 control of pests and diseases; :.. 

(-) '.' . minor products); ' 

(viii) wood science and technolo& 

The oentra.1 Government's direotive'is-that the graduates should become teachers 
in forestry research institutes or leaders at, various levels from the top down to.the 
grass-roots level. 

/II I 
. I Feveral research projects have been undiertaken for Upgrading not cnlyihe ami-, 

cultural crops but also the forest plantations. .3 
a 

.) 

2.4‘ ExTEl~SIOI~ ~- 

E&tension as a means of aohieving 'increased production t%cugh mass participation, 
and thereby raising the social and economic well-being of the community and of the & 

entire nation, is very well illustrated by the example of China. The study group 
observed several interesting features of,'extension techniques, some I$: them unique in * 
themselves, as.follows: ,:, . : J ; - ,. 

.;7 -. ; 'l 
.:.. .- i . 

" 
2&l Political Line 1 "-9%1L .' _;-- 

b- - 
All spheres of work and activitkhave been given political content in'china. 

Chairman Mao's thoughts on forestry &d-its intZFdependence with agriculture and 
c:l animal husbandry, enunciated by him in 1958, have been disseminated to the masses _ . . 

through a system\of mass communication, 
11 

using particularly radio andmpublic address 
systems which are much in evidence in practically all the production brigades visited 
and perhaps available throughout them country. Loud-speakers are noticeable not only '1 ' 
in commune and production bri‘gade areas, but alsc'in the fields and factories. Thus, 

D 

there is a smooth and effective flow of information between the people at the top * I., 
levels and the masses. The recent stress given by Chairman Hua to themeed for "four- ' 

-around" integrated planting of trees along roads, along rivers and canals and around 
houses and villages,together with the call to modernize China scientifically before 
the.-'end of the century, have withclut doubt permeated the masses by creating public 

-awareness of the important role c$ trees for water and soil conservation, timber and 
. industrial and domestic needs, as/evidenced by the ubiquitous presence of.trees in. 

all the areas visited. s.2 _ -: ri =.-,a r 
I 

Besides the sayings of the @airman Mac and Chairman Hua, referred to above, 
there are also regulations governing,the prctecticn of trees promulgated by the State 
Council, which are made tiown tc the masses'by the revolutionary committees. Additicn- 
ally, the people's commi-t$,ees a$ all levels may make their own regulationsin consult- 
ation h the masses, to meet local needs. All~these regulations are brought home to 

s by vigorous propagan& through mass media such.as radio, newspapers, posters, 
7 

the m o > 
billbbards, films and other media like theatre; plays,,' exhibitions and public'meetings.. 
There is also 2 system of massieducaticnat grass-roots levei whereby olasses are 
conducted for the benefit of m,'embers by party cadres and appropriate forestry depart- 

, 

ment personnel. .' I . : .& . . .'_ 
, (1'- ii 

people are 'not only made aware of &need to love and 
5 and punishments for forest felonies that may be 

effect in promoting the cause of fcyestry. 7 
are subjected to a process of criti$i.sm by the 

team members and rehabilitation $s attempted .; 
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2.4.2 ~Jcti~ticn 4 -~ 

This factor, although important in extension work, is probably the least 
problematic. For a people who had, by all accounts, suffered intolerable 'hard-ships, 
the new lines of pcliqy and large-scale implementation set them on the road to 
national reconstruction. Lotivaticn, therefore, was born out of a kill to 'get away 
from the past. This t&mendous motive force has compelled the Chinese people at all 
levels physioally to move mountains as exemplified by Chairman Mao's story of V?he 
Foolish Old Man who Moved Mohtains'1. Notable examples of enormous progress were 
observed throughout the study tour. ,. 

:g, 
All along, from the beginning, the accent.has been placed cn'self-reliance a&d 

hard work I . d/because of this agricultural production is reported to have progress&%ly 
increas 4 almost doubled the targets set by Chairman Mac in-1956 in nearly all the 
produdion brigade areas visited. Forestry has played nc mean role-in achieving this. 
goal and the'masses have become fully atire of the,,interrelaticnship between. forestry 
and agriculture. ,The revolutionary zeal has bee%'kept up or renewed by the Great 
P-roletetrian Cultural Revolution of 1966. 

Q ‘A. 
Y 

..a . . .* 
I ._ ,,= 

2.4.3 ,.,+ Mass Mobilization - 

Unity is strength, as the sayiing gces, and in..China this strength has bien fully . 
utilized in mass mobilization to accomplish gigantic tasks which cannot but amaze an I 
outside observer. 
party cadres, 

Through exteqsicn, the shoulders of all the.abl+bcdied, whether 
militia, technic&is', commune members, production brigade members, me.nc 

women, the young or old, at whatever levelThave.been harnessed in accordance with ~'*' ‘ 
Chairman Mao's teaching, to "go all cut to mobilize t$6 masseslf. A notable example 
was cited.trhen‘the group visited the 1$ing Reservoir, where it .was learned that the 1 , 

,' . late Premier Chou Eh-lai joined the masses in~reconstruction work. The group was 
* 

c-l -' ,- 
privileged to witness actual mass action being done on a few hills and mountains, 
where terracing, intensive land preparation, cutting of shrubs, movement of earth 
and boulders, etc., were in progress, under the banner of the,red flags. 

ul 
In response to Chairman Hua's call to modernize China, extension work involves' - 

the semi-mechanization or mechanization of forestry cperati,ons. The group was abler 
to see the use of a crawler tractor for ploughing hills in the Kung Yu People's 
Commune. Transport of planting materials etc. is now largely motorized in many 
areas. It was mentioned that this trend would free some people to devote greater 
attention to other types of work. . _ 

. 
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Chaprter 3 

pOLICYA.ND PLANNIN: 

3.1 GENELAL 

Generally, the national policies of China are for d la-ted by the National 
Congress of the 
the People's Republic. 
The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry gives shape t ,the policies and formulates 
regulations within its sphere of, work in line with suo general policy instructions. 
These policy-instructions are sent down to 
commune and production brigade leaders, 
revolutionary committees 

. with the masses 2nd in acoordence with 
conditions peculiar to their--respective 

.' \u 

3.2 PCLICIE3 'AFFETX'ING FORESTRY W'PPORT FOR AGR&JLlURE 
I 

As mentioned earlier, before 1949, China h2d bar 
area of 9.6 million km2 under forests. 

ly five percent of its t6tal 
Centuries of enudation of forests, which 

/ continued virtually up to the middle of the led to soil erosion, 
,frequent flooding, formation of 
lands, @nd damage to agricultural crops, etc. 
process'-of'impoverishment of agricultural lands and 

\ ._+ food production. : - 

Immediately after 1949, 
development: 

- forest eduoatioq,and research'; 

- forestry support for agriculture, I) 

The key to the 
and to the success 
teachings of Chairman Mao. 
of forestry support for 
were important 
the subject of agriculture was 
an all-round development 



‘. I s 
- 

I 

elaboration was given in his directives to cover the country with trees and to do 
farming as meticulously as gardening. He also said that agriculture, forestry and 
animal husbandry should be interdependent and should be placed on an equal.fcoting, 
es none of them could dispense with the others. 

.* 
During the study tour, these guidelines were repeatedly stressed to explain 

how the large-scale plantation of trees along roads and water areas and around houses 
.: 

. 
.>3 and villages, the establishment of shelterbelts and windbreaks and the afforestation 

* .A of bare hills and mountains came to be recognized as a support for agric,ulture. In 
.a general, the policy was to practise forestry wherever the land was suitable for it 

Leaves and undergrowth provided fodder for animal husbandry, which again was e.n 
important source of organic manure for the agricultural fields; The affcrestation 

I 
of bare hills reduced soil erosion, run-off-and flood and provided a stable means 
of irrigation. The sand-dune affcrestatibn e&+d farmland shelterbelts afforded 
protection to agricultural crops, improved soil and allowed mcdern agricultural 
practices to be adopted. Thus, close links between agriculture, forestry and animal,' 
husbandry were forged and it V~S acknowledged that without the support of forestry it 
might not be possible or advisable to adopt Chairman Mao's Eight-Point Charter for 
Agriculture: improve soil, apply fertilizer; 
close, protect crops, 

ensure irrigation, improve seed, plant 
organize implementation and put stress on field.-management. 

, 

In recent times, the concept.of an integrated plan for mountains, rivers, 
and roads%as been introduced to implement the policy guidelines forestry, croplands 

enunciated above. Shelterbelts are integrated with agriculture, and forestry both 
for production and protection is practised wherever possible. As a result of the 
combination of timber fprestry,' shelterbelts and tree plantations yielding quick 
cash returns (e.g. those of Thea cleosa - -__I_ an cilseed-bearing plant), the forestry 
cover has been increased from 5,percent of the total area of China in theOpre-1949' 
period'to about IO percent at the present time. 

h The shaping of the policy was conditioned by China's dependence on self-reliance 
and hard struggle. Its aim was self-sufficiency-in.focdgrains through self-reliance, . 
ma@ mobilization of human resources and improved practices. It b~srealized that 
forestry could contribute to the achievement of this aim and was also a labour- 
intensive activity. FIoreover, forestry development could bring'abcut self-sufficiency,. 
in timber and fuelwccd production, while giving suppcrtatc agriculture. , 

A policy cannot end in enunciation only, While the procedures for..planning and , 
implementation are elaborated in the' latter paragraphs of this chapter, it may be s )' 
stated that the general,acceptance by the masses of the fact that forestry supports 
agriculture is a pre-condition for und@&aking large-scale afforestation work in 
china, There are various ways, explained previously, in which mass education is 
undertaken but mention should be mad@ of the importance attached to examples in 
China. For agriculture, "Learn from Taohai" is a byword. Similarly, in every _ I 
province or county, or, even in communes, a successful example is first established i- : 
to demonstrate the,key aspects of-the policy. In fat-t, the visits of the study 
group were mostly to representative areas which could as examples for 
others to learn from or to follow. that other areas' ' 
are far behind. The policy in China is to study dor?g,~.in~.ord~.t:o-.-...-.;.-...-.-, 
discern the drawbacks and mistakesti, in the it is always 
to 'aim high and get better, quick& and more , 

,; 9 :,,,- ~,., . . ...\. ~ ~ *.-..' ". . 1 . ..~.. . . . . . I. 1 



3.3 PLANNINGPROCEDURE c . 

j_ . . When Chairman Mao issu&'i,nstructions in 1958 to cover the country with trees 
* I 1 F a and to make agriculture, forestry end animal husbandry interdependent, large masses 

of people were mobilized and their participation obtained in-various types of tree 
planting, as mentioned earlier. 
selection of species, 

Mistakes were made in the ma&t of techniques, 
etc., and growth conditions and survival were very often poor. 

The Cultural Revolution, wGch started in 1966, underscored the need for a different 
approach to planning and implementation. 
led by Chairman Hua,. 

More recently, the Party CentralgCommittee, 

roads and field plots 
called for an integrated use of mountains, rivers, for&try, 
to give proper effect to Chairman Mao's instructions for a 

planned forestry support to agriculture. 
.- -$ 

Th re are var'ious compon&ts of the forestry programme-yder the recent "a' 
integrated plan. Detailed information on each component is given in Chapter 4. 
The procedure adopted for preparing the integrated plan is outlined in general in . 
the present chapter, and particular reference has been made to the places visited 
by the group. Y 1 

It may be said that in general the success of integrated planning and its , implementation is largely due'to the three-in-one formation, consisting of technic- 
L0 ians, commune members and party cadres, 'of the-&nits concerned at each stage of the 

process. r 3 
The c iteri? for planning, choice of crops, etc., are as follows: 

1 
(i> site conditions, i.e. suitability of 1,and for agriculture, forestry 

or animal husbandry; 0 0 , 
(ii) national targets; _I 

(iii) people's needs. 1 

'Technical factors are duly taken into consideration, but the decision is ultimately 
tLaken on political lines and is based on the people's needs and reflects the national 
targets. The three-in-one combination at each stage seeksto'keep the planning 
firmly based on'practical considerations at the grass-roots level. 

As stated earlier, the integrated-use of agricultural resources and infra- 
structure hai -grain production at its Heart - the 'Icey link'!. It is interesting 
to'note that a basic consideration in the planning is the productivity of agri- 
cultural land. In fact, even forestry practices are oriented towards higher product- H 
ivity. Immediately after 1949, Chairman Mao set national targets for agricultural, ,' 
yield or productivity on a regional basis. There were three regions:'north of the .a 

I'- Yellow River, the tract between the Yellow River and the Yang-tse River and south . 
of the Yangtse River. It appears that broadly the national targets are still set on- 
this basis. The national target increases from the northern part of the country to 
the south. The establ2shment~ of -&re&.n,one.units .~r..-gro,aps.-at..ea~~,stage‘rtlakes.'Yt"""““:“ ~ ~ ..;.,,.. ~ ~'.'-',easier“'fodr ‘t‘he“&&&ne ‘members to understand the national targets and the importance 
of the role of forestry as 'a &ppurt to agriculture.' 

-> 
The planning procedure embraces .the following four main elements: 

. 

.I 
(i> investigation and study; 

' (ii) integration-of top and bottom levels; 

(iii) integrated planning; and 9 
.._~ 

(iv> 
._ 

site suitability. 
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For investigation and study, th&e could be a three-in-one planning group at 
the county level or even sn investigation and design teem at the prefecture level. 
It appears that, generally, the responsibility lies with the'county. However, the. 
forest farms run by the state could cover more than one county, or more than one 
commune or production brigade. Before a plan is finalized, there are three up and 
three down movements,'as the Chinese say. First, a'draft plan is made by the plan- 
ning group of the county, based on the.three criteria mentioned earlier: site 

' conditions, national targets.end people's needs. The draft plan is sent down to b 
communes and producti 
and suggestions, J 

n brigades, where the commune members offer their comments 
Aft r that, it comes up again to the group at the county level, 

who make changes as"cal&d for in the plan, in the light of the comments and suggest- I>= 
ions made by the commune members. The revised plan is then sent down again to the 
grass-roots level for final.examination and comments. The proposed plan comes to 
the county planning group level for the third time with further comments and suggest- 
ions of commune members. The group assists the revoluti*onary cormnittee of the county 
to take a final decision. 'The plan, finalized according to the oommittee's~dacision, 
is then sent-down to the communes/production brigades for implementation. L 

The finalized plan sets out not only the targets and other technical details, 
but also the flow of resources. T&e resources - funds, machinery, trained manpower, 
etc. - that may have to be contributed at the commune/production brigade level are---- 
clearly spelt out. The provincial administration or the central Government makes 
the necessary arrangements for making additional resources available according to 
the plan. 

^. The plan takes into consideration the integrated use of mountains, rivers,- 
forestry, roads and farms c,ontainedcwi.thin the county and producti'cin brigades. The 
soil, climate, altitude, availability of communication facilities, labour, etc. are 
the factors which determine the suitability.of any land for agriculture, forestry 
or animal husbandry, and within each the appropriate crops, species or practices. 
Intercropping in forest plantations is an important component of the plan. In most 
places the intercropping will be for production ef cash crops, such as soybean, 
water melon, sweet potato, peanuts, etc., and also of green manure, Only in one 
case, in Leichow Peninsula in Guangdong (Kwangtung) Province, .did the group find ' 
that no intercropping was planned and that was for the eucalyptus plantations, as 
such plantations are unsuitable for the pizrpose. 

I Though the general approach appears to be as outlined above, there may be 
variations in the levels of decisi?on-making or procedures. In Xanning Prefecture 

* in RiYbei (Rupeh) Province (population 3.28 million, area 3,554 million ha, 25 per- 
cent of‘which is under forestry) the-study group was informed that there was an 
investigation and de&n team at the prefecture level, consisting of 20 technicians, 
for investigation of resources end drawing up of the land use plan for the whole 

* prefecture. At the county level in the prefecture, thee were teams of 5-6 teohni-' 
cians'only where forestry.was animportant form of land use in*the county. The 
investigation and design team would cover every county and assess the forestry 
resources, incidenoe of waste lands and bare hills, soil conditions, vegetation\ 
cover, <etc. They would put forward an'initial report and ideas to the Revolutionary 
Committee of the Prefecture. There would be the usual Wp and down" movements, after . 
that; for finalization of the plan. It appeared that maps in the scale I:25 000 . 

were preferred as a part of the finalized integrated plan+which the communes/product- 
ion brigades were to implement. The same investigation and design team had the , 

I, responsibility of monitoring the work. 1Jonitoring might be done twice a year: the 
9 *first time in April (for trees) or in May (for bamboos), to verify if,the.work had 

, 
'.I 

been done according to the planned target, and the second time in October, to ri 
determine its success. The monitoring at the second stage was also done to assess 

, 
7, , 

0 
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quality of work and survival rate, to select any location as 2 model for demonstra- 
tion or example, to &urn up experiences and hence to suggest any necessaq changes ' 
in the next year's plan. 3 

Taoyuan County in X~EUI Province has a population >of. 8??0 000 on its 470 000 ha ' 
of land, 41 percent of which is under forest. Xount&ns and hills cover a total 
area of 300,000 ha. In this county, the r&olutionary committee t&,es 'the lead in 
the preparation of the intsgrated plan , and it? finalization after the "up and down" 
movements.' The revolutionary comniittee is assisted by a three-in-obe integrated 
planning team. There is no specific.team for forestry planning in the county, but 
in the prefecture there is a specific forestry team to offer assi&.ance and guidance. 
For the county planning team, I'Lay to August is the busiest period for preparation 
of next year's plan. There are 300 persons ib the team during the bu&y.season, 
of which roughly 100 are technicians, 150 comm?e members and 5'0 par@ cadres. 
!':ormally, however, there are only 50 members in the team; in a similar three-in-one' 
combination. There is one chairman and there are ten vice-chairmen of the revolu- 
tionary committee.of the county and one of them is responsible for the planning team 
and its activities. In the phase of implementation, the vice;chairmen go to live 
with the> commune members and one of them becomes responsible for each sector. . 
The monitoring wo.rk also devolves upon them! There is a directing committee for 
the preparation of farmlands according to the integrated plan, and one of the 
vice-chairmen remains responsible for the implementation of this work. 

Zhuzliou Courity 'in Hunan Province has a population of 490 000 and 2 total area 
ok 435 000 ha o$ which 70 percent is mountain&, IO percent a water area and 
20 percent irrQ,zteci farmland. Th&e is a. three-in-one planning group in the 
county consisting of 70 members, including six leading party cacires, 25 technical ' 
personnel ancl 39 c?mmun& members (or peas&it technicians). Some of the latter have 
gone t.hrough short-term fore&try training courses, The planning poup goes to the 
communes/production brigades for investigation and'to obtain ideas and suggestions 
from t!le people on the plan. This part of the work is generally completed in six 
months and a draft plan is prepared by the group. The draft is thai again discussed 
at the commune/production brigade level, and is recas't by the group .in the light of 
the cornmalts and su;cestions received. The proposed pEan..is then rtitifi&l and 
z.p?roved by the department concerned at the county level, and the ‘fizializecl pkzn is 
sent dolm to the communes/production bribdes for implementation. _ At present there 
is a target for achievement by >1930, which coincides %ith the national Xfth Rive? 
Year Plan. This target is kept in view in preparing the intemiterl plan.\ The 
poup has so far decided that 35 percent of the mountainous aFen rrill be &.qd for 
timber and tref: crops yielding quick cash ret&s &nd 5 percent.fpr fuelwoodS~Q-~ant- 
ations and pasture, while 10 percent ~5.11 be reserved for agriculture. T3;lere will 
be no a@culture on slopes above 15’. The' 10 per_cent reserve will be only such 
areas as are belor-: 15' slope with better conditions of soil a.nd.ca&culture. 

Even though grain production is the "Frey link", there is no attempt to put 
every kind of land under agriculture. The farmlarid per caput i3 &uite low. The 

study soup found the folloiring ratio of farmland to population in different 
places visited, higher in the north and padually declining as bne goes south: I 

Y 
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J’ -’ Table 1 

c RATIO ,OF,.FAPXLAND TO POPULATION 

Area 

, 
North of Yellow River (Liaoning , 

Province 

Chifeng County 
Taipingti Commune 
Tungfanghung Production Brigade. 

I 
Between Yellow River and Yangtse 

River, Henan (Honan) Province 

Yu County 
Tsnghung Production Brigade, 

Yu County 
Chachia Production Brigade, 

Y~an1in.g County 
Yuankuei Production Brigade 
Laochuang Production Brigade 
Pengchuang Production Brigade -, 

So&h of Yangtse River . 

Hsiennung Brigade, Hubei (Hupeh) 
Province "JJ 

Tao& County, Hunen Province 
Chuting District of Zhuzhou 

County,,Hunan Province 
Yutien Commune, Taoyuan County 

*15 Mu = 1 ha 

Total* 
Population 

I’ 480 ooo 
20 000 I 

-A- -957- 

880 000 

1 231 

1 800 
1 835 
1 500 
1 190 

670 
880 000 

490 000 
13 000. 

Total band 

1 800 ooo 
70 000 

.-. .~ .4 650- 
> 1 ,' 

-,,? L 

I-200 000 

2 520 

4 400 
3 128 
2 700 

‘ 2 650 

220 
1 350 000~ 

!j50 000 
20 000 

Agricultural 
Land Per 

Caput (Mu*) 

3.75 
3.75 

.2.38 

1.36 .: 

2.63 

-1.33 -a 
1.70 
1.80 
2.?3 

1. 07d 
1.53 

1.12 
I;$4 

'Several results were seen of the acceptance in planning.of the interdepen&ice 
of agriculture, forestry and snimal husbandry laid down by Chairman Kao. In Chair- 
men IGao's Eight-point Charter for Agriculture, one important point is irrigation. ,111 
the mountainous counties of Taoy-uan-and Zhuzhou in Hunan Province, 100 percent of. 
the agricultural land is irrigated. There is an elaborate network of reservoirs, .: 
st 02x-e damn a, weirs and dams 
for s~ppl;ring inter to high-level irrigation channels from which water flows by 

d 
4 

across rivers,for control'of flood, pumping stations '1. . . , 
t-pa-jity, etc. These irri&ation channels are also used in the extensively reforested 
high elevations. In fact, 60 t,o 65 percent of the total land area is under forestry, 

cash returns, fruit orchards, etc. This has been done for the 
for mocjeration of run-off, to reduce.silt load, to prevent 

is done for three years or so in forest plantations, 
in the slack * 

point Charter 
belts and "four around'~ tree plantin;. 

areas without shelter- 
Thus, forestry support for agriculture has 

been taken good care of in the planninp t, procedure in order that Chairman blao's ' 
policy instructions may be carried ou\. a 

. . 
I ; = 
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3.4 PUN IILPL,EUKTATION . 
t 

I The impl%.mentation of the integrated plan rests mainly w-i.th the communes‘and 
production brigades. Self-reliance is the key wonI - and it is no just a slogan. 
Since machines are few and the human population is a plentiful produ i$o*n re,bource, 
it is necessary to use this resource to the best advantage. a The organizstion of 1' 
farmers in communes per&ts the easy mobilization of manpower and the most effective 
utilization of this resource. Kotivation and direct participation of the masses,is 
one of the most important elements in the Chinese success, as seen in the e#amp&e 
of Taoyuan County mentioned above, where a network of irrigation channels VJE+S 
constructed, backed by reservoirs and deams of the Paiyang River catchment, for 
irrigation and afforestation which was undertaken on bare mountains, roadsides, 

i .cmal sides, etc. In accordance with the anecdote of the 'Foolish Old Han Who 

.- Removed the I~Iountains'f, 
d&s, terracing, 

frequently,quoted by Chairman Kao, most of the work/on 
irrigation channels, etc., was done by the mobilization of 'human 

resources. At one stage, '100 000 people were mobilized for 70 days to complete the I---~ --. - -.~..- ~-.__ 
straightening of the river-on a 20 km stretch, the plugging of the old river courses I 
and the development of the Bandy and pebbly plu ggsd river beds for agriculture. 
Generally, all the people in the commune/production brigade in whose area work is 
,-to be done, are-mobilized for doing the work, as these people will be &aping the 
benefit. When required, persons from other areas are also mobilized. It was learned 
that those who work in another area are entitled to more work-points for similar work 
thanthose earned by commune members work&g in their own locality. 
are, however, transferred to the home commune, 

The work-poinzs 
from which-such members get the income 

distribution to which they are entitled. 

So far as the forestry aspect of the integratedTp1a.n is concerned, the state ' 
has in many cases taken the responsibility for supplying the foodgrain req-uirem@t 
of those communes/production brigades which are .&inly engaged in raising tree crops 
yielding quick cash returns, such as Thea oleosa. * ' m- An example seen was in Zhuzhou 
County, where old scattered plantations were improved .i.n the initial stages of 
development of Thea oleosa. --- . ? 

A few words on commune/production brigade forest farms may be.said here. such 

forest farms,could be commune forest plantatdons worked and managed jointly by 
c several communes and production brigades or: production brigade forest plantations 

worked and managed jointlyby several production brigades and production feams. In 
accordance with Chairman Iiad's-instructions, 30 percent of the effort i&$irected.to ;. 
raising seedlings and planting &-II+ 70 percent to tend.ing them. The ownership of 
forests is not changed, exen if they are jointly managed. The work force has to be 
mobilized by production brigades and teams in,joint effort on the basis of the 
.amount of their land and their population.; The advantages of setting up forest 
farms, with three-in-one management groups, are: 

.,,. 

(i) they demonstrate the advantages of coordination between people's 
communes and contribute to the integi%&kd use of mouritains, rivers, 
forestry, roads and field plots; 

.,(ii) they promote forestry and mass involvement in large+scsle planting 
by providing-'a model; 2 

. . 

(iii) they. expand the collective economy by bringing in income from forestry". 
andsideline occupations and thus providing a source of funds for 
purchase of mach+eryWfor agricultural operati&s; 

(iv) they provide goodccnd~tionn for,.training educa&ed youth from, towns 
b 

and cities,"&ho can acquire appropriate tikills'and settle down to do 
forest plantation work in communes/production brigades. .a 

‘. . 

.- 
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The following are the factors which contribute to the of rural develo?, 
: , 

Ynent, including forestry development, in China: 
*. / a 

(i> Strong leadership: Above all, Chairman Mao's far-sighte 
instructions, which have resulted in-the establishment o 
selected leading cadres, with almost life-time tenure 
eve&level, and the constant and continuing nature of 
strategy. i j- 

< 
:-\ 

yi. 

(ii) 

. 

(iii) 

Public education: This is done through all the hewn methods of mass ' ', ^_ 
media, but the most effective of all are the posters, which are the 
instructions of Chairman ITao and simple technical messages in s$ogan 
form posted or painted on the walls of the houses, in the fields; on : 
terraces, on the roadsides and on the river banks,etc. These are .- 
reheated frequently in the _fonn-of- &rm&-spe~7he7? or fri35Kdry~~liats --- ~~ ~~.~ -----.---~~ - P 

'I. 
at schoo1, on radio and television, in--films, and in group and ,,' 

~_ 
'-'-.+,- ._ 

professional plays and performances,etcj*~, !,,' 

Actual field demonstrations: 
‘- I 

Any new programme is inttgduced to'the 
ordinary people by actual demonstrations in the field; ,-The importance 
of the activities, the needs of the country and the ben&itszto be 
derived are demonstrated. The whole thing is discussed '@%lxthe 
people and popularized before going into large-scale.implementation. ! z- i " -, 

(iv); Threein-one.combination: ipince party cadres who set the targets and 
:-development policy, technici,ans who.have the knowledge to implement the 

policy and the masses fiho carry out-the actual work are all involved in 
planning, once the plari'r@s been finalized they all work together in 
harmony until the,compl&ion. of"She work. At this stage everyone's 
aim is the same: to achieve thb goal as quickly and perfectly as 

J ~ possible. 
'5, 

b.- 
k 

.(v) ~03~u~~~g~~~~~~s,A~t~~e~y edlained, the people of the communes, 
. can be mobilized on a vast scale for imple- 

menting large-scale agriculture andAor forestry projects. 
\ 

. In addition to the a$ov+mentioned factors‘ 
discussed in detail in Chapter 2, have also con 
ment including forestry. AAT 

ch and training, which are 
to integrated.rural develop 

_z. , 
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-’ -. -/ HOW FOR%X'RY SUPPORTS AGRI&LTuRE 8 

' -. ‘I -, I 

~--EFFECT ON FORESTRY OF CBINA'S AGRICUL~L POLICY 
-r. 0 . 

China's ecgnomy is predominantly agriculture-oriented, with more than --- .--. - e; 
'loo million of its- people living in the countryside, The strategy adopted is to 'Wke 
grain production as the key link and ensure an all-roun$ development in ag,riculture"; 
expansion in agriculture will in turn motivate and promote,Ja'new upsurge in the 

the 

development of almost every sector.in the national economy. A consequence of thi's- 
strategy'on the forestry sector is that it has not only served as a support to agri- 
culture but, in the process, has developed into a strong and viable segment within 
a system of intggrated planning which characterizes China's approach to development. 
Stricken by a series of natural calamities throughout history, .China.appears deter- . 

. mined to-tame rivers, regulate water systems, reverse soil erosion, establish a 
-'.I ,favourable c+imatological balance and thus banish the feeling of helplessness ' 

against natural disasters. 
objectives. 

Forestry has played a major role in>aohieving these; 
Moreover, through replenishing forest,stocks, China has not only * 

attempted to create a,physi+biotic environment favourable to agriculture‘but has "' 
also ensured a steady stream of.income to strengthen its collective economy and to 
enable'procurement of capital goods to bring about technological advancement. This 
task of forestry development is one which has uti$ized the labour of.large masses . i 7 of people,.whose productive energies have been directed towards the creation Qf a 
land and water conservation system which is,also a'sourc'e of. income. 

c 
"Four around" plantation/ s d-dune 

breaks, watershed msnagement; 
shelterbelts, stabilization, opastal wind- 

afforestation T of I are mountains, plantation of fast- 
growing species for timber production and forestry for food and non-wood products 
are dealt with as major elements of forestry support for agriculture. 1 

1 
. 

.i n 

4.2 / 'FduR AROUND" PLANTATION ("FOUR SID,ES" FORWRY)+. 
. , 

> 9 

742.1 
> 

General' 
0 1 

In the year-1958, which marks the beginning of the Great Leap Forward, Chairman 
Mao issued two significant instructions to the nation, both of which proved to have. 
far-reaching consequenT for the forestry situation in th8 country. One of them (i " 
was to "cover the country with green trees 

i 

It and the other, probably directed more 
towards the planners, Was that t~agriculture, forestry and animal husbandry should 
be interdependent and none of them can dispense with the others; 
be placed on an equal foo$'ingfrd 

these three should 
Another e&licit directive was that forestry should 

be carried out wherever it was possible to do so. The question of where.to carry 
out one type of forestry has been very condisely answered by a phrase which, qrhen "- 
transliterated from Chinese, reads ?FOUR AROjJND PLANTATION". By 'Ffour'around plant-+, 
ation or forestry" is meant: _,Planting along roads;, along rivers and canals; <around 
houses and around villages.- iIt is possible to think of this type. of forestry activ- "> 
ity as something similart%o e&her "environmental forestrytf or "'amenity forestryt'.. ,-- i 

<Z“ -:"- 
Although national figures to'indicate the magnitude of work done in thiz, sector L 

were not given, a few examples were obtained: "r' i Y .- .: 
I 



_. 
In Liaoning "Province 16.million trees 

In Zhongning County, -Hubei (Hupeh) 
j 

27 ft ff 
, Province I. 4 \- 
In Xianning Prefecture, Hubei (Hupeh) 520 tt I! 

e. Province r 
rt 

In man Province 0 1.9 billion 1' 

,:’ 

in Taoyuan Count.y, Hunan Province 50 million '1 . ..s _ i 

The team left with the impression that the achievement of the >eople's Republic * ' 
of China in environmental tree-planting "would lie beyond the capacity*,of +y organized 
forest service if such work were to be carried out in a system where;'iabour had to be 
compensated directly by money wages. In every commune,, 'four around" tree planting - , 

"is an integral part of the commune's econ?mic activity and tree planting is every- , _ 
body's business. This is reflected as one of the national aims which is popularly 

in the country as the "five ones". 
mu of irrigated land, 

These are: one mWy.one hundred trees, 

jin*'of food Gains. 
one -thousand jin* increase in food production and . 

c 

l'Four around" tree planting, beside's helping-in consolidating the river banks, 
restoring land, decreasing evaporatian, providing shade etc.; has directly contri- 
buted to the strengthening of the collective economy of.the communes., Timber, fuel- 
wood, fruit and other products obtained from these trees not only meet their iocal 
consumption requirements but are also the sources of external cash income for them.' 
Litter and green leaves for preparation of or anic manure and fodder for lives-to& 
are additional benefits of great significan 4 . 

'. 
Thus it is this prograrlme which cuts 'acr.oss the al and urban sedtions of the 

whole country and has persuaded 950 million Chinese that bee planting will, in due 
-time, contribute to their collective and individual well-being. As a result, today 
,the Chines+people in general are the most tree-conscious among the ,peoples of the 
.world. c. 4 

, 
4.2.2 Roadside Plantin& A _ --- e. & 

; 
- 'Ea 

Roadside Planting in the Countryside 8 
.? .e a. 

The.group travelled by road some'3 000 km, including state highways, secondary 
h--1" roads and dirtiroads; in the hills and in the&ins, and was invariably struck by 

_ r- .:. the am.o.unt,--of-tree planting that,has taken place everywhere. Although the trees 
‘i_,; . _ planted- along state highways belong to the Department of'Highways, m&y roads-within 

a commune and the trees lining-them, belong to the communes themselves. Even the 1 
state highGays are constructed by the members of the communes, that portion of. the 
highway which passes through their commune being their specific responsibility. ~ 

Nearly all the communes that the team visited havq had all their roads lined 
with trees. For example: > i 

> I< 
- in Yanling County of Henan 

IWeQ with :rees; u Ij 
- in 2S.oyua.n County of Hunan 

o,f secqcdarygforest roads have been planted-with trees on both sides. - <$., ~ 
* '-i"->y -.., b 

. ,* 1 jin 2 0.5 leg 
1 

. 



Although planting of one roti of trees on either side is more commonly seen, two c 
or more rows on each side are also planted. The team observed several instances where 
complete belts of trees six-to ten rows deep have been planted. I " 

.. , 1 
The most common spacing observ&d.is 2 m within rows and 2 m between rows or a 

minor variation of it, like 1.5~1 x 1.5 m and 1.3 m x 1.3 m. The spacing.pn high7 
ways is, however, sometimes-more than 2cm x 2 m. 
appears to be a common praoti‘ce. 

Close planting even alongroadsides 
Planting of 'seedlings - strong and well-grown - in. 

pits is'the most common planting practice. I 

; As regards species, the team observed that planting of willow, poplar and.Pinus 
- massoniana was most common in the northern parts of China. For example, on the way. 

from Chifeng to Tungfanghung Production Brigade, three rows of trees were planted on 
either side of the road; the inner row of trees was of Pinus massoniana and the outer 
two rows were of poplags. Between pine and poplar rows thepacing was 2 m, whereas 
between poplar rows it was only'1 m. 

Poplar is a much favoured tree for roadside planting in the $ountryside, since 
. it grows fast and straight and provides timber, fuelwood, fodder and substance for $ , 

organic manure. At many places the team saw five- to six-year old poplars planted 
along roads, reaching"‘a height of 15-20 m and an average depth of 15 to 20 cm. 

Paulownia fortunei is more commonly.seen in Henan (Honan) Province. The other 
* 3rqadside.trees observed in the central provinces of China are: , Robinia pseudo- : 

acacia, Sassafras tsurnu, Platanus orientalis, Pseudosassafras -., Thea oleosa,. 
Aleurites fordii, G z. _. 

-- 
j 

In southern China, the roadside trees are generally in one or two rods and are 
mostly Caeqarina equisetifolia and Eucal.yptus -9,. 

I 
In some areas it was observed that underplanting the tree belts on either side 

of the road with a green manure crop like Amorpha fruticosa had been practised. ,_ 

(ii) Roadside Avenues in Cities 
/ 

During its tour the group visited the urban centres of Bei'>ing (Peking), s. 
Shenyang, Zhengzhou, Changsha an& Cuaqzhou(Canton); in all these cities they 
observed impressive-roadside avenues raised after.lT49. In fa@, as the visitor 

'drives into the city from Beijing (Peking) Airport &e .does so on a completely shaded q 
road of some 25 km, with long belts of mixed.forest running on either side of the 

r2cz - 
willow, poplar and Pinus massoniama are plated three roksdeep with &nor&a '. 

ioosa -forming the shrubby layer. il 
< 

An outstanding example of roadside avenues in cities is seen at ZheqgzhhuCity' 
in Henan (Honan) Province, The-main species planted is Plata&s orientalis. Trees 
are planted two, to four rows deep. @he branches of the trees on. either sqde of the 
road are trained towards the centre of the road till they nearly,touch each other. 
There is complete shade on the road; sometimes it appears as if an arched canopy 
of overhead folibge has been constructed-all along.the length of the road. 

+ > 
Another example'seen by the group is tree planting in Chang&Ci.ty in!Hunan 

Province, where 114 km.of city roads have been-provided titb avenue trees. One 
P central park and four other parks have been created, y hich cover an,area of 614 ha. 

It is reckoned that every citizen .of Changsha has 8;m of~een,l~land to meet &S 

aesthetic needs. . " 
_ I? 

* 

I ,> 
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7 The group visited the provincial tree nursery in Changsha, s@uated 8 km outside 
1 * the city. The nursery covers an area of 58 ha end is,under the management of the 

Bureau of City Construction. It was started in 1960 and has 114 persons on its staff. 
The nurs,ery is located on undulating terrain; therefore benoh terracing was extens- 
ively carried out. An irrigation system with gravity _c&ls some 12QOO m long and 
a network of roads. were constructed. An originally shallow oompact red soil of low 
nutrient content has been improved by deep soil working (40.,om depth) and application 
of some 225 tonnes of organic manure per ha.. The staff 'has~??'&n divided into seven 
operational groups:, four for raising $ree seedlings, one for ornamental plantsand I 
the others for sideline:-occupations an~dadministration. ' _ - 

A production plan, linking.pi‘oduction with the requirements of the city, has 
c been made for the nursery. Priority is given to raising seedlings for roadside plant- 

ing. .Raising ornamental tree seedlings and experimenting with new species have been 
accorded lower priority. 

Since 1960 the range of species raised has been widened from 60 to 119. So far, 
3.6 million seedlings have been supp_lied by this nursery. ,No charge is made.for 
seedlings supplied for planting in school grounds and on roadsides (the.Bureau of City 
Construction, under whose,management.the nursery has been established, is also respony 
ible for'tree- planting of the former .category). However, when seedlings are supplied< ., 
to others, they are priced. The pr$ce depends on the species and the length of time 
it has been.tended in the nursery, _. I 0 . 

Generally, three-tolfour-year old seedlings 2 to 4 m ta>, are supplied for 
plantin out. The more common species seen in the nursery are:' Cinn&omum camphora; 
Platanus (venious species), Acer spp<; Metasequoia m;. Sophora.gpp.; Taxodium ~JP.; 
Paulownia a.; Cedrus a; 'Ilagnolia spp.; etc. , 

. . The nursery has ekperimented with 34 speoies to findtree seedlings resistant 
to toxic,aiP and also those that are sensitive and therefore can be used as indicator - 
species. ?t is found tha?t Pittosporum tobira, Magnolia grandiflora and Poncirus 
trifol?ata are resistant to,sulphur dioxide; Li,qustrum lucidum, Photinia and Nerium 

1 indioum are resistant to chlorine fumes; and Cedrus-spR. are good indicators o -7 d 0 salphur dioxide and, chlorine. 
, 

Y The practice of planting tall and fully grown plants is common. Even plants - -. 
8 m high have been planted out. Yhile the plants are being lifted from the nursery, \ 
roots are generally pruned and root ends wrapped in straw.. Evergreen trees are 
lifted with s.oil around the roots,; others are transported with naked roots. Winter ' 
planting in pits 2 m in diameter and,:!.2 m in depth is carried out. Shading of trees 
and sprinkling of wdter after planting out are practi$ed; "iPhe sur~val 6erc~~~d~~" "' ;~r "-' 
is reported to be 95 percent. I 4 o.<, . c 

9 ' .., 
4.2.3 Riverside and Canal-side Planting * 

' One of the more important examples of riverside planting that'the group EB,W , 
was along the Yelloy River. The Yellow River is the seoond largest in China and 
has a catchment area af around 74 million ha. In E) long span of 2,500 years, the 
Yellow River broke its banks 1 500 times causing untold human misery. Some 1.6 

- * billion tons of silt-are deposited by the Yellow River every year; a dam of one 
cubic metre in volume made of,this silt would go round the world 27 times. E=fY 
year the river-bed is rising by"10 cm and in some places the river is even 10 km 
wide. II 
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Fig. 1 Plantation along river, Hnbei (Hupeh) Province 
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Fig. 2 Plantation along canal, Hubei (IIupeh ,) Province 
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After 1949, top priority was given to training the Yellow River; soil oonserva- 
tionmeasureswere undertaken in..the catchtnent area and some 100 000 people living 
along the river downstream were mobilized to construct supplementary dykes over some .. 
700 km at inter&s of 200-500 m and to plant trees onlthe banks and, on reclaimed 
soil. The group visited the Yellow River site near Zhengzhou in Henan (Honan) Province 

'- 

and observed the bank consolidation work. The main species planted'here was willow. 
Out of the 1.9 billion trees planted under the flFour Around" forestry programme in 
Henan (Honan) Province, a large proportion is along the Yellow.River. It was reported 
that as a result of this work there had been no daimage due to floods in recent years. 
oven in the peak flood year of 1958 ( some 22 000 mJ/sec of water flow) no breaches * 
occurred. , 

The group also visited the riverside planting activities in Chifeng County, 
Liaoning Province. In this one county, people have planted trees over 920 km along 
six rivers and 21 irrigation canals. 

a - 
In Eanning Prefecture of Hubei (Rupeh) Province , 'people have planted trees 10 

to 50 rows deep on either side of the Yangtse River over 324 km. ,,.. 

,Another example of riverside and canal-side planting seen by the group G$%--' . 
Pengchuang Produqtion Brigade, Yanling County of Hena,(Honan) Province. This-%-... 
production brigade of only 1 190 persons has planted 40 000 trees along 12 irrigation 
canals of 6 km in length. l%oyl?an County of Hunan Province offers another example of 
integrated measures taken to carry out water and soil conservation in which tree 
planting along rivers and canals is an important element. / n 

The main species planted along rivers and canals &e: willow, poplar and 
Paulowriia ~JJ. 

4.2.a Planting Around Houses and Villages 

Emphasis has been given to tree planting around individ&l dwellings-n the 
communes and around villages and in almost every commune the group visited the 
ubiquitous presence 0% trees was observed, 

I I 
While visiting Taipingti Commune, the study group had an opportunity %o--tisit 

some of the houses. Kost xhouses have large compounds generally enclosed in a compound- 
wall of mud. .&side the compound there is spacenot only for growing trees, mostly 

-poplar in this area, but also for raising poultry, rearing a few-pigs and grow- 
ing either sunflower or sorghum. The trees planted inside compounds belong to q 
individuals. 8 

1 \ 
. The group particularly observed Ifaround village" planting at Pengchuang Product- 

ion Brigade in.Yanling County, Henan (Honan) Province. In 1975, the people of this : 
. village removed the 40O-metrelong mud wall around the village, moved 38 000 m3 of 

earth tid planted ,50 000 trees around the village. "Winly poplar was planted with 
, 2 x 2 m spacing. Trees were even irrigated and soil working by ploughing was done 

under the tree belts. A thinning after three years and a ten-year rotation are 
planned. Such ewmplesofplanting and tending of trees around houses and villages 
are numerous. . 'f - l 4 
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4.3 .HELTERBELTS 

Shelterbelts, or farmland shelterbelts as the Chinese call them, are grown in 
many parts.. of -China but especially in the north-west, to stop sanbdunesand desert 
encroachment. In Chifeng County, Liaoning Province, the group wits told that shelter- 
belts extended over 2 771 km in the county and consisted of 2 510 main belts ad 
2 670 secondary belts, which protected about 57 700 ha of farmlands. 

e 

3.1 Planning 

Shelterbelts, like all other forestry practices in China, are an integral part 
of agricultural, animal husbandry and water conservancy planning. Thus, tree belts 
have been established'on farmlands, along roads and rivers and in front of s&d- 

, *- dunes to protect the, lend ,and the people from wind and sandstorm damage. 

Main belts normally run at right angles to the irrigation canals and at.45' 
(or 26O as in Taipingti Commune) to the prevailing winds. The width varies from 
8 to 22 m (4-13 rows of trees). I !, 

Secondary belts run along the. irrigation canals and at right angles to the\ 
main belts, with a spacing of about 490 m, 
each about 400 x 40.0 m (16 ha), 

t-o form a network of,sq-uared farm plots 
The 'maximum distance between mainbelts was,given 

as 500 m. At the same time, roads and irrigation oanals are arranged in such a > 
manner that they lie between shelterbelts. 
Henan (Honan) Province, 

However; in Chachia Production Brigade 
belts are spaced much‘more closely, 100-200 m apart, to 

give adequate protection against the loose sandy soils of the area. 

. 

Zuccessive belts are plantsd adjacent to the old shelterbelts at a distance 
,I 

of about 8-10 m, eight to ten years before clear-felling of the latter for utiliz- 
ation. The successive belts will take oQer the protective function of the old 
belts. This type of belt was introduced as a means of practising clear-felling 
instead of selective fellings within the belts. 

Structure ,nf 1wl.l;:: varies according.to the'damage oaused by wind-blown sands, 
Threr types of structures are described as follows: 

* 0 au 
- Ventilated structure where area is very windy. 

d 

c 

- Thin structure for belts close to the river, where‘sand'damage 
r 

is serious. _. '.- -. 

- Close structure for fruit gardens and for protection from sand-dunes. 

0 
4.3.2 l%tab,lishment 

/ / 
s 

L 'il 

Site preeparation for poplar planting in shelterbelts.is usually gone one year. 
before planting. 'Deep ploughing (Is-20 cm) is followed by harrowing. Planting 
stocks are raised from cuttings taken from selected parents; After one or two 
years in the nursery, the rooted plants (0.40 cm diameter) are planted. Various 
methods of'-planting tree seedlings in shelterbelts are.described as follows: 

Slip planting -. Normal cuttings of branches of poplar are planted underneath 
the soil, with o&y the tip‘emerging,. at an acute angle to the soil s&face. 
This is suitable for sandy areas subject $0 stron~g winds. + L 
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Fig. 3 Shelterbelt: crop protection and fodder production, Liaoning Province 
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Pit planting - Two pits are dug, the soil from one pit is put i:to the 
other, the plants are planted and the soil is then firmed. 

'Furrow planting - Rectangular furrows are dug; seedlings are planted 
and buried. 

Open-hole (pit) planting - This is a dommon method for planting farmland 
shelterbelts. A pit 30 x 30 x 60 cm is dug an,d planted with seedlings. 

At first, the planting distance.for poplars w&s very close (1.3 x 1.3 m) but * 
this has been changed to 2.5 x 2.5 m ark 2 x 2.5 m (rows are 2 m apart)cto allow 
for mechanization of tending operations. For Paulownia shelterbelts in Henan 
(Honan) Province, single rows are'used. These are spaced 50 to 70 m apart and 
plants 4 m apart in the rows. In multi-row belts plants are normally staggered 
to give triangular-shaped compartments.. 

Poplars constitute thk main species for sheltdrbelts in Chifeng County 
(Liaoning Province). The following broad-leaved and coniferous species are also 
used: Populus simonii, p. ekinensis, p. amidalis; p. canadensis, p. nigra,X + 
:~~~a~~~~~~~~~~~,(~~~~~~~~~~*"i~a pseudo-acacia and pi,,_+i: 

Paulowrua.,fortunei is,the main species, 
spaced very widely. 

The cost of establishment of a belt of 1 km witha spacing of 2.5 x.2.5 rn~-- 
(approx. 1 ha) was given as 15-20 man-days or 15-20 yban ($ 9 to $ 12). This 
includes labour costs for digging of holes and weeding three times during the 
,first year. It does not include land preparation before planting and tending 
operations after the first year, which are all done by machines, nor does it 

I .\- 
I nclude nursery costs. 

I 
For machine costs a 

,and weeding is 0.20 man-days ha. 
15 11.~. tractor) the figure given for cultivation 

Tendinq 
3 . 

The Chinese say that in plantation work 30 percent of the efforts should be 
devoted to plantingand- 70 percent to tending operatidns. , Hence weeding is done 
three times during the first two years and once or twioe during the third and 4 
fourth years of the plantation. The rates of survival are therefaore usually very 
high (90-95 percent). 9 

Intercropping of shelterbelts*has largely replaced such intensive weeding 
' operations. The belts are intercropped with a#icultural crops, usually legumes , 

(sweet potato, peanuts, etc.) for the first two or three years. The sy-bem has'. 
two_ advantages: weeding becomes unnecessary end food is produced. /' 

Farmland .shelterbelts are usually irrigated at the- same time as the crop 
fields, normally three times a year,. The amount of irrigation water given per . , 
unit of belt&is not @ObM. Organic.manure is applied at the rate of 2-5 tomes/ha 
of belts; normally when the crop fields are manured. 

. 

Ahoot pruning is done to favour the strongest teading shoots. Buds are also 
removed from the shoot to produce a strong leader stem. 

Prot‘ection against pests and diseases is carried out when necessary. $7 , * 
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4P3.4 Benefits of khelterbelts 

The Chinese emphasized'the importance of shelterbelT on several sites by 
saying that shelterbelt forestry was a pre-requisite for the increase of-agricult- 
ural crops, Other factors like irrigation, fertilization, improved seeds, mec@iz- 
ation, etc. came next in importance. This appears to be true, if'one cori"side~s?the *I 
benefits reported from shelterbelts, as follows: "f& -r ^ .-, -- 

(i) supp ly of Timber and Fuelwood Requirements i- --~ 
The problem of firetiood is solved in many parts of China by the establishment 

of shelterbelts (and other forms of forestry). Between 1966 and 1976, the Tungfang- ,. 
hung Production Br5gade harvested 3 000 m 3 of firewood from shelterbelts for its own 
requirements and also supplied some other brigades. Thus dung, used previously for 
fuelwood, is preserved for manuring the farmlands. The firewood is sold to the 
members of the production brigade at one-third of the market price. 0 

Between 1966 and 1976 the income from forestry of the Tungfanghung Production" 
Brigade was 319 000 yuan, mainly from the sale of timber to the state. This made. 
it possible for them to purchase agricultural machinery, fertilizers; irrigation 
equipment and other implements. * 

Growth rates for ten-year-old poplars grown in a shelterbelt were given on site 
at the Taipingti Commune, Chifeng County, Liaoning Province. They are as follows: " '- ,,'i * 

Table 2 _ -. 

Sl?OWTH tiTES QF POPL%SIIlj A SHELTERBELT 

Species 

Populus cauadensis' 

Planting date: 1966 1 
111.easurement date : 1976. 

‘ Average Diameter at 
Average IIeig!lt (m) 

(r 
&eagt HeiFhz CDBH) (cm) 
r 

la.8 . ti.2 * * 

-0 P P ekinensis a 16.4 19.3 . * 

-- P.V P amidalis 

2, simonii 

16.1 r* 17.1 II, \* .i + 1 I 
11.3 - . a , 13.5 jj. I I 

IL 

In another belt of p. canadensis planted .in 1966 and'measured in 1976, average , ~ 
height was 21 m and average DBfi was 21.5 cm. The total volume of 1 km of this belt :\,, ~ 
IO m wide (equivalent to 1 ha) was 563.3 m3 or an increment of 56.33 m3/ha/year. (5 . ---- < ',.;* 

The rotation for poplars has been fixed at 20' yesrs, after which the belts are 
/ 
: clear-felled. 

The measurements for Ulmus pumila in the'former belt were 11.2 m and 14.5 cm 
for average height and DBH respectively. 

. 
* 

. 
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i (ii) Improvement of the Microclimate = 

Shelter-belts can help regulate the microclimate and improve the environment 
II '. -for agricultural crops, thus increasing their yields. Behind shelterbelts wind 

a speed is reduced, thus affecting all microclimatic factors to the benefit of the 
growing crops. The following figures compare some effects in two sites visited: / 

a ,I a&. 

Table 3 

'El!T'ECTS OF S ELTS ON BICROCLIXATE 

Chifeng County, Liaoning Yu'County, Eenan 
Province Pgovince 

Effects of Shelterbelt 4 rows, 8. m wide, 20 m high ' 1 row, 40 m 'apart, 20 m high 

Populus spp.,: Paulownia spp- 

Wind speed red&ion 589 / A, T- 14-307: 

Temp. reduction (spring * __ 
and summer) I 1 QC -0~4-2.2~~ I/ I 

Temp. increase (autumn 
and winter) 1°C 0.4-2.0~~ 

Evaporation reduction 38$ it,, - 12-2576 

3elative humidit 
B 

increase 7% ; 
_ I 13-205 ( 

Grain yield increase 3os50$ 13-17$ 3 

i 

(iii) Protection of Seeds and Fruit and Lengthening of Season " . m 

3elterbelts protect seeds and 'seedlings from burial by sands. ilioreover, seed u 
broadcasting in spring can be done earlier, and the growing season for crops can thug. 
be extended. Harvesting in autumn is done without shattsring of fruits and seeds. I _,~ 

.s 
The following figures were given for grain production in Chifeng County, 

Liaoning Province: 

Year 

1950 

Yield 

: 460 kg/ha 

- i 
. ._-- 

-c I 

1965 3 020 -,’ ” 

1971 6 382 ,;! 

j972 6 765 ” 

(This was said to be a very dry year) 

r i 

> 
b /’ 

\ ,,' 

7 973-76 

: 

7 500 k/ha 
c? 

c 



Shelterbelt: 
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Protecticr, end Increased Yield, Liaoning Pro$&ce 
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& t. 
No doubt fac;tors other than shelter contributed to the increase shown above. 

However, shelterbelts can have a major effect especially in severe climatic .conditions, 
asin 1972, which was said to be a very dry year. r 

;-‘ . 
(iv) Protection of Canals' 

Shelterbelts protect irrigation canals from sand burial. River banks are > protected and stream flow is regulated. Thus riyer floods are smooth and can be 
used for irrigating the farm lands. 

(4 Promotion of Animal Husbandry,' 

In the 'Tungfanghung Production Brigade, there were only a few animals (one mule, 
three horses and a few pigs) before the establishment of shelterbelts. Today there 
are 67,0 head of animals, or three &F household. 

,,(vi ) 'Promotion of.dide-line Occupation 

Under shelter, fishing was-improved. Ins the~Tu.ngfanghung Production Brigade,, a _,. - ..-. - 
pond 1.5 ha in area was supporting about 50 000 fish. Y 0 . . ._ 

4.3.5 The Disadvantages of Yhelterbelts . 
0 0 

The Chinese claim that until now only two disadvantages of shelterbelts have 
been encountered. The first is that shelterbelts occupy part of the farmlands and * 
this is inevitable as they are a pre-requisite to farming practices. The second is 
that shelterbelts shade crops, thereby decreasing yield in shaded tieas. This, we 
were told, is a very secondary harm and can be solved by realignment of r;ads and 
canals. c. 

Q 
4.4 AND-DUNE ATABILIZATION 

The group saw two distinct types of sand-dune stabilization activities, i.,e. 
levelling of inland dunes and establishment of coastal windbreaks:' 

4.4-l Levelling of Inland Dunes 

These activities were observed in one commune and one production brigade in 
Chifeng County and one production brigade in Yu County. These areas were examples 
of the general sand-dune Groblems that are commonly found in the desert sands of the 

!; 

c c 
north and north-western interior of China, The dunes are formed by the sands blown 
from the desert whichcover the cultivated land, canals, roads, etc.,. owing&o lack 

,, 
: ,. 

of protection and proper land use practices. 
.J 

The two separate places visited in Chifen g County, Tungfanghung Production 
Brigade and Taipingti Commune, were known for their poverty in the past. The 

'. 
, 

precipitation is very low, Tanging from an annual average of 300-400 mm (maximum 
of 490 mm and minimum\of 204 mm); the evaporation rate is about four times as muoh " 

'as the annual precipitation. south-west winds in summer and north-west winds in 
autumnand winter are the prevailing winds, 
up toJZ?9'm/sec as a maximum; 

with a speed of 4 m/set annual average 

strong winds, 
in any particular year there are iOO-150 days of very 

out of which 45 to 71 days are days with maximum wind speed: &"a 
result, thousands of sand-dunes'were formed. For example in ?Singfa.nghung Product&o? ,, 
Brigade alone there were 20 000 sand-dunes and some‘ of them covered an area of 

; ..I 

between 0.1 to 0.5 ha each. 1' , -- . 
? D IJ 

\ ‘i. 
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The people of Tungfanghung Production Brigade were mobilized to level the dunes 
by moving two million m3 of sand, thereby turning the sand-dunes into.land suitable' 
for agricultural crops, After being levelled, the land was flooded with water in : 
order to be enriched with silt deposits. 
from 0.30 to 1 m within ten years; 

Thus, man-made soil reached a depth varying 

and potassium 1.4 times. 
nitrogen increased 4.1 times, phosphorus 1.3 

This development was completed by establishing shelterbelts 
around the fields and linking the land with irrigation pumps and a canal system. The 
grain yield was more than tripled, Wind damage was completely eliminated; in faot, 
in 1963 very strong winds occurred in the neighbourhood, covering the land with-six 
inches of sand, but thanks to these development measures Tungfanghung Production '. > \, 
Brigade was not affected at all. 

m 

Similar climatic and environmental conditionqproducing the same,effects; existed 
in Paichuang Production Brigade in Yu County. Here 800 000 m3 of .sand were moved and 
the dunes converted into land suitable for agricultural crops in the same way. 

<.+ // 
In all three places visited small areas with the original c&-es were kept as a 

reminder of old disasters, 
ation. 

to serve as part of public education on proper land utiliz- -_~- -- ~-~-i-- 

,?I 
1 

4.4.2 Coastal Windbreaks 

The group visited Nanshan &land, '&angdong (Kwangtung) Province, where 57 km 
of coastal windbreaks have been established in the last 20 years to protect the island , 
from the north-east winds which blow sands onto the farmlands, from typhoons in summer 
and from the sea which used to destroy the arable land and'houses annually. It was . 
said that before the establishment of coastal windbreaks the island suffered badly ~ 

* from heat and typhoons. 

Nanshan Island was originally composed of ten islands (as ,mentioned earlier in 
. chapter 1, sectionl-.3) which have nbtibeen~linked together by the people. 

an area of 122 km* with a population of 51 000 people. 
It has 

Before.1949, this island was characterized by shifting sands and sand-dunes and 
the area was barren and without trees. Agricultural production was likewise extremely 
poor and the area was often struck by typhoons and very strong winds which blew almost 
all year round. Between 1929 and 1949 the sea came in about 2 km and 120 ha of crop- 
land were covered by sand. 

4. _ & - 
The soils are sandy and the climate sub-tronical,with an average annual temperature 

of,23,6'C, an absolute maximum temperature of 37% and an absolute minimum temperature 
of 2oc. Average annual rainfall is 1,40%1,6OO mm and there are two distinct seasons, a 
dry season from October to April and a rainy season from Lay to September. 

Tree planting started in 1953. By 1954, 19 300 trees had been planted, even 
though the survival rate was low because of lack of e-xperience. By'1956 large-scale 
plantation had been initiated through'mass 
of land had been planted with Casuarina. 

mobilization and by 1964 some 3,933 ha 
This rate oqplanting continued and by 

1976 the island had a total of 57 km of coastal windbreaks covering 4,034 ha of land. 
i .? 

The width of the coastal windbreaks runs from l*to 5 km_thus~giving total inland 
protection from sand and tidal water. As a result wind speed has been reduced by 
60 percent, daily average temperature by 0.2-8.3%, ground surface temperature by 
1.3-2.0°C and evaporation by 12.5 percent., Relative humidity has increased,by 
7 percent. 
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. 
Yield of agricultural crops increased from 1.4 tonnes/ha before 1949 to ca 

4.8 tonnes/ha in 1976. Furthermore, 2,200 ha of land have been reclaimed by 
linking the islands, 1,206 ha of which have been used for agriculture. , 

Before the establishment of the windbreaks firewood had to be transported 
to the island. After 1364, the windbreaks began supplying wood; timber was sold 

: ‘ to the state and timber for 20,000 new houses was also made available. At .present, 
&> ) @ 

more than 10,000 m3 of timber are supplied to the state and 2,100 tonnes of fire-' 
# .li\ood to neighbouring cities annually. , 
I+ I 
-..\ .\ \ .'~---,\~\,..-.\ ,\,\,\,) The$re,venue of the island from forestry is about 7OO,OOO yU& annually. ,\,\ 

,-/,,*\,\, ,, 
t ,‘.‘.‘~\.\I\.Y,\,\ ,\,\,\,,\,,\ ;“, 

The species used is Casuarina 
.,I. \ ,,\ ,,\,,\ *\a;\..\,. .i,\,\ * 1’ 

ecu isetxfoiia; "~'~"~s'~~~O~\.f~~,,S.~,~,,,,~~~,c~ is 
sown in January and February. The seedlings are transplanted in search-April 'i~~;j\""""""""'~'.'"‘~~.i 
soil blocks covered with straw. Tap roots are cut when they are transplanted. 

The sesdlingqare planted out in July-September. 3efork planting, the roots 
are pruned. The spacing is 2 x 2 m and zits ,sro of 4C x 40 cm. 70 manuring is.. 
*L~pllCd. i Pi- T~-YVP nlagtn;l v P-~- '1,' -I' . 

< The cost of establishing one ha of coastal windbreaks (including.Fursery) was, 
given as 120 yuan. . . 

The rotation period ranges from IO-1 years depending upon gro h conditions 
and plan requirements. 3 The yield is 45 m /ha, !? which is about 4-5 m /ha/year. Each 
year 40 ha are cut and the area,is immediately'replanted. The wood is mainly used ' 
for constructing houses as well as large-sized boats and furniture. ' - .-- _I. ~I___-~. .___ 

4-5 AFFORESTATION OF RARE MOUNTAINS 

1:.5*1 General ‘5. 

Afforestation of bare mountains forms part of the integrated land-use.plan at 
all levels. This type of activity is undertaken either in the,conteti of protection 
or production forestry. 

Since afforestation of bare mountains was classified as a separate activity-m 
watershed management and plantation of fast-growing species, for timber production by' 
the Chinese organizer of the study tour, it is distinguished from them here and they 
are dealt with separately in the foll0wing paragraphs. 

Production plantation is carried out either to enrich existing secondary forest 
areas with species producin, e timber or edible oil or to replace old, unsatisfactory 
Pinus massoniana plantations, E&pecislly in the first ease, the land is clean cult- . 
ivated, old stumps are uprooted and the existing vegetation is completely eliminated. 
This clean cultivation, with or without terracing, causes a lot of soil erosion, 
especiaily during the early years of establishment. "In most cases paths to the top 
of the hill are so straight that they encourage soiJ erotiion an&deep- gully formation. 
Lost of this plantation is carried out on land which is unsuitabile for agriculture 
and it seqves to produce timber or fuelwood to meet national and local' requirements. 
Furthermore, trees are planted around pastures and grazing land,for the same purpose. 

* -. 

r. 



Fig. 5 Dense and il?-p-ed linus massoniana plantation, Hub&i 

I , ..,-. . 
(Hupeh) Province 



4.5.2 Main Species Used and Observed 
1, 

The following species are'used in all kinds of plantations: 

In Liaoning Province: Populus chifungensis, p, simonii, p. nigra, P. pyramidalis, 
El. canadensis, p. pekinensis, Salix a., Ulks pumila, 
Amorpha fruticosa, Robinia pseudo-acacia, Pinus tabulaeformis, 

In Henan (Honsn) 
Protipce: Paulownia fortunei, Populus m., ‘Zalix B., Ulmus pumila 

Platanus orientalis, Diosp.yros M, Ziziphus ju,juba, Meli:---\ 
azedarach, Toona sinensis, Populus tornentosa, Populus 
dakuanensis, Paulownia lankanensis. x (1.. 

In Hubei (Hupeh) 
Province: 

In Hunan Province: 
. 

In Guangdong , \ 

Cunninghamia lanceolata, Pinus massoniana, Larix koreana, 
&. sibirioa, &. principis, Pseudosassafras laxiflora, 
Gly-otostrobus pensilis, Pterocarya stenoptera. 

\ _I 

Paulownia m., Poculus sJ&; Salix m., CunninPhamia 
lanceolata, Pinus elliottiia,.'P. Gniana, Pseudosassafras 
latifolia, Toona sinensis. Aleurites montana,*A. fordii, 
Camptotheca acuminata, Osmanthus fragrans, Saprndus m&urosi, 
Cinnamornum camphora, Podocarpus macyophylla, Acer davidii,. 
A_. mono, Platanus orientalis, P. acerifolia, Gdi.um 
distichum, r. ascendens Ligush lucidum,, Sassafras tsumu, 
Maqolia grsndiflora. 

_- 

, ' 

. 

(Kwangtung) Province: Alstonia scholaris, Michelia m, Acacia confusa,‘Aleurites 
moluccana, Bombax malabaricum, Melaleuca leucadendron, 
Chukrasia tabularis, Ficus retusa, 2. lancer, Casuarina 
Wuisetifolia, ]Eucal,yctus exserta, 3. citriodora, g. leichow 
no. 1, Artocarpus heterophylla. '. , W' _, 

4.6 NATER.5HED NANAGEXENT d * 

Although watershed management is not used as a common term, land utilization in 
accordance with the principles of soil and water conservation is explicitly covered 
in the integrated planning procedure in China, In the hilly areas, hylrological 
effects of afforestation are recognized in regulating the stream flow. Improvement ' 
of water quality and erosion control are the main‘pbjectives of this type of activity, 
As water is the key to food production, many projects centre around the development 
of irrigation systems which, along with the massive tree-planting programme and 
mailagement methods and techniques, will have a'iong-term effe.ct on the hydrological 
regime of the watersheds.- 1 

d. 
A land capability classification is adopted for delineating areas for agriculture 

and permanent vegetatior@"cover (it includes forests and forest plantations). All lands 
with a slope of up to*15' and a suitable soil are reserved for agriculture, while those 
with a slope of over 15O are reserved for forests, 
15O and poor soil. 

as are lands with a slope of up to 
tiee planting over areas with a serious erosion hazard is 0 

emphasized. I,., 

.t 
r 

. 
\ 

.* 

,” 
*I 
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Integrated watershed development (farm ponds and rice fields at the 
bottom, Thea oleosa on the right, and Cunninghamia on the left hills), -- 
Hunan Province 

1 
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Although complete soil working before afforestation is prescribed, the methods 
adopted vary for different slopes and soil conditions. For exaajple, complete land 
preparation is done 02 slopes of up to 15' at suitable sites; terracing is done on ,. 
;;~g from 16' to 35 ; planting in pits is done on slopes of over 35'. The plant- 

rraces and trenches are shaped to ensure better water conservation, and drain- 
age of excessive water is also provided for. 

However, complete weeding and ho&g in the early stages does not seem to be 
conducive to soil protection. But the shape of the pLanting pits and trenches and 
terraces may retard down-slope movement of the loosened soil. Construction of small 
reservoirs, ponds and dams; wherever possible, has been done. These structures help 
to retain soil within the watersheds as well as to reduce flood occurrences Td 

' improve subsoil water movement. The practice of inter-cropping with legumes and 
other crops does provide a considerable, if not complete, soil cover. 

, 
- The result is that floods'and droughtgwhich alternated frequently in the past; 

have been controlled. For example, in Taoyuan County, 21 ,floods and eight droughts : 
occurred from 1949 to 1958. Starting in 1959\ a programme of practices, combining 
the control of rivers and mountains with afforestation, was undertaken to control 
waterlogging and droughts. To"date, 70 pert-ent of the mountainous area has been 
protected and the water is comparatively clear. This has been accomplished through 
a combination'of the following measures: the closure and protection of the upper 
catchment reaches, the'construction of five multi-purpose dams and one reservoir, 
the planting of 105 000 ha of trees, the building of 132 small impoundm~ts and 

. 15.small reservoirs, the construction of 23 000 small farm ponds, the straighten'ng 
of the river course in 45 places and the strengthening of the embarkment along 4 2 km. 1 

The effect of this work has been to reduce sediment from 7 480 tonnes/h2 to 
3 700 tonnes/km2. There is now a storage capacity of 620 OOO'CGO & of water which 
can provide irrigation for a .drought of IlO'days. Foodgrain output has increased from ' ,) 
132 000 tonnes in 1970 to 199 000 tonnes in ~976. 

The example given above is only one oQ a multitude,taking plaoe,as watersheds 
are chqnged from flood producers to regulated flow suppliers. There is no question 
but that forestry support for agriculture in China also means watershed management; . 

4.7 PLANTATION OF FAST-GROWING TREE SPECIES FOR TIMBER PRODUCTION 

The basic p&x+e behind tree plantation in China is to organize"the masses 
and encourage them to act in a spirit of self-reliance, that is to collect seeds, 
raise the seedlings and do the plantin, .m themselves.! Tree planting is, however, part 
of inte<grated la:id-use planning, 

'husbanlry. 
on the same footing as agriculture and animal 

2 - . 5 

The aim of t-his type ol plantation is to provide timberfor industry, housing, 
s. various uses.'in fa@Yories and agriculture and coal mines. In spite of the great 
.- number of.species encountered,the most important quick-growing species used for 

timber production are: poplars in North China, Cunninghamia lanceolata, Paulownia 
~JJ,, jassafras and Pseudosassafras a. in Central and South China and eucalypts 
and Casuarina in Southern China, especially in Guangdong (Kwangtung Province. I 
These species are diccussed,,below (except for poplars, for which reference should be 
made to Section 4.3). 
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4-7.1 Paulawnia spp. (fam, Scroohulariaceae) 
? , -i 

Paulownia fortunei is mainly used in Henan (Honan) Province as a windbreak 
species or as individual trees in agricultural diversification with a row spacing 
of 50 m to 70 m apart. The total area effectively occupied by Paulownia fortunei 
in Hen& (Honan) was'in the order of 600 000 ha in 197.7. According to plans, .by 
1980 the total area occupied by Paulotmia planted under varying schemes should re h 
the tayet of 1 380 000 ha, \ / * 

_;Sd+ings are raised in the nursery from cuttings and planted after 
jl 

A q-usck-growing species with a deep rooting system which can go as far as 
Paulownia does not cause any harm to food crops whose root system is localiz 
the upper 50 cm of soil layer. - 

Soil preparation for planting is similar to' that for poplar plantations. 

Growth rate: On irrigated sandy soil, a four-year-old Paulownia fortunei 
may have a girth of 70 cm, a height of 10 m and 5 m of clear bole. On a favourable 
site, an eight-year-old Paulownia may have a girth of I.70 cm. A specimen of this 
growth was observed at the Yu County administrative headquarters. At the age of ten 
years, it is usual to obtain a diameter of 45-50 cm. At the places visited, a 6. 
rotation of 8 to 10 years was applied and production with this rotation can be in 
the order of 12 m3 ha/year. 

it is.a species with a wide range of adaptation to varying climatic conditions. 

’ 4.7. 

)i. 

d 

It oan stand a temperature of -18oC and can thrive at locations where summer 
temperatures may be as high as 40°C. It can also thrive' at IO m above sea level 
as well as at an altitude of I 600 m. However, it requires a deep and friable soil 
and a low water table which should be at least 2 m below the soil surface. 

Importance of Paulownia in rural areas: Paulownia timber is good for building 
and furniture manufacturing. The leaves are used ,as animal feed. The bark and 
flowers are utilized in traditional medicine. With a production of 12 m3 ha/year, 
Paulobmia is a cash crop‘widely used in agricultural diversification. However, a 
disease assumed to be caused by a virus affects a large numper of Paulobmia trees,' 
The research station of Yanling County, Henan (Honan) Prgvince, has succeeded in 
controlling the disease, either by physical operation which consists in cuttin:; 
the attacked branch and burning it, or by injecting an antibiotic 'solution. " 
Prevention is now possible by dipping the rooted cutting into an antibiotic: 
solution before planting. ,f. 

2 Cunninghamia lannsolata , 
:. 

2. lanceolata is the mqst prized species for reafforestation, used in a large 
number of eastern provinces in China. The study group's first acquaintance with 
the 'miraclelf Cunninp;hamia occurred in Hubei (Hupeh) Province, in 'pungzu Commune 
where over 50 percent of planted areas consist of 2. lanceolata. In Hubei (IIupeh 1 
Province C. 
mother ro;k. 

lanceolata is planted on red soil deriving,from secondary'volcenic 
In places, this soil is covered by a thick layer :of alluvial soil c 

deposited by the Yangtse Xver over a million years ago when the river changed its 
bed. The soil in upper elevations is poor in humus and in N,P and I< content. It 
is very dry in summer and com,pact in the rainy season. Soil acidity is high, pH 
5 to 5.4. - 

3ite preparation: Site preparation has undergone several'improvements since 
the first plantations were created, Initially, shallow ploughing was done and 
holes were dug 0.40 m long x 0.40 m,wide. Since then site preparation has been 

. = 
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Fig. 7 Large-scale Cunninghamia plantation, Hubei (Hupeh) Province ". 



. . _ 
Fig. 9 A ditch is dug between rows of Cunninphada, Hubei (Hu&) Province *- 
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F1g. 10 Grass and legumes are buried in the ditch, Hube i (Hupeh )h evince * 
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Fig. 11 The d .itch is then recovered, Hubei (Hupeh) Province - 
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the subJect of serious research work because of the ~OVJ rate of survival. .At present, 
, all over China, the method of %hree deep" is adopted, i.e. the,site is deeply ' 

ploughed to a depth of at least 40 cm from the soil surface, a hole is dug 60 cm 
lone and 40 cm-wide, and the seedling is then planted deep with two-thirds below the ' , 

- soil surface. Role planting is, in some locations, replaced by trench planting. 
' Instead of a hole, a trench 50 cm deep is dug. This method is said to preserve the 

soil moisture better. Deep planting promotes a good development of the root system 
and prevents sprouting from the root collar which occurs' in most cases where shallow 
planting is done. After planting, intercropping is practised in place of weeding, 
Zhallow ploughing takes place in the second or third year after planting and deep 
ploughing to a depth of.O.40 m or 0.50 m is.WLndertaken in the fourth or fifth year. 
In the meantime; a ditch is dug between rows 50 cm away from the~.root collar wherein 
grasses or legumes are buried to increase the soil's organic content. tich a ditch 8 
is 67 cm wide and 70 &-I deep. 

At the beginning, close density was adopted. This density might be as high 
as 6 000 plants per ha. Several spacings have been tried: 1.3 x1.3m (5800 
plants/ha), 1.5 x 1.5 m (4 350 plants/ha), 2 x 2 m (2 500 plants/ha) and 1.3 
2.6 m (3 000 plants/ha). 

,e$& 
The high density affects tree growth, which was q-q!-%kly 

actiowledged by the Chinese foresters. At prese&, a spacing of 1.3 m x 2.6 m 
is most favoured, as it allows a quick canopy closure at year six or seven which 
in turn permits a thinning of 50 percent intensity so that the definitive stand 
has only 1 500 trees/ha. 

-&a~~. ‘er are some fii??iingsccncerningihe relationship between density and 
tree ,growth. 

Table 4 

3FFSCTITF: DENSITY 01? TREE GROWTH OF CUNIJINGIWIIA TJ'JCEOLATA 

Avpge Average Standing 
Height Diameter Volume/ha 

Cm) (cm> (m3> 
o;iemarks 

. '- 

"lot 1: G in 1374 F thinning 7.1 8.9 74~25 Planted in 1965 - density 
L:easurements in 1376 8.5 10.6 110.25 6 000 plants/ha in 1374 
Increase in volume in before thinning to3 650 

2 years 36.00 plants/ha. t 

a 
Plot 2: : 
!;easurements before Planted in 1965 - same ' 

thinning in 1974 7*4 9.0 62.85 density of 6 COO plants/ha, 
I:eanurements in 1176 8.5 10.9 111.60 thinned in 1974 to 2 208 
Volume increase in 2 years 48.75 plants/ha. 

Plot 3: 
I:easurements in 1374 4.9 6.5 44.80 Planted in 1976 - density 
I'easurements in 1976 6.6 8.5 82.80 6 000 plants/ha. In 1974, 
Volume increase in 2 years 38.00 trench dug along contour 

line 0.70 m wide and 0.7Om 
deep. 75 t of green manure 
ap@ied + 2.250 t P2O5 TV 
750 kg calciumjha in trench 
and covered with soil. 
ThiTed to 2 250 plants/ha. 

, 
. . 



The above experiments show that a density of 2 000-2 500 plants seems to favour 
a.better growth and can enhance Cunninghamia timber production. 3,ependir-q on the 
intensity of cult'vation methods, 

2 

total production per hectare of C. lanceolata 
varies from 250. to 350 m3 (including the volume of thinning products estimated 
to be of 40-50 m,/ha) for a 20 years"‘ rotation. : 

' * I * 

It can be assumed that 2. lanceolata n&es up one-third *of the afforested area 
in China, to judge by its importance in the reafforestation schemes, 

~1 
- +- 

biana ,ement : Rotation is given as about 20 years. Clearcfelling ,is adopted ' 
and regeneration is by planting, Clean weeding by intercropping is generally Y. 
practised for the initial two or t&e years, depending on canopy closure. Legumes' 
(peanuts, soybeans) are the preferred ovops. Rate of survival, in general about 
Go-85 percent, is 5 percent higher where intercropping takes place. 

In Zhuzhou County (HunaneProvince), C. lanceolata planted in 1965 on the 
Huanglung People's Commune thrives well. An abundant natural regeneration is 
observed there at a density of 4-5 young seedlings (of one year old) per m2. c 

juch a natural regeneration is thought to be very satisfactory. It may 
perhaps be considered in future management practice, but it is doubtful that 
attention will be given to using this natural regeneration potential. 

Problems arising from intensive management of Cunninghamia are several: 
, 

(i) Although there is some fertilization in some plots, fertilizer is not ' 
systematically applied to all areas .planted. Intercropping with 
legumes'is useful, but.without a good amount of green manure and , 
some chemical fertilizers, the second-generation crop may give a , 
lower yield. / . 

(ii ) Early flowering of five- or six-year-old trees indicates difficult 
growing conditions. What will the quality of the second generation 
crop be -en these poor sites? d 

1 

(iii) Irregular growth and high mortali:y rate in some cases indicate,that 
a tree improvement progranune needs to be set up as early as possible 
to secure,a supply of good seeds. It appears that a vast expansion 
of Cunninghamia planting is planned, to meet a growing demand. 

(iv) The risks of monospecific plantations should not be'ignored even - + 
though no diseases or insects are at present regarded as a serious 
threat. 

(v) In the opinion of the study group, mixed plantations should be 
considered. Two broad-leaved species perform very well: ‘Robinia 

seudo-acacia (Legum.) and Sassafras tsumu and Pseudosassafras s.-_. 
- 

_ _ _ _ 
all designated as hssafras by local foresters ) (Laur.). Mixture 

by strips seems to be the best combination as both broadleaves and 
' Cunninghamia can be managed on 2C-to 25-year rotation. In the second 

generation, Cunninghamia will be,planted on strips previously occupied 
by broadleaves amvice versa. 

7 

.,’ . , 
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Sassafras spp. Lauraceae) 

Under the name of Sassafras, local foresters designated Sassafras tsumu, Pseudo- 
sassafras laxiflora and P.seudosassqfras latifolia. Phenotypically they look alike. - 
'The difference is,in the shape of the leaves. 

&ssafras are local species,faound at high elevations in Hubei (Hupeh) an‘d-Qunan 
Provinces. Adapted to lower altitude,.the$perform very well. In the experimentel. 
station'in Xianning Prefecture, Hubei-.(Hupeh),'"Pseudosassafras-laxiflora planted in '- 
1963 reached a height of 16-20 m and a diameter of IO-13 cm after 14 years. In 
Cheichia Commune, (Taoyuan County, Hunan), Sassafras tsumu pla !ted'in 1973 had a 
‘7-s m straight bole and a diameter of 8-10 cm. 1 Iliaximum growth per year may be 4 m . . 
in height and 1.5 to 2 cm in diameter. In 3huting Production (Huanglung-- ~~..:- 
Commune, Zhuzhou County, Hunan) an eight-year-old Sassafras 
and Id cm in diameter.“ 

14 m in height 

Despite its good performance, 'Sassafras is not yet-used in any large-scale 
plantation, except in Runan Province, where large blocks of hundreds of hectares 
of Sassafras have been observed. * 

Ib:ana$ment practices; Site preparation includes‘ploughing; digging a deep hoie 
1 m wide and 1 m long and planting one-year&old nursery seedlings. IPlanting is done 
in spring. Spacing is u$u;ally 2 m 'x 3.3'm. Density at planting is 1 500 plcnts/ha. 
Thinning is done at 4-5 years of age,.whicb leaves 900 plants/ha. At 15 years of age, 
Sassafras may reach 25 cm in diameter-and have a straight bole of315 m. Rotation is 
given as 15 years. Production at felling may bf 
duction of 30-35 m3/ha/year. 

as high as 400 m /ha which is a pro- 
Clear-felling is adopted and subsequent regeneration 

is by planting, After planting, Amorpha fruticosa (Legurn,.) is intercropped as green 
manure. .:s / 

Amorpha leaves are harvested two or three times a year and buried in the stand 
itself to increase soil organic content and improve soil structure. 

. 

,' Thinning products are all utilized to meet the people's requirements for small- 
diameter woods. All trees thinned are uprooted and roots used as'stumps for further 
planting. n 

4.7.4 Pinus 'massoniana 1 
i ' 

After 1958, when Chairman Mao instructed that China should be covered with _ 
trees,--&-massor&ana -~~~~- was the very first species-used--in reafmtatlon. Mom ~~ 

Liaoning to Hunan, it covers large patdhes'of mountains and hills. However, it. 
became noted for its poor form and poor growth. EEsting stands are'still preserved 
for soil and water conservation and for providing some fuelwood to the people's 
communes. Its role in 'Yimber forestry 11 

' 
is being taken over by other pine species 

(p, elliottii and p. taeda) which are now introduced still on a small scale for 
trials.' Conversion of p. massoniana plantations is now a pending problem. 

4.7.5 &cal.yptus spp. ,. " 

Their importance in timber production equals that of Cunninghamia in the 
northern provinces. , Leichow Peninsula can be cited as an illustration. Out of 
the 69 000 ha of land under its administration, the State Forestry Bureau has 
planted 52 000 ha with eucalypts. More than 60 species have been tried, but only 

' three are actually used in large-scale plantation: ,E. exserta, ,E. citriodora,and 
,E. leichow no. 1. -. 
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’ .-..._ Fig. 12 Eight-year-old Sassafras plantation, Hman Prov'ince 
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Fig. 13 Replacement of Pinus massoniana with _P. 
(foreground), Rubei (Hupeh)vince) 
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Other species such as s. tereticornis, ,E. grandis and 3. saligna perform tie11 ' 
in diameter growth but the bole i3 not as straight as the three former ones, Other 1c.1 
species such as ,E. botryoides, ,E. argophlora, ,E. toriellana and ,E. pilularis are only 
of marginal interest. 

~ 
crGh'--n"-w- ~w.v~fi&~~~~n~s of: Le;i~how.$enin~,+ -wh~y..he~ &pw+.-n - - .-se- 

. ..- - -_. for eight months of the year and where the compact, sandy, red so!1 is subject to 
severe erosion, E. exserta, E_. citriodora and &,leichow no. 1 now constitute a 
highly profitable undertaking with their excellent growth and their full utilization. 
j 

Managed under a 25-year rotation and three commercial thinnings at years five, ' 
and-ten or twelve, eucalypts provide poles, fuelwood, building material and 

for oil and tannin extraction. 

seedlings raised in the n&sery ere planted at a density of 4 5OO ' 
and are thinned to 3 000 plants/ha at age-five,--to 1 500 plants/ha at year 

se+n and to 960 plants/ha at 
4 

ear 10 or 12. Volumes harvested at' each commerciai 
thinning are respectively 24 m /ha, 
of ?20 m3/ha, 

21 m3/ha and 24 m3/ha, leaving a standing volume 
Thus at twelve years old, total production is 189 m3/ha, i.e. a mean 

annual increment of 15.75 m3/ha/yeax. It is expected that by the end of the rotation, 
growing stock per ha will be in the order of 300 mj/ha. 

Actually, total growing stock of 52 000 ha of eucalyp;s is 1.84 million.m3, of 
which 150 000 m3 %.re exploited annually. Twc-thirds of the exploited volume is 
timber and one-third thinning products which provide also 7.5 tonnes of leaves/ha 
to be used,in oil and tannin extraction. Oil content of eucalypt leaves is 0.7 per- 
cent for 2. exserta and 1.2 percent to 1.7 percent for 3. citriodora. Tannin content 
is generally eight times higher than that of oil. After oil and tannin extraction, 
what remains of the leaves is used as organic manure. - 

The .plan for 986 fixes the target to be reached for growing stock at 3 million rn3 
1.. ._ of which 

!I 
00 000 m 1 will be exploited every year. Of the 400 000 m3 out, about 

.a. 250 000 m will be timber. Such a plan implies that eucal-opts will be planted on the 
remaining 17 000 ha still to be used by the Leichow State Forestry Bureauand also on 

I 

the_ expanded forest areas on waste and barren lands. i 
a 

Though the reafforestation with eucalypts in Leichow Peninsula is impressive 
and successful, the problem of insects, especially of Phorocantha,"should not:be over- . 
looked. Up to now all the stands have been healthy but as the pr&perity of the whole . 
area depends mainly on eucalypts, increased attention tib the proijlem of insects can 

. ..-.--- be profitable. --.- - - 

,4.7.6 : 
i 

Casuarina equisetifolia 

On Nanshan Island, 2. equisetifolia is planted on 4 034 ha as a coastal wind- 
break 57 km long varying in width+from 1 to 5 km. The ai?ea,planted with Casuarina 
thus represents one-third of the total land area of the.island. Raised in nursery 
beds, the young seedlings are jransplanted after two months to a basket of 10 cm 
diameter x 0.15 m in depth. After-f&r or five months in the basket, the seedlings 
are planted. The roots are dressed before planting in holes of 0.40 m"x 0.40 m x 
0.40 m, The rate of survival is high, about'80 percent. July, August and Sept.ember 
are the best months for planting as the young seedlings will have the benefit of the 
rains during these months. C. equisetifolia grow-s very well on coastal sand, as 
a fomyear-old plantation shows an average diameter of 5-7 cm and an average!height x 
of 7-8 m. 

J 
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Fig. 14 Coastal sand-&me fixation with Casu&ina, Cuancdorq (Kwangtung ,) Frovince 
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C. ebisetifoliar-plantations are managed under a 10-15 years' rotation. '.Tl-ie . 
yield 7s about 45-50 m3/ha, which is a produc.tion of about.4 m3/ha/year. Plantation 

. cost, including tending, amounts to 120 yuan/ha. 

A& regards the wood harvest from C. equisetifolia:plantation, every year 2,100 
of firewood &e marketed outside-Nanshan Island and more!than 10,000 m3 of 
are sold to the state. ' The total income from forestry was 700,OCO yuan in 

addition.to the increased income from food' 
ion (l,.i tonnes previously; 

grain'production under windbreak 
now 4.8 tonnes). 

; 
and is now proceeding to implement a tree improvement programme for 
. Plus trees are selected from which seeds are to be collected for 
on. Coppice from stumps is no longer all‘owed to develop, as the 

people prefer to uproot stumps and replace coppice by go@ races of Casuarina. . ~ .:, 
I. "s- 
'The so far successful example of Casuarina in its role both in timber production 

and in support of*agriculture has made'of this species a cash-crop specie,s to be 
grown in harshj.windy conditions. i- 

* A 
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TREE CROPS Y&,&C 
0 

XI~lE!XATE CASH m$S 
.1 

. r 
Fruit Trees 

Apple trees, Citrus D., pear trees and ChineTe date tre&s are used 
as well as'in agriculturei I 

in forestry 

I 

The Paichuang Production Brigade, Henan (Honan).Province, removed 32 sand-dunes 
-27 waterlogged areas betkeen dunes, thus gaining 630 ha of cultivable 
land. As soon as the .land MS levelled, the people planted trees. Ktf we don't 
plant trees",' they said, %he sand will come back". On their n&ly conquered land, 
one-third of the area is under forest trees, one-third is cultivated with fruit 
trees and one-third isgeserved for agricultural crops. 

In Yu County, Henan, (Honan) Province, p lans have been made to plant 6 300'h.a 
with apple-t&es and another 6 300 ha with rnlnuts. . . 

6 
In 'Boyuan County, Hunan Province, chestnut is now considered as one of the . 

several species envisaged in what is termed "industrial fcrestry", aiming at producing' i 
non-wood products of quick, perennial and high return. -i II s 

, 
In central ,and north China, only Ju,$Xans mandshurica is planted. As ,regards 

.* 

Castanea s., 5. mollissima is preferred over the othertwochenryl a~cV~'eKu+--~~ 
nii)it grows very well on deep soil on lower mountain slopes and thalwegs. 

I I 
Figures on production are unfortunately not yet available as the pl 

walnut and chestnut as %ashtl plantations has only just been implemented. 

The Chinese l'U.atell was a special product used in traditional 
cooking as a delicacy. It was regardedas a bourgeois" foodstuff, 
considered so, as i& is widely planted on newly conquered sand-dunes, 
many provinces in central China, the Chinese&date tree, Zi'ziphus,jujuba, fs seen 
everywhere. As an example, mention is made hereunder of the Chachia Prod ction : 
Brigade, Yenling County, Henan (Honan). This production brigade started 't lanting 
g. >u,iuba in 1-964 on about 55 ha of new land levelled from sand-dungs. ' 'A thirteen- 3 
year-old "date tree If measures 10 m i,n height and 10 cm in diameter.- z. juvuba is 
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Fig. 15 Fwit Tree Plantation, 'IIenzn (!lonan) Province 



Fig. I6 Chinese date (Ziziphus ,),. Henan (1lona.n 
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planted iith a spacing of 10 61 x 5 m, at a densi& of 200.plants per ha. The average 
yield in>,dried dates is about 240 kg/ha, usually sold to the state for processing and 
export. The production brigade received an income of about 150 pan t 
per ha from 0nIy 200 plants, 
from "date 'trees", 

.It is to be‘ remembered that, in addition'tb the income 
agricultural intercropping* of peanutssnd/or maize may easily- 

produce five“or six tonnes of food,* 
Province, 

-which is $he norm established in Henan (Honan) 
@come f'rom-2; ju.iuba and con%dted'forestry acfivities'represents 25 per- 

.I 

cent of the total income 
line activities, ' 

,,which includes return from foodcrops, pig-raising and side 
The total 'area planted with 5. jujuba is,not known with accuracy, 

but it can be estimated to be on&,third of the cultivated area in Henan (Honan) 
,P,rovince. 

Diosp.yr . OS w is another fruit tree prized in Chinese forestry. Dried 2. kak$' 
fruits are an export item. All over China, I& k&5. is pianted in the same way as 

\ 2, ju,iuba. The land between rows is intercroppzth maize and pulses. 2. & is 
also planted'along roadsides and as shade trees in the city streets. Information on 
out pLLj9 end income per ha is not avaibble but, to judge by the area covered and the 
great care with which g. kak$ plantations are tended, there is no doubt of the import- 
ance of the role it playsxrursl economy. IJ. 
dant ; 

is also frequent, tho.u&h not abun- 
in natural forests. Some trees F,rere seen in thlk naturs9 forest area of f-Iuavren 

People's Commune, H!ubei (Ifupeh) Province. The fruit from natural forest trees is not 
large in size{ but the trees are preserved to provide supplementary items in the diet- 
of the local people. . 

4.8.2 Oil-bearing Trees and Shrubs 

These are dleurites fordii, 
and Thea oleosam-3. 

&.' montaria, Sapium sebiferum (Pam, Euphorbiaceae) 
-- d 

At locations visited, A. montana and A. fordii are planted along roadsides, 
canals or dwellings for family needs. Small plantations of 2. sebiferum were 

@observed in Taoyuan County (Wan). These plantations are still young, so that 
information on yield and return of Aleurites ~JJJ. and of 2, sebiferum is not 
available. a. fordii was seen interplanted with'pine as a special intercrop for 
a period of eight to ten years, which is the life $pafi of A. fordii. After ten 
years of age, ,A. fordii is cut. -At the same age,. pines-would have their crown 
sufY'iciently developed to cover the soil against erosion. In rural zones, electricity 
may not be available everywhere; tung oil will then be used for lighting.,* 

%‘- 

- __~~. 
Thea oleosa $s widelySa&-taF8-- --&WbeeFplanted over thousands andthousands -- 

of hectares of land. It can b planted between 9tb"40t a d.121°40tE longitude and .f 
22042' - 34O34 N latitude, where there is an annual,average temperature of l5-22'Ci 
annual average precipitation of 7OO-2,400 mrh and relative humidity of 70-35 percent. 
It grows=better on hilly areas at an elevation of 800 m above sea level. It prefers . 
sunny sites- with 4.5-5.5 pH and deep soil; however, it can thrive almost anywhere 
provided the soil is deep and annual rainfall isabove 700 mm. 

c 

It is a slow-growing small tree but has a long life and excellent cropping : 
' capacity up to 200 years. Fmlit-bearing starts at the age of eight and goes on as 

long as'&%100 years. Leav ,s are alternate and ofaa leathery nature; 
bears fruit, $ 

each branch -' 
plowers ar'e bi 

October and goes on up to Fe Ii 
exual and white in-colour and flowering takes place in' 
ruary, Tne fruit contains 1-6 seeds of which the under 

t nart is concave and the insi e irregular. 
Tli , 

d$n 

The seeds contain about 33 percent edible 1 - 
oil with great variation. oil can be stored ten years. It represents 70 percent 
of total edible oil consumpti in China. .,-It can be used as a lubricant, is .rust- ' 
resistant, and is also used in the treatment of skin diseases. The outer part of the 

b seed can be used as,tannin, or as active ,carb&, whereas the remaining part is used 
as a fertilizer. Constant flowering is good for bee;l<eepinT. The timber is solid,. 
with good' grain, and is largely'used for ngricultural,tools. I' 

. . I 

I 
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Fig. 17 Stand improvement in 'Thea oleosa natural crorrth, !Iunen Province -- 
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Thea.oleosa has been planted in --. China for more than 300 years, but before 1943 
were about 10 000 ha of scattered plantations mixed with we.eds and shrubs. there 

The y-i&d s-as only W-30 kg of oil per.ha. Xince 134~the~ development of 
Thea oleosa has undergone,three stages: -- 

(i> 
i : 
l’i i .- 

(ii) 

(iii) 

\ 

up to 7958: &sting plantations were improved and consolidated so that - 
with proper management quality could be improved and yie.ld increased. Soil 
preparation was carried out and the gaps were filled through regeneration. 
Euring this operation, after the fruit had been picked, the land was 
prepared and formed into strips, and gaps were planted with 'young seediings, 
the old trees being kept for shade. r"urthermore, the old stems were : 
coppiced for regeneration and selection purposes. Through these operations 
alone the oil production was doubled. * 

FYom 1953 to 1966: Thea oleosa cultivation received strong support from -- 
the party and the Government, which provided subsidies and foodgrains to 
co&es and production brigaded engaged in planting Thea oleosa. During -- 
this period the area of Thea oleosa was substantially increased. In 
Zhuzhou County' (Hunan), Thea oleoso acreage was doubled. -- 

The third stage started in 1970.* During this period The& oledsa was treated -- 
as a horticultural crop with all'rational management practices: farming of 
the consolidated plantations in big blocks (900 $erman&t personnel were 
assigned in- Zhuzhou County to 34 plantations); intercropping with agri- 
cultural crops; intensive cultivation consisting of one deep ploughing 
every three years and one shallow ploughing every year; siting of m 
oleosa plantations on terraces to preserve soil, water and fertilizer 
(3 ha of plantations in Zhuzhou County are reaching this stage);, 
fertilizing, Fruning, pest and disease control and grafting for &Slity 
and yield increases. 

As a result of this intensive management, the oil output has been increased by 
as much as 100-120 kg per ha, as against an output of 20-30 kg per ha before 1949. 
This represents a twofold increas,e aga@st even the 1965 yield. 

* 
In addition to oil, an average of 225 kg of oil cake are obtained per ha. The 

total oil and oil cake bring in an income of,about 160 man/ha/year. 

The 

(i> 

toi) 

(iii 1, 

1. (iv> 

importance of Thea oleosa in integrated l&d use management is manifold: -- 
__ _ _^_ -..--.w 

As an economic cash'crop, g. olkosa, 'once established, can grow and thrive 
for 100 years or more. &stained income is thus ensured. 

As a shrub which can thrive in a wide range of climatic conditions, its 
use in waterslied management is beneficial to local. people, who can only 
profit by protecting it. Q 

, 

Duri.& its early years, !J. oleosa can grow under the shade of p. massoniana, ' 
thus allowing progressive conversion of the stands at present occupied by 
the latter species without any uncovering of the soil. 

. 
T. oleosa contributes oil cake for the development of animal husbandry 
Tpig raising) which in turn provides refuse (dung) as agricultural fertil- ' 
izer. I 

The-fact that 2. oleosa flolrers during*-fiv-+months in winter (October to . 
February) makes it a valuable forage 'for bee-&$?Ln'g:+.~-+-~ , --Y-----t, 

, 
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(vi) By pruning and trimming, ., maximum crown, khi 
,T. oleosa, s 

which are necessary cultural operations to develop 
h in-turn develops maximum fruicbearing capacity of 

or by.reL'uvenation by coppice, a'certain amount of fuelwood or 
wood for handicrafts can be provided. 

;' 
. The cultural practices for Thea oleosa are as follows: -- 

Seed selection .- . Chairman Kao's statement tter yield can be obtained by 
careful seed selection of improved varieties ev t increasing labour and 
fertilizer" has been carefully applied to T-. 01 re are two distinct. varieties .- 
of T. oleosa, i.e. a small-f&t variety and a big-fruit variety. 
varyety has small leaves and dense foliage, 

The'small-fruit 
a very thin pericarp round the seed and 

l-3 seeds in each capsule, maturing in early October; the oil content is 30 percenti 
with high resistance to disease. 
fruit consists of\ 5-6 seeds,' 

The big-fruit variety has bigger leaves and each 
maturing at the end of October; the oil content'is 25 

c, . percent, with medium resistance to pests and disease; Plantations of the biefruit 
variety occupy 95 percent of the total plantation, but because of cross-pollination 
and site differences, the oil content of individual trees shows great-variation. __ _ 
For this reason , great emphasis has been put on selection of plots, fruit, seeds 
and, above 'all, plants. In this connection, the following criteria have been faid 
down for plus trees: 7 D 

- -vigorous growth condition between the ages of 75 and 60 years;: ' ,' 

i 1 - spreading crown with dense foliage and even fruit bearing.of each branch; 

- yield should be 20 percent greater than that of the surrounding.~en trees; < I I 
- yield should be constant with less than 30 percent variation; 

P 

- red fruits with an average of 3 cm in diameter and less than 0.25 cm k' 
thicbess of pericarp; 

- seed portion should be more than 45 percent and dry fruit 2 percent; 

- high resistance to pests. and diseases. , 
_. 53 

Plus'trees should be selected for each site. Besides, the seeds of the plus 
trees, the branches are also used in nurseries, for grafting ptipqses. 

,," .'II $.-. .~ 7:“' ._ :-. 
PlantinF Practicesr Ca.nefuLsi~_..selection, land prep&ratioti 'aqd close planting 

are the major rules to be followed. Being a light-loving species and deep rooted, 
r 2. oleosa requires red and yellow soils with pH of 4.5-5.5. Clean land cultivation 

at 30-40 cm depth with inversely sloped terraces is essential. On land with a slope 
of more than 15 percent the width of.terraces is 2-3 m, while on slopes less than 
15 percent they ca,,.be as wide an'&5 m. The general practice is 'to plant the trees 
xith a spaciyg of 3 x 3, 
900 trees per hectarei 

4 x 4 and 5 x 5 ti distance, which gives betwhri. 500 tihii - . 

2 - c 
. . 

Planting Season: Nursery-grown and carefully selected seedlings are used in 
plantation for higher-survival rate and fast growth as well as greater yield. .a 
January to Ikrch are the best months for planting. Direct sowing is also practised., * 
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Maintenance and Care: Intercropping is used as a &are and maintenance practice, 
to give the plantation a better structure and to-provide better soil moisture, at 
.the same time reducin: the plantin- cost by increasing income. During the !.ast two 
years, 1 000 ha plantations have been intercropped, which have produced 4 000 tonnes ~ 
of food yains 'other crops! ALpart from soybean and sweet potatoes, a special grass 
has been ,Town, whose rhizomes contain additional edible oil, To increase and maintain 
the soil fertility, the dead leaves -of these crops are mixed with manur6, especially 
pit: manure, Lost forestry.farms raise pigs to obtain the,required manure. e. 

. Pruning of the. lower branches is started 3-4 years after planting to increase the 
height. At a height of 60 cm the tree is topped off, keeping three mail;' branches. The 
following prunings aim at training the remaining branches to spread at an angle of __ 
about 60° and making them even -and uniform. After three years, a-second.pruning is 
carried out with the same objectives end ultimately to form the tree into an umbrella 
shape with a hollow inner part, in orde$ to expose it to proper sun and air penetrat- 
ion when it-is at the optimum fruit-bearing stage. Dead, diseased, overgrown, lower 
and slanted branches should be pruned. M 

_ 
- Colleth<tF camelline, caprodium thgae, $oractis pseudoconspersa and 
Chremonia adsit rsis are the major pests and diseases of 2. oleosa. 

For its multiple use and high return the study group paid exceptional at&ntion 
to _T. oleosa, which can be regarded as enother Yniracle tree" in Chinese 'forestry. 

4.8.3 Other lion-wood Products 
CI 

< 

The Chinese people are knotm for their slcill in making use of everything.., Their *!,;$) 
slcill h&i%. also been observed in finding many non-wood products of,forest trees. Here-' : 51 
under are a few examples: 

Cinnamomum camphora: In Hunan P&viiide, large-sized C. camphora trees were 
observed in remote places where the group happened to pass by. They were isolated ~ 

. : trees, usually wounded and decaying. Their diameter was estimated to be 0.70 m to 

1. 

1 m; This is a clear indi5ation that C. camphora grew well in more or less pure 
stands which were decimated because of their timber, which is very prized in Chinese. 
tradition as "coffin. wood'!. For cerituries., the Chinese. have known how to.extract 

~ 
camphor from young leaves, twigs and resin, for use in tradition&medicine and 

B cosmetics. C, camphora is now re$u.rning to Chinese forestry as a plantation species 
P As amatter 

~ 

along roads and canals but not yet as a full-scale plantation species. 
@3&Lz!&~~Lr Jq.chy ?F_ZL camphora were d in, fU~p~t&i.~on~.U~Z~,~~~ 

df b 

troniZ2ZiY%Zs~YZ~~s 
A species frequent but not abundant in tropical and sub- 

A 9 ;;. mukurosi is an under-storey species negle,cted by 

!.' >,,. 

conventional forest&s, who look down on tree species not prized for timber m.fu_el- '. 
nOOde, in most countries; but not in China. S. mkcimosi is one of the 149 species 
raised in;rthe Chanf;;;ha city nursery, which produces some 3.8 million plants per year. 

E Out of this number, S, rmikurosi and Osmanthus fragrans represent 10 percent of the 
. ' . seedlings produced.'->. mukurosi is known as a %oap fruit tree".' In fact, the fruit 

. ',provides a ‘liquid detergent when it is macerated in water. Clothes soaked inshis .' 
. water can be washed as they are with soap. ': 

I . 

. 

" As regards Osmanthus fragra.ns and Hovenia dulcis, they provide,raw,material for. 
wine paking. x , sbeyries. 

0. fragrans is utilized. for its flowers and Hovenia dulcis for its 
In natural forests, all the above,.trees are preserved. L 

f  , 

+ 
* 

e 

.' a = Tr If 'Called >., mukorossi*by Alex. Rodger in the Handbo,ok of'Forest Produets, 
,! ' .., lfuma, P- 99. * -_ 
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Finally, a word should be sai of some tree species for detecting 
f. air pollution, Cedrus deodara, and Cunninphamia lanceolsta may be . . planted individually or along r eir role as indicators of air pollution 

by sulphur dioxide or chlorine. ha:oity nursery has evidence that they are 
sensitive to the presence of sulphur dioxide and chlorine, whereas other species such 
as (i) Pittosporum tobira, Magnolia grandiflora and Poncirus trifoliata are resistant 
to sulphur dioxide -(ii) Ligustrum lucidurn, Photinia serrulata and Nerium indicum 

‘, are resist,ant to chlorine, 2 
e ' 

Livistona: An illustration of the Chinese skFu in thediyersificationof non- --- 
wood production is given by the Soil and Water Experimentation Station in Dianbai 

.." county. The soil there is a compact, yellow, sandy soil subject to heavy erosion. 
Li . ,E. exserta and Casuarina equisetifolia, 

grow healthily an this type of soil. 
-which perform very well elsewhere;: do not 

Traces of gully erosion can be seen in several 
places. The climate is dry and it rains only with the typhoons. Eucal.yptus and 

I Casuarina show a very poor growth with a thin stem and a diameter of 4-5 cm after 
ten to twelve years of age. After several years of research, Livistona chinensis 
was introduced on 1 300 ha of. land. Livistona chinensis is a palm with fan-shaped 
leaves arranged in a rosette. This,palm is planted from one-year-old seedlings 
raised in a nursery; Density at planting is 1.5 x 1.5 m. However, in places where 
it is interplanted with other non-wood products, spacing is 5 x 1.5 m. 

I i 
Leaf exploit- 

ation begins after six years. A full hectare of 'L. chinensis can yield 60 000 leaves 
I per y-r. &. chinensis is used as a fibre source-in 

handicraft, etc. Income from leaves amounts to some 
very high. The life span of L. chinensis is about 100 years or more. &. chinensis 
is thus seen not on1.v as a stable species for covering the soil entirelv for a - __ 
long time, but also as a species which ensures a continuous and sustained-income. 
&. chinensis is interplanted with three other species: Piper nQrun,Litchi chinensis 
and Averrhoa carambola. In addition .to interplanting, intercropping tiith cassava, 

f. 
soybean and, peanuts is' also practised during the first two years. 
nigrum at year six is about &X)-g00 kg/ha, 

Yield of Piper 
whereas the yield of Etchi chinensis 

can be 9 tonnes/ha and Averrhoa carambola (star fmit) 30 tonnesF0ther fruit 
trees have-also been tried, such as jnckfruit and mengo. Wngo yields only 1.5 -konnes 
per ha in a good year and jackfruit 6 tomes. The most interesting combination.seems 
to be Livistona chinensis and A. carambola. After six years of age, 4. carambola will 
be dominant and a two-storey stand is formed with Livistona chinensis as the under- 
storey. 4. chinensis can,yro~r under shade without diminishing its yield in leaves. 

. 1 
The Chinese seem to favour the combination of Livistona and Averrhoa as this 

provides the highest income. &. carambola is a popular fruit, rich in juice and 
vitamins, which can be used as a preserve or in pastry. . - ~__I- _ -7-r ----I- .__- ~~ _._~.~~~ .._ ~-~ 

. h.8.4 
,'- I 

Bamboo . 

-. A&szs 
Two species of bamboo are widely,,pla&ed in the provinces visited: Ph.yllostach.ys 

pubescens and 2. edulis. Bamboos ark cultivated on good sites where the soil is deep 
and pH is 6. These two species,,are single-stem and not clump-forming bamboos. -loit-,, 
ation is thus easy, as stems are cut at soillevel, which i not. the case wit,h clump- , 

forming bamboos. : ,j' J ! .* 
.' 

In the Hsiennung Production.Brigade (Suiyang Commune, Puqi C&ty)-bamboos are 
cultivated on 500 ha of land which represent t&-thirds of their total land a$reage, 
The growing,+stock is 1.2 million stems, i.e. a density of 2 400 stems/ha. 4 . 

In the nearby Hsienhsien Production Brigade,, another 300 ha of bamboos are planted 
with the same density. 

Cultivation methods are the same in both production b 
of shrubs and existing vegetation. Stumps are dug ouLand ;t 

'....__ * 
d ‘-...I 

, ---.. --.-_( i 
', 

i 
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\ 

igades. The site! is cleared 
stones removed. The soil 
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Pig. 18 Livistona as a cover crop, Guangdone; (!{wa.rghmg) Province 
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Fig. 13 Bamboo, Cunnin,~harnia and Sassafras plantation, Ikbei (IIupeh .) Province 
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Fit. 20 !kcr?boo Ste:ns, Xubei (Ilupeh) I'roviwc 
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Top Prunin,y of Bunboo, Hubei (Hupeh) Province ' 
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is then fertilized with 150 tonnes of organic manure per hectare. Then deep holes 
are dug and barn-300 rhizomes .planted. After seven years, exploitation begins. Ebcploit- 
ation is by selection. Stems under.five years old are not exploited, q&ept in thin- 
ning operations. Exploitation intensity usually does not exceed onethird of the 
stand density. 

Shaoting capacity: In one place, average shoot&g capacity i's 1 500 shoots/year 
in stands five or six years old. In another plac+%he -Eta1 number of shoots counted 
during spring this year was 2 340. The average shooting/stem ration is about 0.8 
shoots per bamboo stem after five years. It is interesting to mention the case of 
an experiment carried out in the Huanglung People's Commune, Zhuzhou County, Hunan, 
where 24 stems of Phyllostachvs pubescens were planted in 1965. No exploitation nor 

.removal of shoots were allowed. The twenty-four-stem bamboo stand was thoroughly 
protected, tended and fertilized. The number of stems counted in sprin 1977 was 
3 200. From the above information, it was calculated that the shootin a stem ratio f 
in Huanglung Commune was 0.6~ shoots per stem up to nine years of age end became only 
0.5 beyond nine years, It is very likely that the ratio will further decline with 
bamboo age. 

In the places visited', the practice with regard to shoot removal is very conserv- 
ative, as the production brigades prefer to thin stands. only when they are too dense 
In the group's opinion, the practice could be modified to allolr a reasonable shoot 
removal for food. 

Exploitation and replacement: On the assumption'of a density of 2 400 stems/la, 
exploitation in Hsiennung as well as in Hsienhsien Production i3rigade removes only 
;:OO stems/ha. On the assumption of a conservative shoot/stem ratio of 0.6, there is 
a recruitment of 1 400 shoots per hectare. It appears reasonable to allow a removal 
of 5‘10 shoots/ha for food, the remaining 900 shoots becoming established stems three 
or four months later, and still allowing a thinning of 100 stems at a later stage.. 
The average weight of a shoot is 2 kg. It can be conservatively assumed that with 
an exploitation of one-third of the density of one ha of bamboo containing 2 400 stems/ 
ha, it ic still possible to produce 1 to -1.2 tonnes of food/ha/year. 

bamboo is one of the major cash crops planned for planting widely. -jn indibation ~ 
of the potkntial of bamboo cultivation is found in Chairman Mao's instruction to 
research stations to carry out research on the acclimatization of southern bamboo 
species tokthe ecological condition-s of northern China. 

To return to the case of Hsiennung Production Brigade, where 500 ha of bamboo 
were planted, the potential resources in shoots used as food could be in the order of 
600 tonnes/year. Total popula$ion of the Hsiennung Productioh Brigade is 620 persons 
the ratio of shoots that could be @.stributed to each person is in the order of one 
tonne/year . - , I , * 

This indicates the possibility, under intensive cultivat\ion, of combining stem 
and food production in the management practices of bamboos. 

d’ 
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INTERCROPPING i ci 

. . This is a tending operation which promotes good growth of young plants and 
which brings in some income. In general, during the first two or three years after 
planting, land between rows is cultivated. Depending on population needs, on soil 
conditions and also on silvicultural requirements, intercrops may be watermelon, 
soybeans, peati, sweet pot@- oilseeds or green manure. 2 pp. This practice s. . 
replaces weeding, which is normally'carried out several times between planting time 
and canopy closure. Whether trees are planted in shelterbelts, around villages, 
along canals or on roadsides, with spacing of 1.3 x 1.3 m, 2 x 2 m or 1.3 x 2,6 m,- 
the land between rows of trees is always cultivated. The multiple land use concept 
has found its,application in this agrisilviculture system which is 'reported to be 
applied throughout China to pro.vide supplementary sources of food, fodder and green 
manure. At the same time; weeds are eliminated. Not only will competition with 
young seedlings not occur, but also there will be no build-up of fire hazards. Total 
forest cover is now 10 percent of the total land area of China. It was only 5 percent 
in lg,ig. Between.1950 and the present time (1977), forest areas have increased by 
another 5 percent, which is roughly 48 million ha, i.e. an average annual acreage of 
new plantations of I.73 million ha. As intercropping is assumed to be practised for 
at least two years in any plot, the total area intercropped in China is estimated 
to be 3.56 million ha ?er year. 

The amount of food yielded by ha of intercropping varies, depending on soil , 
quality, cultivation intensity a.& availability of irrigation. Output per ha may 
be 7-8 tonnes (sweet potatoes, maize, peanuts) if id.eal conditions are met. It 
may be only one or two tonnes on average soil combined with mediium skill in manage-. 
ment. In Zhuzhou County (Hunan), intercropping in Thea oleosa plantations gives T 
fl tonnes of food/ha. On the assumptionof a reasonable aae production of 
I.5 tonnes/ha of' food, total acreage intercropped &ould prov-i.ze:- 

a 
1.5 tonnes x 3.56'million ha = 5.31 million tonnes of food. 

In one of the production brigades in Echen g County, Xianning Prefecture, 413 ha 
of Cunninghamia plantations were intercropped in 1976. Tot,al output was 2 700 tonnes 
of grains, watermelon and vegetables, bringing in 50 percent of the production 
brigade's total income. Output per ha in this case was 6.5 tonnes. 

The Xianning &ate Forestry Farm in 1976 intercropped 76 ha of new plantations. 
Food output was 90 tonnes of grains,ki.e. 1.3 tonnes/ha. In another farm, 335 ha 
of Cunninghamia were intercropped. Total output'in grains and oil seeds provided 
an income of about 20 000 yuan (to give a comparative-idea of the value of the yuan, 
it may be mentioned here that & average workman's wage is 1.50 yuan/day). 

r 
Not only did intercropping bring in a substantial income, but the survi al rate 

of Cunninghamia was 5 percent higher than that of non-intercropped plantations and 
plant height was one-third higher. In.Kianning Prefecture as a whole, every year 
about 7 300 ha of Cunninghamia are intercropped. The resulting yield in 1976 was 
an average of 1.4 tonnes/ha of food. 

The case of Taoyuan County (Hunan Province) deserves a special mention. 
Intesated land use planning was implemented there thanks to a gie,ntic, successful 
erosion control project which included the'building of a network of water reservoirs 
integrated into a comprehensive irrigation system, to bring water to lands at 

s> , 

different elevations, and the reafforestation of 52 000 ha of watersheds. In this 
county, grain output per ha is very high, as three crops a year are grovm: two 
crops of rice from Kay to September plus one crop of wheat from October‘ to the 
beginning of Hay. The grain output reached 22 tonnes/ha in 1975 and 25 tonnes/ha 
in 1976. In this county, intercroppin, e aims at producing more green manure than '_ 
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food. A yield of 20 tonnes/ha of green manure is usual. Some of thi.s,'green manure 
will be used for fee$ng pigs and some to fertilize the soil. 
fert,ilize crops and fish ponds, 

Refuse from pigs will 
Taoyuan is known for its integrated activities in 

agriculture, forestry and animal husbandry, which all support each-other. 

For the 20 years that intercrooping has been practised in forest plantation, "1, 
not a single forest fire+has'been recorded, 
ping has been achieved. 

as complete weeding through intercrop- ..L,,.. 

There has been no build-up of fire hazards. On the contrary, 
the soil has become more friable and capable of retaining more moisture end thus of 
ensuring a better tree-growth and a higher survival rate. 

, 

-_ 
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Chapter 5 

.A_ 

POSSIBLE ADAPTATION OF PRACTICES TO 0Tm COUNTRIES 

. . .- 

. 

L 

5.1 

After stud~g~.the major activities included in the study tour and reviewing 
thel%onditions in the p&ticipating countries, the group was of the opinion that 
it might be worthMile for the countries represented on the study tour to follow 
up the follolting selected subjects. Of course, these are only technical suggestions, 
which have to be.-w-orked out according to each country's social structure, organi+ 
ational set-up '&id financial resources. 

. " 

SHXLTl!KEEL!TS 

* 

. . 

Shelterbelts of fast-growing species could be established'in Central B&ma 
where wind speed is fairly high. In the north-eastern part of Ken 

-F 
there= 

plans to settle people along the Tana River, under an irrigation farming scheme 
where the establishment of a shelterbelt would be greatly needed; in the other 
parts of Kenya windbreaks could also be established around private farms, mainly 
for fuelwood supply and poles for building. In western Hepal, especially in the 
Dang, Surkhet and idustang areas the shelterbelts could contribute greatly to 
farming by minimizing the ill-effects of strong winds. In Pakistan, although .- 

some work is being carried out in'this field, it should be expanded on both 
irrigated and rainfed agricultural land for water conservation and to increase the 
crop yields; indigenous species will be preferred in rainfed areas, while fast- 
growing exotic,species may be add&d for irrigated land. In Sri Lanka the wind is 
a damaging 'factor in the central highlands as well as in the north-east, north- - 
west and extreme south-east. Shelterbelts should be an integral part of any large- 
scale development, especially around tea plantations, homesteads and agricultural- 
fields both in the highlands and lowlands. In Sudan shelterbelts have already 
been started on a small scale, and, may be expanded as an integral part of agri- 
culture from the beginning and should be managed by the people for their own 
benefit. In Tanzania, since big farms are opmed either by.the state, parastatal q .. 
organizations or Ujamaa villages, 
and will prove very useful. 

the introduction of shelterbelts will be easier 
** 

5.2 CQMCAL blINDEiFEAKs s 

. 

I 

-Casusrina equisetifolia has been successfully used..for coastal shelterbelts 
in the typhoon-affected areas of South China. This it9 a fast-growing species with 
spreading roots and grows easily on sandy soil. The Chi.nese,,technique of raising 
successive series of shelterbelts on the sandy sea-shore and also planting series 
of windbreaks at regular intervals in the in-shore area may be adaptable to many 
countries affected by typhoons. The trees thus grown as shelterbelts will not only '2 
provide protection to the agricultural crops, the population‘and property against 
natural hazards, but will also produce timber and firewood for the coastal 

' _ 

community. 

v  
I 
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5.3 "FOUR AROUND" PLANTATION 

In Bangladesh forest extension programmes could be extended up to union level 
tp include homestead and viLlage plantation activities. The chairman and members of 
the union council could take the responsibility for raising their own nursery and 
the Forest Extension Service could act as technical cadres. As regards roadside and 
water-side plantations, thekrespective government departments could undertake the 
work in oollaboration tith local union council chairmen. In Burma this type of 
plantation has already been undertaken partly (on roadsides and water-sides) but it 
could be expanded together,,th homestead and village plantations, in order to 
provide fuelwood and timber as well as being an amenity to the countryside. In 
India plantation for fuelwood production could be undertaken by roadside planting 
with big trees from special nurseries , particularly in areas susceptible to grazing 
or other protection problems, as well as by plant&.tion in villages and homesteads; 
In Kenya "four around" plantation has already been started,by rural afforestation 
extension schemes with the exception of roadside and railroad planting, which may 
be included in future activities. In Nepal roadside and waterside plantation work 
has recently been taken up; homestead and village plantations could be included to 
provide fodder and fuel. In Pakistan planting along roadsides and'water-sides is 
already in practice but it could-be expanded to include homestead and village plent- 

-_ ations. In Papua New Guinea homestead plantation, especially in the highlands, which 
are mainly grasslands, is already in progress;. villagers are also encouraged to-carry. 
out community plantings but they are not yet in fhll force and could be intensified. 
Owing to immediate natural regeneration along roads and water-sides very little can 
be done there. ?'our around" plantation may be highly desirable and very applicable 
to the Philipoines, especially within the framework of the new five-year tree-planting 
law.&ich has just been promulgated, requiring all able-bodied citizens of ten years 
and over to plant one tree per month for five years. Tree planting by bitizens in . 
compliance, with this law ma&be done around*houses and villages and on roadsides and 
water-sides, etc. In Sri Lanka homestead plantations have already been started but 
could be stepped up simultaneously with an intensification of mass education. Village 
plantations could be undertaken along the same lines, but mostly of big trees in order 
to minimize animal ‘browsing damage. Although some roads are lined with natural vegetat- 
ion there are long stretches of roadsides and water-sides which could be planted. In 
Sudan tree plantation by people around houses and public places, and on roadsides, 
etc. is carried out during Arbor Day but this could be carried out on a large scale. 
In Tanzania small-scale activities could be enlarged and organized, especially in 
Ujamaa villages. 

5.4 INTERCROPPING 1 

The intercropping up to the, th$rd or fourth year in Bangladesh is adaptable to 
the Taungya‘system of afforestation or reafforestation practices. It could, however, 
be expanded to the Shorea robusta forests of Dalla, Hymensingh, Tangail and the 
northern district. Intercropping in plantation areas has been practised in Burma 
since 1913 in,Taungya areas. It may be worth investigating whether intercropping 

to cultivate for one or two years before ploughing. 
same people are allowed'to continue farming in the,area for another 

two or three ye until the canopy closes; during that period they weed the forest 
to.another area. The method might be improved and intens- 

to the people engaged. in these activities to improve 
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especially in the Tera2;end valleys; the practice ,of intercropping of trees on crop- 
land could also be introduced. In Pakistan, intercropping could be adopted espzcially 
in the irrigated plantations in the plains as well as in the uplands under intensive 
forest management. In view of the fact that the Bureau of Forest Development of the 
Philippines under the "Kain 
cropping for~shiftingculti 
implemented it among the s 
sitid and expanded.- 
under Taungya cultivation. 
sifiedbymanuring, irrigation (wnerever possible)' etc. and arranging for more or,mlized 
marketing of produce. The intercropping of food crops in the hill country with pines 
and_eucalypts‘has not been practised so far for soil and water conservation reasons. 
It could be tried out on an experimental scale with the adoption of more intensive 
land preparation and the cultivation of soybean or any crop other than tubers,&which n 
involve disturbance to the soil. Intercropping is already practised in Sdan in the 
Acacia senegal (gum tree) plar&ations in the sands of western Sudan. Perhaps species 
such as Paulownia and Sassafras could be introduced to the heavier-rainfall areas of 
southern Sudan, to be intercropped with local agricultural crops. Although inter- 
cropping is practised in some parts of Tauzania, it could be expanded to the other 
parts of the country. a 

5*5 PLANTATION OF FAST-GROWING 3PEYXEj FOR TIWBER PRODUCTION 

In Bangladesh, in hill afforestation using fast-growing species for timber ,. 
I' production, intensive soil working and terracing could be carried out in the unclassed 

state forests of Chittagong Hill Forests, the protected forests and the barren hills , 
of Sylhet, Chittagong and Comilla. In Chittagong Hill Forests government agencies 

-~ may be able to motivate the shifting cultivators through the village headman. The 
forest administration in these districts, in collaboration with the divisional devs 
lopment authorities and ,Chittagong Hill Forest Development Board, could undertake 
pilot forestry farms immediately. Although in Burma this type of activity has already 
been started, there are still large areas that could be planted with fast-growing 
species. In India fast-growing species in combination with fruit trees could be 
tried in large-scale plantations; an introduction trial of Cunninghamia in the 
lower hills of the western Himalayas might be successful. Plantation for timber 
production has been going on for decades in Kenya and the%present afforestation ' 
methods are quite adequate. However, what could be adopted is a modified land prepar- 
ation method, particularly in afforestiXg?Ellswith very poor site conditions and 
with serious erosion problems. In such places, in spite of the high cost of labour-- 
some trenching'or terracing,,with application of organic.manure would-certa%ly pay 
dividends, particularly if intercropping were encouraged, to offset the Ggh cost of . 

i digging trenches. Nest of the hills in Pakistan are suitable for growing timber ~ 
species and the naturally occurring forests are being used for the purpose. However, 
most of the areas suitable for forestry have been encroached upon by subsistence agri- 
culture. Afforestation with timber species over this area could be taken up according 
to the capability classification of the land. In Sudan an introduction trial of 
Cunnin&amia in the hills might be undertaken with proper land preparation and 
terracing. -_ . 

Almost every memb& of the group expressed great interest in introducing, at 
least for trial purposesTLthe fo?loting species into their respective countries: 
Cunninghamia, Paulownia, and Sassafras. 

< ' 
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TREE GROP;j YIELDING IlXEDIATE CA.311 1KL'LJRl~.~ I 
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Because of its wide range of suitable growing areas, its fast growth, multiple 
use and economic value , great enthusiasm was shown by all participants for intro- 
ducing Thea‘oleosa either in pure plantations or on barren hills or as an enrichment -- 
of natural pine forests or plantations, Improvement of natural bamboo stands, 
expanding bamboo platations to ecologically suitable places either with indigenous 

Lb 

. or exotic species, might be undertaken.because of their fast-growing nature and 
multiple use. 

, 

i; I 
5.7 INTEKRATED PLANNING , 

. _ 
9 success in its forestry support for agriculture programme 
oath to overall planning. China has taken grain production 

has placed agriculture, forestry and animal husbandry on an 
hey are. considered to be interdependent. Even within the 

i- sectors the plann&ng.process is integrated in such a way that many of' the forestry J 
farms visited were found to have been planned s‘o as to be completely self-reliant - 
up to the end product. The integration of planning also includes the integration 
of involvement at various levels. Such,integration of involvement provides assured 
support at the time of implementation and results in the overall success of the 
programme. '.._ 

. Such integration may not be adaptable ti many countries, but involvement of 
locally,elected bodies at the planning stage might be possible and this would ensure 
integration of planning processes with the implementation stage, as these loca$ _ 
bodies are, in many cases, able to mobilize the local masses. Integrated planning 
of rural development in most of the countries could adopt the Chinese practice-'and 
take forestry as a major supporting programme for overall village development. 

, 
5.8 RESEARCH, TRAINING AND DEMONS'RATION / 

In China, research units are operating /I own to production brigade level with 
g link-up support and control at commune, county, prefecture, province and country 

' -- level. This helps in undertaking research n t only at laboratory,level, but also 
at grass-roots level. The sy%tem of researc k at field level is in pract,ice in 
many count&es, but due to absencg of link-up coordination between field workers 
and research workers most of the research results end up as theoretical findings. 
The sending of research workers to the grassZrDots level+ both for research and 
application, as practised in &hina, could be adopted in many countries. . 

China's forestry education and trainii&is oriented towards the integration of 
. theory and practice. To ensure forestry support for agriculture, Chiti trains its 

grass-roots workers at the forestry colleges where they gather theoretical know& 
..I ledge and during their training also work in the field forlpractical study of 

'<problems and their solutions. For mass education and trainin@, teachers are also 
-h sent to communes and production brigades for local trainin, of grass-roots workers 

and for on-the-spot findings and solution of problems at t it 
__ 

e field level. qJI& ' 

integrated training of technicians and grass-roots workers could be adopted in 
different countries and forestry colle,yes and the dep?rtmeylt,of forestry could 
organize such training of technicians and grass-roots workerswith physical and% 
material supco-rt from the local bodies. i 1 . I 

Demonstration forestry farms as established in Chin&in pilot areas under 
Government sponsorship could be established in different participating countries. 
These farms could act as lrlboratories for the training of grass-roots workers. 
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On the basis of its studies and observations as well as exch&&e..of ideas among 
its members and discussions held with Chinese colleagues, the study g&&p.made the 
following recommendations which are given under follow-up projects and other,. 
suggestions. The follow-up projects are divided into multilateral and Isilat~>a-1__ 
projects according to their scope and objectives. -"-;. ~-----i- 

L- s+ '1 
‘1. 

63 I;IULTI:LATEIIAL FOLLOH-UP PROJECT3 

' (i)' FAO/UNDP/Chi na cooperation in the field-of forestry in general, and+:~for-?stry .$ 
support for agriculture and forestry for local community development in particular, 
should be continued. ,.... 

(ii) A study tour on wildlife management with particular emphasis on domesficat- 
ion and game cropping should be organized. - . 

(iii) FAO should establish seed exchange for &he fast-growing species (cunnin_e- 
hamia, Paulownia, Sassafras, Thea.oleosa and others) between the People's Republic -- 
of China and interested Member Nations. II 

(iv) The Forestry Sbpport for Agriculture Study Tour should be repeated for 
Spanish- and French-speaking countries. 

4 
(v) A study group consisting of foresters; agriculturists animal husbandry 

experts and planners should be organized to study forestry for'local community 
development. This should include the following topics: eradication of shifting 
cultivation in China, and the impact of commune forestry work on the overall employ- 
ment. ! 

(vi) Seiected project managers of the UNDP/FAO and/or Trust Fund/FAO projects 
in integrated watershed and forest land use and representatives of Forestry 
Operations Service should visit the People's Republic of China for three weeks 
to study tie mobilization of the'masses, education, training and integrated planning 
and development as a,baclcgrounci in rcformulnting development stratec/ in forestry. ~~ -- -~ 

(vii) A tllo-man team (profe ssional forester and professional photographer) ~houlrl 
visit the People's Republic.of China either in April or in October to prepare a 
filmstrip on various steps an> aspects of forestry support for agriculture. 

(viii) A China/PA0 monograph ~+should be published, covering: techniques of land 
preoaration a& tending forest plantations; education, training and extension 
methods with reference to forestry; research methodoldpJ. China may be requested 
to preFre the te-xt in Chinese,'rrith illustrations, and FAO should get it tr 
into other rrorking langu,ages; selected Chinese books and other literature o 

e forestry support for agriculture should also be treated along the same lines. .* 

7 . 
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(ix) Joint study should be or,ganised bet!Jeen Bangladesh, the People's, 
Republic of China and Nepal with the aim of formulating integrated watershed 
development projects for the selected watersheds of the rivers which flow through 
these countries.- 

6.2 BILATZZAL -FQLLCW-UP'PROJIET.5 

This group includes the projects which c3.n be implemented through bilateral 
arrangements between the People's Republic of China and the respective countries, 
with or rdthout FAO participation and assistance. 

(i) A ae'lectecl group of Chinese foresters should visit Italy and Turkey for 
three weeks to study both research on, and large-scale plantation of, poplar, which 
is widely used in the north-east of China. 

(ii) Study tours to the People's Republic of China should-be organized for 
field- and policy-level officials of the Bangladesh Forestry Department: 

0 (a) Kid-level and field-level study tour with following composition: 

. 

Conservator of Forests 1 (Team Leader) 
Divisional Forest Officers 3 
Forest4an~ers 43, 
Foresters"-.' ,s 

Total 20 

There could be two such teams and the duration of this study tour 
could be three to four weeks. L 

(b) Study tour at policy level: 

Aecretary, Forests, l&i.sheries and Livestock Division IfLeader) _ 
Chief Conservator of Forests .m 
Chief E@ineer, Roads and Highway3 
~Director-Ceneral, IntegratGd Rural Development Programme 
Two hiEli-level policy officials of ilaker and Land Resources 
Departments 

The tour could be of two to three weeks' duration. 

i (iii) A multidisciplinary study tour to the People'% Republic of China should 
be or,-anized,for specisliqts from the Knistry of Agriculturgj Kenya. The group 
should include an agriculturist, a soil and-water conservation&& and foresters 
to study integrated development with reference to forestry supp%W for agriculture;, 
duration three weeks. ‘ 

-&.~ 
(iv) An integated t wa ershed management project should be formulated and 

implemented 'in Nepal, consisting of: (a) construction of a rural reservoir to 
utilize water resources and to control floods; 04 constr&tion of a small - 

village electrification which would promote their interest" 
plen‘t'ation on the slopes for construction, fuelwood a!id fodder 

and (d) integration of pig raising and conservation farming. 'a-.x-*. 
-w*,- -. 

I 
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(v>' A joint study teem, consisting of Ue,palese and Chinese eqerts . 

should be formed to study the watersheds along the Nepal-Chine border and 
-----.. --.. recommend various watershed monacement projects. --. I. 

(vi) In A~.ds.n, two unite slloul~d be selected, one in the Gezira ancl'one 
a in the Rahad irrigation scheme, for pilot experimental integrated development 

projects covering a~iculture, forestry, animal husba&y and water coniervation. _ 
. A study tour should be or,mizecl for selected farmers from these two units to visit 

the People's Republic of China for four weeks. 
: 

6.3 OTIIE3 SJGGlL3TIOI~~ 

(i) One country in Africa and one in Asia should be se,lecteti. to serve as Z 
,) m e-aples .of integrated planning cand development which could eventually be used 

as training centres for the regions. 

(ii) Participants i.n[the study tour should <end to PA0 an annual report 
on activities in their countries as re,rrctrds forestry support ior agriculture. 

0 

.-A -L 
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Appendix 1 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE STUDY TOUR 

\ 

0 

c0UNTR1JS " 

Bangladesh I:ahbub Uddin Chaudhury 
Assistant Chief Conservator of Forests and 

Officer-in-charge, Planning Cell, Forest, 
Fisheries and Livestock Divisdon end 
Chief Invbstigator ERTS (LANDZAT) Programme 

I- 
c', 

Block -F, Forest Colony 
B+.ley Road 
Dacca -2 

Bahauddin Chowdhury 
Conservator of Forests 
Forest wension Circle 
Forest House "E' 
Bailey Road 
Dacca -2 

Hoke Lin 
Deputy Director, Forest Department 
Shwebo Forest Division 
Yhwebo 9 

Burma ’ 

S.B. Palit 
Deput; Director-General of Forests 
Ibishi Bhavan 
New Delhi - 110001 

. 
/ 

India 

Sudhakara Rao 
Forest Economist 
Ministry of Agriculture 
BlOg Sastri Bhavan 
New Delhi - 110001 - l ’ 

Kenya 
’ 

Boae R.K. &uma 
Conservator of Forests 
Forest Department 
P.O. Box 30513 p 
Nairobi 

Ihnzoorul Hiqye 
ConserYatar of Forests 
Lwnbini Circle 
Bhairahawa 

'l 

Nepal 

, 

b 

Papua 1iew Guinea Lionel Bunexi 
. Provincial Forest Officer 

i) 

Eastern Highlands Province _ 
.(. 

'ii. Amjad IJahmood Ch&ma ' 
Watershed Eanagement‘iSpecialist 
Pakistan Forest Institute 
Pesbsr- ~_ i \_I .\-\ 

: 

. . 

Pakistan -_ 
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Philippines 

--. --. -- . . . 

SI'i Lanka 

L 
Lope D. Reyes 
Chief, Legal Division 

,, Bureau of Forest Development 
Diliman, Quezon City 
Metro, Man$la 

I 

3. Muttia ! .' 
Assistant 't Cor&er&tor 
Forest Department 

0'; Forests 
. 

Kew Road 1 
Colombo 21 

I 

l 

. 

Somalij Abdillahi Ali Yusuf 
Director, For&try and-Range Department 

., 

. 

FAO 

. 

, 

, 
Abdel Azik Baycnuni 
Acting Director of Forests 
Khartoum 

Joseph A. Ti!@simire 
Senior .Forest ,Officer 

-I (Management and Development) L ' , 
Forest Division . 
P.O. BOX 426 : 
Dar-es-Salaam \ 

leader) - 
Chief, Forest Conservation and Wildlife 

Bqanoh 
Forest Resources Division 
Forestry Departments 4 

. 
FAO Headquarters 
Via delle Terrqe di Car&lla 
00100 Rome x 

\ 

1 , 6 

_-~ 

_ : 

Tran van Nao 
-Forest Resources Division ,' 
Forestry Department, FAO.Hea.dquarters 

i 
Mervin E. Stevens 
Project Mahager of UNDP/FAO Project 
'?ntegrated Watershed Management, Forest 

Control and Land Use Development", 
Nepal 

c/o UNDP . 

P.O. *Box 7 07 . 
Kathmandu bl 

2 + 
v 

.-. 
. 
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j Au&t 1971' ,_I 
\ 

‘\ 

Study t&r participants assemble in Karachi. 

10 August 

11 :oo - First briefing by,Team Leader Eren 
21:15 - Leave Karachi by flight CA 932 

: 
. . 11 August 

ok:30 - Arrive BEIJING (Pmh-----pI- - ____~ 
lo:oo - General Briefing by Eir. Li Shih-kang, study tour 

host, and discussion of schedule 
14:oo - Tour of Beijing (Peking) Timber Processing Factory i 
lt3:30 - DirrJer hosted by IV;r. Li Yung-kai 

12 Auwst 
1 

1 

. i 

a.m. - Visit to Great Wall and Ming Tombs 
p.m. - Discussion of situation in countries of partioipants 

13 August - 
.+ r 

08:oo - Briefing on stu y tour details '. )-* . 
j3:45 - Leave Beijin kz.2 Peking) by Flight CA165 
j5:oo - Arrive&ng City, LIAONING PROVINCE 
16:oo - Liaoning Province briefing 
20:oo - Leave 3henyang by train * -. T . . 

14 August “ 

07:45 - Arrive,Chifeng, 
09:30 - Briefing on Chifeng County 
14:oo - Field visit to 'I'ungfanghungProduction Brigade 
19:45 - Song and dance performance , 

\ ' 
15 Auwst 

\ 
. . . . . 

. 
O8:OO - All day field visit to Taipingti Commune, Chingfengti 

Production Brigade / 
'\ 14:30 - A general briefing was giwen ' 

+ % 
f 16 August .\ 1 

I 
08:00 - final discussion of Chifeng County visit 
15:oo - Visit to carpet factory 

4 17roo - Dinner hosted:by friends' 
ly:oo - Leave Chifeng by t&in : _' , 

. 
. . _ 

: 

3, 
r 

.‘ ~I_&_ 

r 
i. 

-*... 
-‘-.“..__ 

‘-,. . . .._. __.__- 
~ . .._._.. “̂  ._.,I d”’ 

/1+- 

.< 
I, 

‘i 

~\.., 

“k 
\. 



17 -ibxust 

07:oo - Arrive Shenyang 
0g:oo - Visit Ching Dynasty Palace and Tomb 
16:10 - Leave Shenyang by flight CA362 
17:15 - Arrive Beijing (Peking) . 
21:45 - Leave Beijing (Peking) by train 

18 August '. 

. . 
t 
9 

- 

08:45 - &rive Zhengzhou, RERAN '(HONAN) PROVINCE -. 

09:30 - Briefing on study tour schedule $,I 
11:15 - Tour.of city streets observing plantings 
14:oo - Field visit to Chaochuang Commune, 

Visit to ,observe Yellow River 
Paichuang Production Brigade 

17:oo - 
18:30 - Dinner hosted by friends 

. 

AUgLrst ~-___ --- --~ _~___~__. -.~- --~ .~.--~ ._._ __ - ~_____ ..~. -_ 
1 

07:30 - Drive to Yu County 
IO:00 -.Yu County briefing -. ~ 

l-l:00 - Field visit to Chungkao Commune, Changlou Produotion Brigade ',~ 
14:30 - Field visit to Tsuho Commune, Kechien Production Brigade -- ( _ 
1645 - Leave for Yanling County I_ 
21:oo - Yanling County briefing : \L 

20 Aumst 

<+ y;i;; 
- F'ield visit to Pengtien Commune, Chachia Production Brigade 
- Field,visit to Pailing Commune, Yuankuei Production Brig&e 

11:oo - Field visit to Laochusng Production Brigade - 
14:oo - Field visit to Pengchuang Production Brigade "1 . 
16:oo - Field visit to Yanling County Research Institute 
18~45 - Leave Yanling County 

k. 22:oo .' h - Arrive Zhengzhou 3 .- - 
l 

21, August _ _- 
~ ( 

00:20 - Leave Zhengzhou by train 
io:30 - Arrive XianningPrefecture, EI) PROVINCE 
14:oo - Briefing on prefecture 

Hsls+@L 

16:OO - Field visit to forestry farm 
i 

22 August aa 

QB:OO - Field visit to Echeng County '. 
13:oo - Field visit to Tuchen Commune, .%iangtze Cunninghamia 

Forestry Farm Plantation 
20:oo - Film show at the hotel 
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23 Aumst 

oPJ:oo - Field visit,. to%Zqi County, .Suiyang Commune, Hsiennung 
Production Brigade 

12:30 - Picnic Lunch 
14:oo - Field visit to Huawen Commune;Hsienhsien Production Brigade 
19:30 - Theatrical entertainment 

. 
24 August 

09:oo - Field visit to Xianning County, Hsiaoling Forestry Farm 
14:15 - Final discussion on Hubei (Hupeh) Province 
19:oo - Dinner hosted by friends / a 

.1 
25 hmst 

03:OO - Leave Xianning by train . I 
o-l:45 - Arrive Changsha, HUNAN PhO?INCE- - ~~ -~____ --__ 

08:OO - General briefing ,A 

09:45 - F'ield visit to Changsha City nursery 3 . ./ 

15:oo - Detailed briefing on the nursery -- ; i&il;. 
w+30 - Dinner hosted by friends 

- "&ip;, 

26 August 

07:oo - ,Leave Changsha by bus 
12:oo - Arrive Changde for lunch (rest- stop') 
15:45 - Arrive Taoyuan County 
16:30 - General briefing on the county and visit to the exhibition 

about the water development projekts 
1g:30 - Film show 1 

n 

27 August 
1 

08:30 - field visit to Yutien Commune c 
09:30 -"Field visit to Cheichia Commune 
14:30 - Detailed briefing on Taoyuan County 

* 19:30 - Theatrical entertainment 

28 August J 
I 

08:00 - All day field visit to Paiyang River system 

. 
29 Aupust 

08:oo - Field visit to Huping Commune, Hsilung "March Eighth" 
1 \ . ,. Forestry Farm 

I 10:45 - Field visit to~Lungtanchiao Commune Forestry Farm 
n 14:qo - General briefing and discussion on Paiyang River system 

18:30 - Dinner hosted by friends 
_) .w .I 

. 

+ 
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07:oo - Leave Taoyuan byibus 
og:30 - Rest stop at Char&e 
13:oo - Arrive Shaoshan, birth place of Mao Tse-tung 
18:30 - Dinner~hosted by friends 

31 Aupust \ 

07:30 - Leave Shaoshan 
08:oo - Field tisPt to Shaoshan irrigation system 
II:00 - Lunch at Zhuzhou Municipality 

1 16:45 - Field visit to Kantien District, Kantien Commune, 
Tzewu Production Brigade 

18:30 - Arrive Chnting Distric% 
19:oo - Dinner hosted by friends 

07:30 - General briefing on Zhuzhou County 
,08:15 - field visit to Shihkow Production Brigade Forest; Farm 
08:45 - Field visit to Huanglung Commune, Chungching Fdrestry firm 
II:00 - Field visit to Huangshi FroducMon Brigade 
14230 - Briefing on eastern part of province I\ 0 

.‘\ 
2 September \\\ 

Y 1, 

07:30 - Final discussion on Hunan Province i 
13:30 - Leave Chuting 
17:15 -ArriveChangsha 

‘\ 
i 

9 

I) ' 
2 September 

L 
13:30 - Leave Changsha by Flight CA231 
14:45 - Arrive Guangzhou (Canton) GUANGDQNG (KWANGTUNG) PROVINCE 
16:oO - General briefing onkprotince ; 
I9:45 - Dance-opera entert&ment 

/ . 
4 September 

07:30 - Leave Guangzhou by Flight CA333 
08:45 - Arrive Zhanjiang Prefecture (Programme delayed due to typhoon) 
18.&j - Dinner.hosted by friends 
20:oo - Film show " 

* e 

5 September --~ ~- - 8 

07:30 - Field visit to Dianbai County, Dianbsri Water and Soil 
Conservation and Experiment Station 

og:30 - Field visit to Shatuan Commune, Musu Production Brigade 
12:oo - Lunch at research station 
13:00 - Briefing about station 
19:30 - Film show 

i . 



6 September 
‘-... .-- 

07:oo - Field visit to Suikai Count>, Leichow Forestry Bureau 

II:30 
(Stop at Thread Spool &uxfacturing Plant) 

- Lunch at Forestry Bureau 
15:45 7 )_ 

Visit to Eucalyptus Products Manufacturing Factory, 
Jangcha Forestry Farm . 

IS:00 - Briefing at Forestry Bureau' * 

2 September 

07:oo - Field visit to Nan&an Commune, Nanshan Plantation 
(this is an island) 

14:15 - Leave Zhanjieng by air 
15:30 
18:45 

- Arrive Guangzhou (Canton) 
- Dinner hosted by friends . 

-.ti September -~ ~ --~~ 
, 

OS:00 - field visit to Institute of Botany and Botanic Gardens 
09:45 - 
14:oo - 

Field visit to Guangdong (Kwangtung) Forestry Research Institute 
Briefing on College of Agriculture and Forestry of 

li3:30 - 
Guan@ong (Kwang-tung) Province; Guangzhou (Canton) 

Leave Guangzhou (Canton) by Flight‘CA132 
21 :oo - Arrive Beijing (Peking)' 

9 September 

0u:ob' - Working on draft ofgreport 
, d 

16:30 - Team discussion on report 

IO September . 

08 :oo - Continuation of team discussion on report 
09:45 - Mr. ELpn meets with ?:!r.. Li Yung4cai and. Hr. Li Shih-kang 

16:45 
to discuss report findings 

18:oo 
- Tour of the Forbidden City 
- Dinner hosted by EIr. E&n and study team 

11 Se&ember ~- 

J 

08:00 - Working on draft of report and free shoppi& time '* 
11 ioo - Visit to Memorial &ll of Chairman Mao 
19.:30 - fiiusic-dance show at Beijing (Peking) Stadium given on the 

anniversary of the death of Chairman Mao , 

12 September 

08:00' - Work on report and free shopping time 
14:30 - Visit to Beijing (Peking) Zoo *; 

13 September i 
Team members return to respective countries. - 

, 

. 

-- 

* 
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Appendix 3 

PECPLEMEZ' Q 

Name- . 

Li Yunekai 

Position Date Location 

29 JOY &Rome Director, Bureau of Foreign 
Affairs, Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry 

i 
Direotor,“'Forestry Resources 
Director, International 

Conference_s_-' 
International Affairs, Department 

',‘,, ,iugl;$t 
BEIJING (mm~c) Li Shih-kang 

Chang Shih-ohan 

Tung Chinesung 
--.-__-- _- of Forestry 
Miss Kung TsieFylr as above 

as above Hsu Kuo-chang 

Cheng Y-h& Beijing (Peking) 
Timber Processing 
Factory . 

Vi‘ce-Chairman, Revoluti'onary 
Committee 

Chief of Factory Office 
Technici~ of Factory '*- - 

Director, Forestry Department 
Deputy Director, Forestry 

Department (Reforestation) 
Technician, Forestry Department 
as above 

Yang Teh-hdi 
Pa R&yu 

c 
I? 

13 August Shew=w, Shen Liu 
LIAONIIJG PROVINCE Li Chai I 

Hwang Cheneli 
Liu Chat-hding 

Hsiu Hung-wen 

Hsing.Cherr-tsao 

'Pao Hsi 
Li Wen-cheng 

SuiHan-w 

Chao Hsiu 
T 

Ching Tao-tsa 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 
Couxnittee of Chao-+ta League ., 

Deputy Director, Forestry 
*Department 
as above 
Head of Foreign Affairs Division 

of Chao-+ta League 
Vicwhairmen, Revolutionary 

Committee of Chifeng County 
Director, Forestry Department of 

the'county -~ 
Technioian of Forestry Department 

of the County , 

1~August Chifeng County, 
Liaoning Province 

1. 
‘P 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 
Committee 

Director of Production Brigade I- 

Chairm , Revolutionary'Committee 
"&m Vice-Cha' an, Revolutionary 

committ+J ‘ 
Forestny T,echnician 

Tviffan&~g 
Production Brigade 

.Wan: Chen 
a 

Miss Luai Hsilthsia 

15 August Taipingti People's 
Commune 

Lu Ghan-San 
Tung Ye-fi 

Tsai' Chuang-fi 
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Date .- Location 

18August 'Zhengzhou, 
mfm (HONAN) 
PROVINCE 

\ 
heng Fa-chen 

&ng Tin-hsuen 

Li Tao-lin 

Liu Hsia-wu 

TU Fu-teh 
Pai Hsi-chuan 
Tsao Kai-hsiou 

Pai MingLhsuen 

Pai Yua-chi , 

Liu Fen-ming 

MaKang-chuan . 

Tin Churig-pu -~ 

Liu Hsi-tang 

Wang Yu-chin 

Chu Bung4n3in 
Li Ch+hsin 
Chang Shih-kang 
Chang Mwshen 

Lin Chi-tien 

Sung Teh-ming 

Li Kuo-ching 

0 

Chai Shih-teh 
Li Ku-hen 
Chu Chunmhian 

Yang. KmpA-mg 
Chai Chung-w 

Director of Forestry 
Section Chief of Foreign Affairs 
Cffice 

LiangTwchxian Staff Member 

, ‘. i 

Paichuang 
Production Brigade 

1. 
‘“\’ .- 

,’ 

19 August..-- Yu County - 

Keohien 
Production Brigade 

20 August Yanling County 

Xuohang Prefecture 

Chachia 
Production Brigade 

Liu Fenean 
Cha Shu-li 

.'j Yuankuei 
Produotion Brigade 

Cheng Kuo-pao 
Liu Yuan-pu 

. . 
itio, 

Deputy Director, Department .of 
Agrioulture%and Forestry 

Director, Forestry Division, 
Department of Agriculture and 
Forestry * 

Staff Member, Department of 
Agriculture and Forestry 

Section Chief, Foreign Affairs , 
Office 

Staff Member, Foreign Affairs ' a 
Office 1 

Staff Member,,'Foreign Affairs Office‘ ' 
Chairman, Revolutionary Committee 
Vicdhairman, Revolutionary : . 

Committee 
Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 

Ccmmittee * 
Forestry Technician 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 
Committee 

Chief of Cffice of the 
Revolutionary Committee 

Section Chief, Foreign -Affairs 
Offih'e 

~ '~ 

Deputy Director, Forestry ., 
Department a 

Forestry Technician 

Chairman -~~~~ ~.~ ~~~ ~~~~~--- 
Technician 
Direotor. of Forestry Farm 
Deputy Director of Forestry Farm 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 
Conanittee 

Chief of-Office of the 
Revolutionary Corrrnittee 

Deputy Director, Forestry 
Department 

Forestry Techni&n - 
Staff Member 
Staff Member 

Chairman 
Technician 

Chairman 
Technician 



e 

Position Date Looation 

2OAugus-t 
(cont.) 

Laochuang 
Production Br 

Pengchtig 
Produotion Brigade 

as= 
Forestry Research 
Institute 

21 August 
* 

HUE& (RUPEH) 
PROVINCE _ 

w- II 
P 

22 'August Echeng County 

,23 August Puqi County 

Hsiennung I 
Production Brigade 

Wang Shu-ming 
Chang Tien-chi 

Chairman 
Technioian 

Tam Hs+c+en : 
Chang Tunvhing 

Chairman 
Technician 

Cheng Ken-fa 
Chang Chien-ye 
Shen Hwang-chi 

Director 
Technician 
Technician * 

Deputy Directpr, Forestry Department' 
Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 

Committee, Xianning Prefecttie 
Division Leader of Foreign Affairs 
Director, Forestry Department, I' 

Xianning Prefecture 
Division Leader, Forestry 

Department, Hubei (Hupeh) 
Province 

Hsu,Yi-lin ~ 
Hsung Kusn-ming, 

Yuan Ye-yung ( 
Li;Ji-kwang 

Hsian Hua-fang 

Vic&hairmsn, Revolutionary _, 
Committee 

Chairman, Revolutionary Committee 
Head of Liangtze Cunning&&a ' 

Plantation 
Technician 'of the Plantation 
Technician of,the Plantation 

Yea Huei-chi 

Yang Tzu-hu 
Li Hui-oho 

0 

Yu Huow-y-ung; 
BuYa-liang 

WanHuen&nxn 

. 
Chang Min-chin 
Ye Wen-kwang 

Head of Production Brigade 
Deputy Leader of Production 

*- Brigade 
,Technician of/the Production 

Brigade 3 *. 

Team'Leader , 

.-, __ -. 
. - 

‘Fang Hsuen-yu 

Mei Shen 

Chang Hai-shan 

Tung runeping 

. . 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary / Xirlnning County 

Huawen People's 
Commune 

‘ a Hsienhsien 

Committee 

Vioe-Chairman 

H+d 
Deputy Leader 
Technician 
Tekun Leader c 

%Ya,n Huan-hen 
Wang' Chi-huai 
Mrs. Wang Tung-hui 
Cheng Yuan-hsing 

Production Brigade 

. 
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Name 
I. 

1 l Position 

Hsi LiangLyuan Head , *- a! ,.. 2 
Chei Ta-ohuan i Deputy Leader 
LiPao-yuan * Technician 
Hang Chi-hsien Team Leader 

Date Location 

24 August Hsiaoling Forestry 
Farm 

1 " 

25 August Changsha 
HUNAN PROVINCE 

Lei Lung Deputy Director;.>Forestry 
Depktment ' 

L 

L$u An Leader of AfforestB;tion Division, 

Hou Cha-an 
' Forestry Department"~ 

Technician 
Miss Wang Hsiang-ling Foreis Affairs Department " 

Li Tai-ji ' 
Liu Pu-huei 

Hsien Hswfan 
Yang Chen-ji f 
Kung Kwhsiang 
Chang H&u+ming 

Deputy Director 
Director of Park and City Tree 

Planting Board , ,*~ 
Director' of Nursery '., 
Deputy Director I 
Technician c:, 
Staff Member - 

Chui Hai-ching 

Lu Chiawsung 
Tang Hsien-yi 

Li Ken-chi 
Chang Chunehsiang 

Vice-Chairman--Revolutionary 
Committee 

.'~Dire%or, Agriculture Department \ 
Director, Forestry Department 
Technician, Water Conservancy 
Department $I&.. 

Technician, Forestry Department 
Vice4hairma.n, Revolutionary 

Conrmittee 
v 

Changsha City 
Construction 
Department -Jib 

. 

26 August Taoyuan County 

27 August Yutien People's 
Commune 

Cheichia 
People's Cotiune 

*Chang Chei-chen Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 
Committee 

28Augu& Liu Chineyi Huang Shih 
Reservoir 

Deputy Director of Management Unit 

Chou Chi River Dam Ni Wen-huan 

Chou Yang-yuan 

Head of Work Site 

Vice-Chairman of Commune Li Lin River Dam, 
Fangsha Commune 

29 August Huping People's 
Commune 

Kao hng 

Mias Lei Lu 

Chiang Chin-chien 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary , 
Committee n 

Head of March Eighth Forestry Farm 
1 . 

Vice-Chairman, R&olutionary 
Committee 

Leader of Fore&n..Affairs Division 
of Revolutionary Committee 

Staff Member '1 
Staff of &hibition “‘\--, '\ 

0 

Lungtanchiao 
,People's Commune 

30 August Shaoshan District Liao Mao-hsu 

Miss Wan Teh-ohen 
Miss Hsu Fu-yuan 
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Date . ' Location w 

31 August Kantien District Hu Hsiao-chai 
(andcommune) K-u Wen-chai 

Tzewu Production .Hu Chi-tze 
Brigade 

- Zhuzhou County 

~. 

Hu Yu-hsiang 
Yu Hsu-sung 
Hsen Chen-chu 

-. Chuting District Mu Kao-yiao 
' t 

3 Sept&ber WANGDONG Fang Hsu 
(KWANGTUNG) PROVINCE 

Lin Mi 
Chu Chi-sung 

5 September Dianbai County 

6 September' Leichow Forestry 
Bureau, Suikai 

L,iu Min 
Lo Chi-yen 

county + Chi Su-hsia.ng 

7 September Nanshan People's 
Commune 0 

8 September Uuangzhou (Canton) 
College of Agri- 
culture and 
Forestry 

Yuan Hi-thing . 

Hsiao Chi-kuei 

Chei Chin-ming 
Wei Senchui 
Chen Tiao-chai 

Chi Chung-then 

Lei Ching k 
Chai Lianechen 

Pi YungLfung 

Chan Chiang 

Liang Ya-wen 
Hse Ku-hao 

Lu Jen-hsiang 
, 

Ysu Ye-then 
Lu Hsin 
Wang Chuang 
Ching Tzao-shang 
Liu Yu-mei 
Chen Tien-hsin 
Han Hunekuang 
Ho Tien-hsiang 
Chen Kang 
Fang Tse-jiao 
Oh Yueh-ban 
Lu Hsi-hsiang 
Lin Wen-tao 

* . 

Position - 

Leader 
Chairman, Revolutionary Committee ' 

Head 

Director, Agriculture Office ' 
Technician 
Technician t ~ .I 

Chairman; Revolutionary Commit&e 

Deputy Director, Forestry 
Department 1 

Head, Afforestation Division 
Deputy Director, Forestry Research 

Institute . 
Section Leader, Forestry Farm ' 
Division 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary ' 
Committee 

Member of Revolutionary Committee 
Director, Forestry Department 
Director, Foreign Affairs Division 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 
Committee 

Director, Forestry Department 
Head, Soil and Water Conservation 

Research Seation -. 

Technician of the Station 

Deputy Section Director /- - 
Section Leader 
Technician 

Vice-Chairman, Revolutionary 
Committee 

Head of Casuarina Plantation 
Technician 

Vice-Ghairmsn, Revolutionary 
Com@ttee 

Professor 
Teacher 
Professor * 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Teacher 
Professor '* 
Teacher 
Teacher * 
Teacher 
Teaoher -1 

-Teacher 

_ . 

: 1 

I 

r 

-_ 



Appendix 4 

LIST OF SEUCTED TRB3 S%IES FQUND IN CHINA , 

'WITH INDICATION OF MAJOR DISTRIBUTION PATTERN AND USES 

Species 

Acacia confusa 
Aoer davidii 
Acer mono - 
Acer negundo 
Ailanthus altissima 
Aleurites fordii 
A$eurites moluccana 
Aleurites montsna 
Alstonia scholaris 
Amorpha fruticosa 
Artocarpus heterophyll 
Arundinaria spp. 
Averrhoa csxambola 
B'iota orientalis 
Bischofia javsnioa 
Bombax malabaricum 
Camptotheca acuminata 
Canarium album 
Castanea henryi 
Castsnea mollissima 
Castanea seguinii 
Casuarina eq-uisetifolii 
Zedrela sinensis 
2edrus deodsra 
Zhulcrasia tabularis 
Zinnamomum aamphora 
Zitrus spp. 
2rat 

r 
B pinnatifida 

Zryp omeria japonica 
2unninghsmia lanceolat; 
2upressus funebris 
Iendrocalamus spp. 
liospyros kaki 
Zlaeagnus angustifolia 
3ucalyptu.s citriodora 
Cucalyptus exserta 
Lucaly-ptus gandis 
tialyptus leichow No.1 
baly-ptus saligna 
Gucalyptus tereticornis 
Ficus lancer 
Ficus retusa 

Distribution 
Areas 

- 
:pr 
;h 
: - 

Nort 

X 

X 

X 

X 

f 

X 

X 

X 

X 

4 
X‘ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

,X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

‘X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

1 
t 
Timbe: 
Fores 

try 

X 

X 

X 

‘X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Fuel 
wood 

X 

X 

X 

X 

.'. \ '. *> 

X . 

X 

X 

_- 
1 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Major Uses in Planting 

"Four 
Sides 
Fores 
try 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

c 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

l 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Shelter 
belts, 
wind- 
breakE 

* 

Urban 
Fores- 
try 

Indus- 
trial 
Fore* 

try 

X 

X 

\ :, 

X 

X 

\ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-' 

Soastal 
Affores- 
tation 
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.a? .,._. I 
Distributiog 

Areas 

Fjor Uses in Planting 

Species 

A 

‘Tow 

Side: 
Foret 
try 

n 
$1 
3- 

5 ! 
Fuel 

wood 

X 

X 

X 

X 

2 

X 

X 

X 

Shelter 
belts, 
wind- 
breaks 

X 

X 

X 

::I, 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Indus 
trial 
Fores 

try 

X 

X 

X 

-.X 

X 

X 

x - 

X 

X 

X 

X 

.d 

Cimbe 
pOl??.S 

try 

Drbar 
Fores 
try 

th ! 

/ 

Coastal 
Affores- 
tation 

\ 

x 
JX 

/ 

P 

I_._ 

:en- 
tral soir Nor 

fiaxinus chinensis 
F'raxinus mandshurica 
Gingko biloba 
Glyptostrobus pqsilis 
Hdoqyion ammodendron 
Hovenia dulcis 
Jug&ns%$nlshurica 
Ju&lans regia 
Keteleeria davidiana 
Larix dahurica . 
Larix koreana 
Larix principis ruppr. 
Larix sibirica 
Ligustruin lucidum ': 
Liquidambar formo,sana 
Litchi chinensis'. 
Livistona chinensis 
Magnolia grandiflora . 
Mangifera indica 
Melaleuca leucadendron 
Melia azedarach 
Metasequoia glypto- 

stroboides 
Michelia alba 
Morus alba 
Nerium indicum 
Osmanthus fragrans 
Paulownia fortunei 
Paulownia lanksnensis 
Photinia serrulata 
l%y110stachys spp. 
Pinus armandii 
Pinus elliottii 
Pinus massoniana 
Pinus sylvestris 
Pinus tabulaeformis 
Pinus taeda 
Pinus yunnanepsis 
Piper nigrum 
Pittosporum tobira 
Platanus acerifolia 
Platanus orientalis 
Podocarpus macrophylla 
Poncirus trifoliata 
Populus canadensis 
Poptius chifungensis. 
Populus dalcuanensis 
Populus nigra 

‘X 
X 

;X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
x 
X 
X 

e 

/.’ 

: 

:r - c. 

I 
,. ’ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X c.2 
X 

X 

X. 

1 

X 

x 

X1 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X, 

x ~ 

i\ 
x : 
x’ 
X 
X 
X 

i 
X 
X 
X 

x ~ 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X‘ 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Major Uses in Planting Distribution 
Areas t -I- 

Species Hindu+ 
trial 
Fores- 
try 

X 

X 

, 

X 

X I 

X 

X 

X 

X 

I 

2 

Timbe 
Force 
try 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

‘X 

X 

X. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 
X 

X 

Urban 
Fores 
try 

Zoastal 
Affores- 
tation 

Fuel- 
sood 

Cen- 
tral kutl R0r-K h 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

X 

l X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

; 32 
‘X 

:X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X’ 

X 

X 

Populus pyramidalis 
PopuluS simonii 
Populus tomentosa 
P0pulU.S yunnanensis 
PrLlnus spp* 
Pterocerya stenoptera 
b-us SPP* 
Quercus acutissima 
Quercus mongolica 
Quercus variabilis 
Robinia pseudo-acacia 
Salix spp. 
Sapindus mukurosi 
Sapium sebiferum 
Sassafras spp. 
Schima.confertiflora 
Sophora japonica 
Tamarix chinensis 
?GiGGG pen-tsndra 
Taxodium ascendens 
Taxodium distichuxn ' 
Thea oleosa 
Thea sindnsis 
Tilia mandshurica 
Ulmus laciniata 
Ulmus pumila 
hziphus jtijuba 
Ziziphus spinosa 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X! 

X 

X 

I 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

X 

X 

.- 
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Appendix 5 
-. 

ENGLISH NAMES-OF SEI$C,T" TREE SPECIESFOUND IN CHINAI'- 

Acacia confusa 
,e--' . 

Acacia L- -. 
hcer davidii David's Maples+.- e __, a 

hcer mono, . Mono Maple i _ 
. ..I 

Acer negund.0 Ash-leaved Maple; Box Elder i' 
hilanthus altissima ' Tree of Heaven; Ailanthus 
Aleurites fordii, e Tung-oil Tree -._ 
Aleurites moluccana ,/ Candle-nyt Tree '- 
Aleurites montana -.-- I _~ Chinese Wood-oil Tree 
Alstoriia scholaris .- Scholar Tree; Devil's'Tree 
Amorpha fruticos'a 
Artoosrpus heterhphylla ' 

Bastard Indigo 
Jackfruit 

Arundinaria spp. 
hverrhoa carambola 

Bamboo; Cane 
Carsmbola; Star' Fruit 

Biota orientalis (syn. Thuja orientalis) Chinese Arbor-Vitae . 
Bischofia javanica-, Ja& Bishopwood; Red Cedar 
Bombax malabaricurr: Silk-Cotton Tree 
Csmptotheca acuminata. Camptotheca (anti-cancer tree) 
Canariumalburn ~: ! Chinese White Olive; White Almond 

Henry's Chestnut; Henry Chin&pin 
i 

Castanea henryi 
Castanea mollissima Chinese Chestnut 
Castanea seguinii : Seguin Chestnut " i 

0 Casuarina equisetifdlia HoRsetail Casuarina or Beefirood; 
She-Oak; Australian Pine 

Cedrela sinensis (syn. Toona sinensis) Chinese Mahogany; Toona Cedar 
,! Cedrus deodara 1' Deodar Cedar 

I Chukrasia tabularis Indian Red Wood 
Cinnamomum cyphora .\ Camphor Tree c 

_ Citrus,spp. Citrus Fruits s 
Crataegus pinnatifids i Chinese Hawthorn \ i 

7 i. 
Cryptomeria japonica ', Japanese Cedar; Cryptomeria - 

Cunninghsmia lanceolata 3' 
,~.% J Chinese Fir; China Fir \_ 

C-upressus funebris Chinese Weeping Cypress; Mourning Cypress, 
Dendrocalamus sppm “% Giant Bamboos 
Diospyros kaki .3 Chinese Persimmon; 'Kaki' Persimmon s 
Elaeagnus angustifolia . Oleaster; Russian-olive 
Eucalyptus citriodora \ Lemon-scented Gum 
Eucalyptus exserta ! 

**7 
/ Bendo Gum . * . 

Eucalyptus grandis f 
Eucalyptus Leichow'No. 1 

a ; Rose Gum 
Eucalyptus Leichow No. 1 

Eucalyptus saligna Saligna GUmj Sydney Blue Gum . 
Eucalyptus tereticornis Forest Red Gum 
Ficus lancer Spotted Fig 
Ficus retusa (syn. F. microcarpa) Chinese Banyan; Malay Banyan 
FraXinus chinensis Chinese Ash 
FYsxinus mandshurica ManchurianAsh 
Gi,ngko biloba Maidenhair Tree; u Gingko 
Glyptostrobus pensilis ._ Chinese Swamp Cypress; Chinese Water-Pine 
Haloqlon ammodendron ~~~ m-i?;- Common IUse;- $&$&-se ~ 
Hovenia dulcis L Japanese Raisin Tree ; 
Juglans mandshurica a Manchurian Walnut $ .' 
Juglans regia Common’ Walnut c 
Ketel.eeria davidiana David Keteleeria 1 A 1 
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._ Larixodahurica II 
Larix koreana 
Larix principis rupprechtii 
Larix sibirica 
Ligustrum lucidum 
Liquidembar formosana 
Litohi chinensis . 

,. Livistona chinensis 
Magnolia grandiflora 
Mangifera indica 
Melaleuca leucadendron 

Melia azedarach 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides , 
Michelia alba 
Torus alba 
Nerium indicum ~ 

Osmenthus fragrans 
Paulownia fortunei. 
Paulownia lankanensis 
Photinia serrulata 
Phyllostachys spp. 'i 

Pinus ai-mar&ii 
, Pinus elliottii 

Tinus massoniana 
Pinus sylvestris I 
Pinus tabulaeformis 
Pinus taeda 
Pinus yunnanensis , 
Piper nigrum 
Pittospoi-um tobira 
Platanus acerifolia 
Platqus orientalis 
Podocarpus macrophylla 
Poncirus trifoliata 
Populus canadensis 

/ 

Populus,chifungensis 
, Populus dakuanensis 

Populus nigra - 
Populus pyramidalis (q-n. P. italica) 
Populus simonii _ 
Populus t'omentosa (syn. P. pekinensis) 
Populu~~yunnanensis 
Prunus'spp. :, 

Pterocarya stenoptera 
R0-s SPP* D 
O+uercus acutissinia 
Quercus mongolica 
Quercus variabilis 
Robin& pseudoacacia. 
Salix spp. . 
Sapindus mukurosi (or muku2ossi) 
Sapium sebiferum 
Sassafras spp. 
Schima confertiflora 

n 
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DahurianLarch 
Korean Larch 
Prince Rflpprecht's Larch 
Siberian Larch 
Glossy Privet 
Sweet Gum; Formosan Gum 
Litchi.+ 
Chinese Fan Palm 
Laurel Magnolia; Dull Day 
Mango 
Put& Tree; Cajeput-oil Tree; River 

Tea Tree; Paper-bark Tree 
Persian Lilac; Chinaberry / 
Dawn Redwood ,/ 
White Jad& Orchid Tree; White Michelia ' 
White Mulberry X ~ \ ,,/' 
Indian Oleander ,/' 
Fragrant-Olive; Kwai-Fah .' ,,/ * 
Fortune's Paulownia or.Fox-glove Tree 
(Variety of Paulownia or Fox-glove Tree) 
Chinese Photinia . : . 
Bamboo .- 

krmandls Pine 
Slash Pine 
Masson's Pine : 
Scats Pine 
Chinese,Pine 
Loblolly Pine 
Yunnan Pine .: 
Black Pepper 
Japanese Pittosporum 
London or European Plane 
Oriental Plane 
Japanese Yew; Kusamakij Buddhist, Pine -3 
Bitter or Trifoliate Orange 
Hybrid Black Poplar) Carolina Poplar 
Chif'ung Poplar ' 
Dakuan Poplar 
Black Poplar * 
Lombardy Poplar ' 
Simon's Poplar 
Chinese White Poplar 
Yunnan Poplar 
Stone-fruits (Plums, Cherries, Peaches) 
Chinese Wing-nut 
Pome-fruits, including Pears 
Sawtooth Oak 
Mongolian Oak 
Oriental Oak i 
Black Locust 
Willows 
Chinese Soapberry 
Chinese:Tallow Tree 1 

Sassafras 
Gugertree 
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-L. s _. '1 Sophora japonica 
Tamarix chinensis 
Tamarix pentandra 
Taxodium ascendens . \ 
Taxodium distichum I 
Thea oleosa (syn. Cemellia‘ oleifera) 

* Thea sinensis (syn. Camellia sinensis) 
Tilia mandshurica 

.Ulmus laciniata 
Ulmus pumila 
Ziziphus jujuba 
Ziziphus spinosa 

Pagoda Tree 
Chinese Tsmarisk 
Tamarisk 
Pond Cyprus 
Bald Cyprus 
Tea-oil 
Tea 
Manchurian Linden 
Manchurian Elm j H" 
Dkarf or Siberk&f%lm 
Jujube Tree; kknese Date 
Thorny Jujube (wild) 

Note: English names of,tree species v#y>in many cases from one, country to another. 
In the above list an attempt has been made to select those names mo& wideljr 
used,*but it is not intended to be a comprehensive or definitive list. 
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